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Prefatory note. 

This volume contains flapers on ENGINEERING which were read at the 
Second All-India Sanitary Conference. It has not been found possible to 
reproduce all illustrations, plans, etc., attached to the various papers, and anyone 
specially interested should apply to the authors. 



DESCRIPTION OF 1 HE MADRAS CITY DR.-\INAGE WORKS IN. 
SPECTED BY M E~fBERS OF 'I HE SECOND ALL-INDIA SANlTARY 

CONFERENCE. 

The works ir:spected comprised :-(1) Special appliances used in 
the Drainage of Madras City. (2) Works completed. 

(3) Works in progress. 

SpeciaJ AIPJiallces :-
I 

Napier PorA-

i. Silt-catcber.-This IS an iron bucket fitted with a diaphragm designed to 
intercept sand used in washing pots and earth, sand and stone whIch get mto the 
ordinary Indian hoose drains. A Silt-catcher as used in Madras will be shown 
and its tffect in intercepting silt explained. 

, 2 Silt and Storm-water Separator._A typical Silt and Storm-\\ater Separator 
such as those used in Madras on connections from side drains to sewers wiII be 
shown "nd its method of working explained 

3. Sewer Pipe Joint (or Water-logged Ground.-H assaIl joints have been 
used in Madras dunng the last) ear for the first time in Southern I ndia. The 
method of making the joint ,,;U be demonstrated. 

La1lJ College Pumping Statum-

• 4. Silt-raiser, Screens, dc.-These are typical of similar arrangements with 
which all the ~ladras Se\\age Pumping Stations wiIl be furnished. 

Works Completed :-

I. Law College Pumping Station.-·1 his is a typical small Steam Engine 
Sewage PumplOg Station such as is proposed for the similar steam p~mping 
stations still to be installed in Madras. At thIs station for the last six mon~hs 
has been pumped up to the Sewage Farm through a newly·laid cast.iron main 
the drainage of South Georgetown, which formerly ran into the sea and produced 
Kelly's Nuisance. The new pumping plant consists of three sets of Triple 
Expansion Worthington Pumping Engines furnished with s~eam by two Babcock 
and Wilcox Boilers. Each engine is capable of delivering 870 gallons of cewage 
per mill ute against a total head of 70 feet. 1 he engines have been designed so 
that one engine shall be able to deal \\ ith the average dry weather flow, two 
engines working together with the maximum dry wec:lther flow plus a small aHow
ance for rainfall whtle the third engine is kept in reserve. 

2. A ne\v 16-inch Cast.iron Main from the new Law College Pumping Station 
to the delivery main (rom Rayapuram Pumping Station. 

3. The erection of new buildings and pumping plant at Rayapuram Pumping 
Station. The new pumping plant consists of two sets of Triple Expansion 
Worthington Pumping Engines with Babcock and Wilcox Boilers, each engine 
being capable of pumping 4,000 gallons of sewage per minute against a head of 
50 feet. 

4. The construction of an Open Channel at the Sewage Farm partly on piers 
and arches and partly on dwarf walls. 1 his Cnannel supplies sewage to the 
whole farm through the new irrigation system. 

5. The laying down or a system of pipes and channels for the complete 
Irrigation oUbe Sewage Farm. This consists of a system of underground pipes 
and surtace Channels by which sewage can be delivered to every part of the Farm. 
It has now been in operation for two years and by its means the Farm is irrigat-
ed efficiently. -

3SlDE 



Works in Pro~ress-

I. Sewer Laying in every street in Tondiarpet. This has been completed 
except far a few of the deepe<;t sewers. 

2. The construction of three Pumping Stations A. Band C to deal \\ith the 
drainage of the wJlOle ~f !ondiarpet. .of}he.se three, only': B" Pumping Sta~ion 
will be inspected. ThIs IS a typIcal 011 EngIne and Centrifugal Pump Statton. 
The new plant will consist of 3 sets of (30 B. H. P.) Campbell Oil Enginesf 

each drivi~g a la-inch Gwynnes' C~ntrifu.gal Pump. A.t" B" Pumping Station 
will be raIsed all the sewage of fondlarpet "hleh Will flow down the 2 feet 10 

inches sewer to the Bell·mouth Chamber where it "ill join the sewage pumped 
from Georgetown. 
\ 3. The combined sewage "ill flow down the r.e\\ly.constructed 4 (eet 6 
inches sewer to the head of the 5 feet 6 inches brick circular sewer where a 
second 4 feet 6 inches sewer wilLbnng in the whole drainage of the Western and 
Southern areas of Madras. The 5 feet 6 inches sewer which is in course of con
struction will lead to the Farm Pumping Station. Thus the whole sewage from 
the three divisions in Madras will flow to the Sewage Farm Pumping Station 
through the 5 feet 6 inches sewer. 

4. At the Farm Pumping Station the sinking of a double Rectangular Silt 
and Screening PIt is In progress. Here all the sewage of Madras will be raised 
nto the head of the Open Channel whence it is distributed over the Sewage Farm 

I • 

J. W.I 1\1 \DELEY, 

Special Engineer, CorporatIon tif Madras. 

Cost of Warks inspected. 

Completed Works. 

ioarticulars. 

Law COllege and Rayapuram Pumping Station Buildings 

Do. doo do. do. do. Machinery ... 

Alterat;on to Pumping Main and SewErs 

Open Channel at Sewage Farm 

I,rrigating Farm on Broad Irr·gat;on Methods. 

Taking up the 36-inch pipes at Sewage Farm and rela)ing as Pump. 
ing Main from Ra) apuram Station. 

'1 he construction of 4 feet 6 inches and 5 feet 6 inche3 gravitation 
se\\ ers to take the drainage of Georgeto\\ nand Tondiarpetto the 
Sewage Farm. __ _ " 

Total 

Amcunt of 
sanctioned 
Est,hnates 

Rs. 

51,430 

2,91,530 

15,750 

92,000 

45.000 

43.400 

880500 

Actual Cost. 

Rs. 

50 ,702 

2.85,905 

15,718 • 

85,005 

36.26. 

38,soo 

72,500 

/ --------



Works in Progress. 

Particulars. 

Tondiarpet Drainage. 

Sewer Laying 

House Connections 

Pumping Stations including Engine House, Receiving Chambers, 
Office, Store and Tools·rooms, Lalnne, Compound Wall, Machin
ery, etc. 

A. Slation 

B. do. 

C. do. 

Total ... 

Amount of 
sanctioned 
Estimates. 

Rs. 

1',32 ,635 

•• 2~.OOO 

1 
J 

Value of 
Work done. 

Rs. 

2.97.700 

20.000 

45.000 

------

J. W. MADELEY, 

Special Engineer, Corporation of Madras. 



ALL.INDIA SANITARY CONFERENCE-MADRAS
NOVEMBER ~912. 

MADRAS CITY DRAINAGE WORKS. 

BY 

J. W. Madele), Esq., M. A., M. Inst. C. E., M. Am. Soc. C.E., etc., Spec£al 
Engineer, Corporation of Madras. 

I. For drain~ge pu~poses, ~fadras has been divid~d i.nto a number of areas 
each drairing to a pumpwJ! statIOn "here the sewage IS raIsed and sent along on 
its journey to the Sewage Farm at the norther!" boundary of the ~funicipal area. 
lhe drains are admi,tedly in very bad condItIOn, and works estimated to .::ost 
about 120 lakhs of rupees !-a\'e been designed to gIve the city an. up·to·date 
drainage system. Of these, w(,rks to the value of 2S Jakhs. are ~ow In course of 
execution. The remainder WIll be taken up as the CorporatIon, WIth Government 
sanction, may decid~. 

2 The existing drainage system in Madras consists of a c?mbination of open 
side drains, masonry dr,,:ins and. pipe sew~rs. AlI"of thes~ are Itltended .to ~olle.ct 
and cOllvey to the pumplOg sta'lons the 'sullage or SOIled water whIch IS dIS. 
charged from the houses, butl none of them perform theIr functions satisfactorily. 

The open draiJ.s of Madras are insanitary. The masonry drains are leaky 
and dt fectl\'e and the old punlplOg statIOns are under powered and are Ilot 
furnIshed \\ ith any means of rem()\'lOg SIlt or floating rubbish from the incoming 
liquid Madras therefore affords;ln. excellent opportuOlty fO.r the study of .the 
evils which result from a ddntIVe drainage system when applied to a large city. 
Some of I hese evils WIll now be described. 

Ralatlng ., .... 

3 The .. ide drains are open channels constructed along the two sides of the Ryil. of ope •• d. 
streets draIned by them. In t he first instance, they were doubtless earth dltches- drains. 

and Sf'Wrlee is still flo" jng IOto hundreds of earth ditches-but m lat~r 
years the'ditch has been hned with masonry, usually 01 brick\\ork plastered 
with cement, and thus an impervious channel has bet'n formed, whIch is a 
great improvement upon the original earth ditch. The disadvantages and 
dangers \\ hich attend their lise in a populous town lIke Madras are well Illustrated 
in those districts \\here !,ulh drains exist. The streets form a network of 
narrow roadways, each bounded on both SIdes by a continuous earth ditch full of 
liquid and semi·liqUld putntYlllg se\\age, which pollutes the air and grddu.-tlly 
soaks away into the ground 10 loul the \\ ells. Clouds of mosquitoes rise off the 
stagnar.t liquid which, In some cases, may be seen to have soaked up the walls 
of the mud huts to a height of 2 or 3 feet above the ground. People are living 
in these huts with sewage soaked walls j and sewage lies before their cloors and 
under thl ir windows. It \\ould be difficult to devise anything more Insanitary. 

In Georgetown. a carefl,lIv thought out system of masonry side drains 
delivering their sewage into underground sewers, has been installed Here w~ 
see side drains at their best, laid as well as is possible in a flat city like Madras 
b.ut evt"~ here gr~at faults are "ery app~rent. For many hours of the day, Ih~ 
Side draIn, contalO long lengths of semI stagnant sewage, and the most familiar 
smt"lI 10 the d.enser parts of thiS city is that of gas rising from putrifying sewage. 
Sewage gas Itself has not hI t'n found to con tam normally disease germs in 
greakr nU":lber than does ordinary air, but it a~ts poisonously and insidiously, it 
lowers \'Itahty, and renders those \\ho breathe It unhealthy, and unable to resist 
disease. Sewage gas should be confined to its proper place and liberated well 
over head, as WIll be done in the system of underground sewers now proposed. 

House flies may be obser\'ed any day in Madras to settle on the wetted 
po~tion ~f side drains, and to fly directly thence and alight on passers-by, on 
chIldren s e} es, and on the food on the stalls of the bazaars. There maybe ' 
y;ashings, and ~rjne and even. foecal matter in that sewage from a person suffer
mg from ente~lc, tuberculosIs, or cholera, and many diseases are known to be 
con~eyed by flle~. Nearly all exposed sewag~ in Madras may be seen to be the· 
feedmg or breedtng place of countless mosqUItoes: these insects are not only a 
pest, b~t are 'Yell know~ to be the great source of disease, and for this reason 
alone Side drams should be abolished. 



Every time it rains, quantities of sand and tC'lad metal get washed Into the 
side drains, which are also uSl:'d as receptacles for much garbage and rubbish 
that should go direct to the incinerators. It' is almost impossible to avoid 
frequ~nt blockage of the side drains, foc it fJl<lY take place only a few minutes 
after cleaning, and in consequence, a side drain, as a rule, contains long pools of 
more or less sta~nant sewage. 

The proper function of the side drains, is the conveyance of rainwater and 
for this purpose, it is proposed that I hey should be modified as was d~ne in 
Bombay when underground sewers were introdured into that city. The impor
!ance of edu~atjng people to o~,iect to the sight and sl1?ell of sewage.is great. for 
It affects their I sanitary sense and health Side drams encourage Insanitation. 
that is they make for dirt, sm~J1 and a hi!{n death-rate All cities that hav~ 
adol?ted good underground drainagt:, have shown a decreas~in death-rate' the 
benefit has often been vc:ry immediate clnd marked. • 

Another grave fault resulting fro" open drainc; is the necessity for hand 
removal of excreta. which as carried out in Madras, is a filthy and degrading 
o~cuPdtion emplOYing a large, amoun,t of child and w.o~a~ labour. Compared 
WIth the cleanly flush-out l~trlJle and t he water closet, It IS mdeed a barbarianism. 

Old masonry drains. 4. In the old daYs, side drains delivered their sewage into what were called 
II masonry drains ", bUilt of brick work, approx.imately square 10 sectiGn and 
covert'd with granite stone,>. rhe~e masonry drains led the sewage into larger 
" main drains" of a si:nllar pattern, which in turn discharged their cor.tents at 
one of the pumping statiuns where the sewage was raised on to the numerous 
farms then in existence But in addition a large proportion vf the sewage flo\\'ed 
into t he sea, or into the Cooum and various nullahs. The3e masonry drains 
still eXIst. They are most unsatisfactory as carriers of sewage i they are wrong 
in shape, they are nearly fla r , and they are not watertight. As a consequence, 
the sewage flows slowly, and its filthy silt is deposited to fill up the waterway 
'and to give off noxious gases inimical to health. FurthE'c, the liquid escapes 
into the subsoil and pollutes the underground water which feeds the wells. 

BDtlDg under- With a drainage system consisting of open side t:lrains and closed masonry 
~OUBdl18tem. drains of the kind descri bed, the state of a large closely bUilt up city like Madras 

w'as naturally most insanitary, and it was obvious that measures must be taken 
to make the city more healthy. 

5. To remedy the insanit;).ry conditions. a scheme of underground drainage 
was eventually decided upon after consultation of a large number of report~ and 
sch~mes. Work was started and considerable sums had been spent when uneasiness 
began to dawn on the minds of the authorities that the work was not proper]y 
designed. 

Under instruction from Government, Mr. William Hutton, the present 
Sanitary Engineer to Government submitted a report on the \\orks. He con
demned the work that had been do~e as being delligned on wrong principles and 
recommended that the works should be stopped as they then stood •. His r~com
mendations were accepted and the works thus continued at a stand sttll untl~ the 
writer came out from England -to design and carry out the waterworks and dralOage 
works for the city of Madras. 

Defects of exist. 6. [n the first place silt and storm-water are f.ree~y admi~ted into the Sf'wers, 
Dg 'IUIdergrouud and secondly the sewers are laid so flat that the liqUid portion of the sewage 

.(Iriillage 'lltem. ' , . • h . B' f cannot flow sufficiently fast to carry the heavy, solid ~~tter wit . It. emg ar 
too flat to deal with even the best sewage, the dally addltlO~ ?f silt from every 
house drain has caused the inevitable breakdown of the eXlstlOg sewers to come 
qui«;kly. 

Silt should, as far as po-'sible, be excluded from,drains. sewers, ~nd_ pumpin$ 
stations. In the Madras sewers it is now allowed to enter freely. ~Ilt 10 quan.ti
ty, always and quickly, stops up every form of siphon-a!ld a siphon IS a. necess!ty_ 
on every house drain. sildnfallibly puts flat sewers right out ~f .actlon, dally 
menaces with stoppage even the best graded sewers, wears out thelr.lRVe~ts, pours 
into the pumping wells every time it rains, cuts and wears away the lDtenor of the 
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pumps, and commonty, when there is a storm, buries the suctions and stops the 
pumps just when they are most required. 

Storm-water should a(so be excluded as far as possible from a sewage system 
like that of Madras, which is desigl'led to deal only with the" dry weather flow." 
If rainwater in <Juantity is admitted to such a system, the flow is multiplied many 
times, the sewers are unable to deal with it, the pumps dre overpowered, the whole 
system becomes congeo:ted, and liquid sewage overflowS' at manholes, at house 
connections, and oftp-n into the houses themst:lves. 

There are many other sprious defect .. in the existing sewerage system. The 
pipes and pump" are far too smail to deal with the sewage. Arrangements at 
the pumping stations for screening the sewage and freeing it from silt are non
existent. The house connections are quite unsatisfactory, for tht'y are continu
ally becoming blocked and freely admit ~il[ into the sew~rs. Arrangements for 
flul'hing the sewers have nr:t bE'e~ pr~v'dcd except only to ~ylapore. Concrete 
pipes were largt"ly used, and investigatIOn shows that many ot these are on the 
point of actual collapse. 

Many details of the sewers were utterly wrong. No proper manholes were 
provided. Shafts were certainly built up but some two feet below the road 
surface, they were completely covered with granite slabs on the top of which 
earth and road metal were placed. 

Not only was there no means of access to the .shafts, but .their very position 
was unknown. 

Among other faults may be mentioned :-

I. Bringing house connections vertically down on to the top of sewers 
thus causing a check in the flow and a solid deposit in the lcltter~ 

2. Connecting branch sewers to main sewers ~y hying a pipe at a high 
level into the main sewer manhole so that the liquid falls vertically 
splashing the sidt:s and liberating noxious gas. 

3. Manholes with flat bottoms not inverted in any way. 

4. Want of proper means for flushing and ventilating sewers. 

5. A large number of untrapped openings where side drains are connected 
to sewers. 

7. The main defe-cts of the existing underground drainage system 
-summarised as follows :-

may be Summar1 of 
defect. of the ,Iist-, 
iDg .ystem. 

<I) HOUle Draznage.-Silt and storm-water are admitted 
quantities. 

in large 

No provision has been made for receiving solid excreta. 
(2) House connectIons-are in many cases improperly connected to the 

sewers. 

They are unprovided with cleaning arm and frequently become blocked. 
(3) Sewe· S.-The gradients are too flat. 

Except in one division no proper flushing arrangements are provided. 
In some places the concrete pipes used are in a collapsing condition. 

No proper manholes were originally provided. 

The connee.tion of a high level'sewer to a low level sewer is mllde with 
a vertical drop resulting in splashing and interference with the 
flow of sewage in the main sewer. 

In most cases the ~o-called manholes are flat bottomed without attempt 
to form an Invert. 

Insufficient ventilation is provided. 

In many cases the s~wers are too sJllall to carry the sewage of the areas 
that they dram. . 
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(4) Pumping Slations.-Atl the pumping stations except those com .. 
pleted wi!hin the last twelve months are unprovided with silt pits. 
or screemng arrangements. • 

The pumps and engines are both 'very inefficient. 

Except in the two pumping stations completed within the last t"'elve 
months the pumps are unable to deal with the sewage which 
comes tcfthem. 

The cast iron main in~o which all the ori~inal pumps discharged is too 
small to deal with the s~wage which w~uld be pumped int.., it if 
the pllm~s -:vere of sufficient. power. It IS unprovided with wash
outs and m Its length of 9 miles has only two air valves. 

Sewtlge Pa,..m.-The irrigation of the sewage fum was so laid out that 
considerable areas of the farm could not be irrigated. 

The main distnl-,ution pipe was too small, and the minor dis:ributing 
channels were unable to convey sewage to a cO!1siderablt! area 
of the farm. 

8. As alrpady stated, these defective works were condemned by the Sani. 
tary Engineer to the Govern~ent of Madras, and on his advice the whole of the 
wLrk was stop~ed and t.he dralOage st.aff dls~anded The writer's first drainage 
'!ork upon talong up his po~t.as Special b.ngmeer for thp. design and Co.n true
bon of V. ater·suppty an~ Dratnage for the City of Madras. was to make such 
alterations to the eXisting works as would enable them to be utilised to lhe 
greatest pOSSible advantage. 

AlteratioD' to 9. In. manv cases the sewers were found to have been laid in scattered 
ftWerio units !,he,e were some sewe~s with~ut manholes, unconnected with any outlet 

and de.stltute of house connectIOns., which were brought I.nto the existing system 
by bUilding the manholes, making the house connections and laying a length 
of sewer. 

Old brick drains were used as sewers for which they were unsuitable \\ here 
the building of a short length of se\\er was all that was required to divert the 
seNage and leave the old drains to perform the function of storln-water overllo\\s 
for which they are SUitable. All works of this description, whose object IS t~ 
ensure that t he fullest benefit pOSSible should be obtained from the eXisting 
drainage system, were put in hand. 

Raillng'Mallhole 10. A gang of men was got together and the manholes throughout the City 
COftr'J .) ,r)" were raised to road level and fitted with cast iron covers. 

Sewer cleaal .. g. I I. When the manholes had been constructed and covers fixed, it was 
found that, 0\\ ing to the exceedingly flat gradients at which the sewers had been 
laid, combined with the inefficient pumping power in"talled at most of the 
stations, and the free admission of silt and storm-water, the se\\ers had become 
choked. Complaints of nuis~nce and insanitary conditions caused by sewage 
ov~rflow into yards and over road surfaces became numerous. 

It W<lS clear that the only method of keeping the defective seweragt" system 
in ,fair working order was to clean the sewers. systematically and c(J~tlOuously, if 
the breakdowns which had already occurred In many parts of the City were not 
to become univers3.l. A special "foreman was appointed and provided with a 
gang of men whose duties now are to clean the: sewers regularly, to remove 
obstructions and generally to look after the !Jpk.eep of sewers. Und~r the ~ew 
staff, sewer cleaning is done by a gang of coohes In each of th~ sectIOns, I?to 
which the City is divided for drain<lge purposes. Another gang 10 each sectlon 
is employed in removing 'obstructiolls and on oth~r urgent work •. The former g~ng 
works under a Superintendent and has an average strength of eight men COIISISt
ing of a jOlOter and seven coolies. For emergency wor~ t here are four men 
under the diviSIOnal peon. The total nu'~ber of sewer cleamng and emergency 
work coolies at present employed is 146. 

Though this number is insufficient to keep the sewers free from deposit, 
nevertheless the benefit to the sewerage system has been most marked. In those 
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districts such as Periamet-where the system had failed, it has been. placed in a 
workable condition and is now maintained so as to cause no nUisance to the 
inhabitants. The' consequence is that complaints from such. districts have 
greatly diminished in number. One result of the sewer cleanmg has been to 
confirm what has been said concerning side drain connections, 'Di3., that the free 
admission of storm-water p.rrying wit~ it sand. stones,. leav~s. twigs and 
other solids, causes the sewers to be frequently obstructed In spite of regular 
cleaning. 

I~. The principle of using gravitation mains has been adopted as far as pos- Draidp area, 
sible in the new system in preference to long pumping mains for the following pamplnl main .. etc. 

reasons :-
(I) Long pumping mains for sewage are very unsatisfactory on account of 

(a) the deposit of silt in low places, and 

(6) the accumulation of air in long lengths. 

The combination of these two factors very greatly diminishes the carrying 
capacity of the pumping mains. 

(2) By the use of gravitation mains, the area that can be drained to any 
pumping station is greatly increased, for the gravitation main acts 
as a large intercepting sewer which, owing to the large volume of 
liquid flowing down it, can be laid at a flat gradient, and therefore 
can be carried a long distance before getting to a depth exceeding 
that where economical construction is possible. 

By the use of gravitation mains resulting in the enlargement of drainage 
ace«s, the number of pumping stations required is greatly decreased. The 
pumps are larger and more efficient and thus the first cost and cost of upkeep 
are both much reduced. 

(3) Short pumping mains discharging into large gravitation mains have 
the advantage of allowing a cheap class of pump to be used satis
factorily. For instance. Suction Gas or Semi-Deiseloil engines 
driving centrilugal pumps can be used economically with gravi
tation mains.here there is a constant head to pump against. But 
in the case of a long pumping main where the head is varying, 
especially at the time when the pumps are required to raise the 
maximum quantity of sewage, it is necessary to have a much more 
expensive type of pump. such as a Triple ExpansIOn Steam Pump. 

(4) Cost: Gravitation mains themselves are very much chpaper than cast 
iron mains. The saving increases with the size of main. Generally 
speaking, with the sizp. required for Madras, the cost of gravitation 
mains is about one quarter of the cost of cast iron mains. 

13. When the drainage system is completed, there will be some four- Number u4 tn-
teen pumping stations in Madr:!s. 01 these :_ of pumplDI Itatioa" 

Six will. bQ.lSteam. Drive~ Plunger Pumps discharging into the old cast 
Iron pumping maIO. 

Five will be Oil or Suction Gas Engines driving Centrifugal Pumps. 

Two will be electrically driven Centrifugal Pumps. 

One (Sewage Farm) will be Humphrey P!lmps. 

Ii. The principal ne! main drainage works which have been completed Ne"workuale.
or are In course of execution. These works are all situated in the North of tecl. 
Madras and consist of :-

(.> Two new Pumping Stations for the Georgetown area which has a 
population of 142,000. 

(II) A pumping Main to convey the Georgetown s~wage to the North. 

(3) Three P~mping Stations (A, B and C) to deal with the sewage of 
Tondlarpet, the Northern-most area of the city. 

g2SC 
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(4) A complete system of sewers Ionhe Tondiarpet are!". 

(5) 

(6) 

A Brick ,Sewer to carry the combined drainage 
Tondiarpet to the Sewage Farm. 

A new pumping station ~t the Sewage farm. 

of Georgetown and 

(7) An open channel to distribute the sewage over the Farm. 

(8) A complete system of Irrigation work for the Farm. 

Of these:-

, nearly 

Nos. (I), (2), <7) and (8) are completed. 

No. (3) Pumping Stations' A. Band C are up to ground level and the 
pumping machinery has been ordered. 

No.6 (Sewage Farm Pumping Station) has been started and a contract 
has just been entered into for the delivery of Humphrey Pumps. 

Nos. 4 and 5 (~ewerage of Tondi~rpet and laying of a Brick Sewer) are 
completed. 

Works ~os. I and 2 comprise,a completely new purnping station at the 
-S()uth end of Georgetown, the alteration and installation of completely new 
pumping plant at the existing Rayapuram station at the North of Georgetown. 

,apd ,the laying of two pumping J1lains -16 inches and, 36 inches diameter 
respectively. These works were required for ,the drainage of Georgetown Section 
of Madras which had completely broken down. This area is drained by side 
drains which discharge into sewers and these in their tum conveyed the sullage 
to the Rclyapuram Pumping Station at the Northern end of the area. The 
causes of the breakdown lO£ the system were in the first instance the insufficient 
capacity of the-pumps at Rayapuram to deal with the sewage which came to 
them, and secondly the inadequacy of the sewers to convey the sewage to the 
pumping stations,- T,he consequence was overflow into the Buckingham Canal 
on the West, and the Harbour on the East, while i~the'centre the sewers pver-

': flowed into a large main drain which falling North and South from a central 
point'discharged on to the foreshore at both ends. At the South it produced a 
nuisance commonly known as "Kelly's Scent Bottle" which affected the 
Government Secretatiat in the Fort, and the mercantile community in the South-

, _East of Georgetown. At the North end a similar nuisance was created which 
affected mainly the staff,employed at Rayapuram Railway Station. To abolish 
t~es~ J)uisances the following works have been executed:- , 

(1) A ,WD Pumping Station has been erected opposite the Law College 
at the South of Georgetown to pump to the Sewage Farm all the 
sewage previously flowing to the foreshore to produce Kelly'S 
Nuisance. 

Three pumping sets have been installed each capable of delivering 870 
gallons of sewage'per minute. against a total head of 70 feet. These pumps are 
supplied with steam (rom -two boilers each of which is capable of working any 
two engines when doing its maximum work. 

The pumps are the w~l1 known Worthington Triple Expansion Direct Acting 
- Pumping Engine~. ,The'boilers are of, th~ tubular type 'manufactured by:Messrs. 

Babcock and Wtlcox. They are fitted With superheaters capable of giVIng 100 

degrees of superheat above the temperature due to the pressure 'of the' steam. 
Each pumping set is 4=apabl~ of dealing ,wi~h the ayerage. dry weather flow I{us 
a small allo\\ ance for rain. Two sets workmg ,together wll1 be able to deal With 
the ~aximu~ flow ant~cipated and the third set is reserved as stand bye. 

The, station is pt;ovide4 with coll~ctiD~ well, screen and silt pits, and three 
pump wells i all sunk as wells, this b:mg' necessary on account of the large 
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amount of water encountered, within a few feet of ground surface. The station 
itself rests upon a monolithic slab of concrete reinforced with steel rails. 

(~) A 16·l"ch cad i,on main 6,960 jeet lontp-which takes the sewage 
.raised by the new pumps at the Law College Station and delivers 
it into the pumping main from Rayapuram Station. 

(3) RayapuJ"am Pumping Station :-At this old station two new 
Worthington Triple Expansion Direct Acting Pumping Engines 
have been installed in place of two oil engines which were quite 
incapable of dealing with the sewage that came to them. Two 
new pumps have been fixed each capable of delivering 4,000 
gallons of sewage per minute against a total head of 50 feet includ
ing suction head and friction. 

The-pumps have been connected with two existing Babcock .and 
Wilcox boilers, in such a manner ,that each boiler can be used 
for working either engines or both engine, at will, and so' that 
any engine or boiler can be cleaned or repaired without in
terfering with the working of the other engines and boilers. 

The existing boilers have been thoroughly overhauled. They have 
been provided with superheaters, and a Green's Economiser has 
been' fitted in a new brick chamber:which has been constructed 
on a·bye-pass to the existing flue. 

Provision has been made for an additional engine, which will be -fixed 
at some future time, if required. 

At Rayapuram Station it was necessary to lower the floor of the 
building by 10 feet. and also to lower the bottom of each 'of the 
two pump w'ells by 5 feet. The floor was lowered in sections 
and concrete, reinforced with steel bars, was used for the new 
floor. It was- a piece of work requiring extreme care because 
the. new floor,went below the footings of the pumping station 
walls. It is, therefore, very s~tisfactory to record that no acci
dent and no crack of any kind occurred and no stoppage of 
pumping was necessary. Similarly the lowering of pump wells 
req1ilired great care because these wells are partli inside-me 
main station buifding and the bottoms are 20 feet below floor 
level. lIn order to, avoid damage, the sinking was done by 
means 'of cast iron caissons provided with diaphragms furnished 
with doors that could be rapidly closed in case of need. It is 
satisfactory to record that this work also was' done without 
accident or damage of any kind, although it had to be carried 
out in running sand under a head of 12 feet of water. 

By means of these two works, the lowering of the engine house floor 
and/the deepening of the pump well-originally considered im
possible withouf stopping the cost of bui1ding a new station 
and tthe sinking of a new pump well-has been saved. 

(4) The laying of a 36-inch'Pumping Main 3,900 feet long to convey the 
sewage raised at the Law College and ,Rayapuram Stations to. the 
'summit chamber in Tondiarpet where it is joined by the Tondiarpet 
sewage, and the combined sewage' flows- to the sewage farm down 
a new gravitation main !varying in diameter from 4 feet 6 inches 
to 5 feet 6 inches. 

The-a6-inch pipes were obtained from the sewage farm where -they 
had been laid to distribute the sewage. They were too small for 
this purpose arid have been replaced by the open channel. 

. 15. Tondiarpet bas, for drainage .purposes, been divid.ed into. three ~reas, TOlldiwetS.Y:e~; 
'VII., A. B. and C, each to be dramed to Its own pumpmg statlon. A.ls the age. -
western, B the central. and C the 'eastern Station. 

On arrival at Station A. the sewage draining to this station will be raised 
at once to the full height required. and will then flow by gravity along a 24-inch 
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cast iron .rr,tai~ t.o the well of P~mping St~tion B. The-sewage arriving at 
Station C wtll SImIlarly be at once raIsed, and Will then How along an IS-inch 
gravitation main until it likewise reaches the wells at Station B. 

On their way to B, the 24-inch iron pipe sewer from A and the 18 inch 
stonewa.re pipe sewer fr?m C, will both be utilised as intercepting sewers: by this 
means, It has been possible to extend area B both east and west beyond its 

, natural contour limits. 

These two gravitation mains-utilised also as intercepting sewers-run at 
right angles to the contours, and become in consequence, the deepest sewers of 
the whole system. But the depth is well repaid. Every gallon of sewage they 
collect in the wings of B area, is saved being pumped a second time. 

For, at B Station, all the sewage of areas, A, Band C is to be raised and 
senb on its way to the Open Channel. The sewage districts A and C will have
been pumped twice, but that of B once only, when leaving Station B, hence it is
obviously an advantage to make area B as large as possible. 

The sewage of area B will of course drain to its own station, and Pumping 
Station B is to raise the whole sewage of South T ondiarpet into a brick sewer, 
2 feet 10 inches in diameter, which will convey the sewage from the Pumping 
Station to the bell· mouthed junction chamber in Mannarswami Kovil Street. 
Into this chamber will be discharged also, all the sewage from Georgetown which. 
is pumped from the Rayapuram and Law College Stations. The combined 
se~age will then How by gravity alo!lg the 4 !eet 6 ir:'che~ diameter b~'ck-sewer, 
until it reaches the large Farm Pumpmg Station which IS to be bwlt at the' 

I head of the Open Channel. 
.. Mica 

tl8Wl!n1 ':e bee. 16. The following table gives for the three areas A, Band C, the acreages, 
CI .. ,.et1. populations in 1901, estimated future populations and estimated quantities of 

sewage:--

DISIGIfATIOII' Oll AR .... 

ARU. 
Total. A B C 

Built up area in acres ... ... . .. H7 259 153 539 

Unbuilt up area in acres ... ... 133 65 20 218 -----~-Total area in acres ... 260 324 171 757 

. 
DBSIGIfATIOIf Oll ARU. 

POPULATION. I 
Total. 

A B C 

PopUlation as per Census of 1901 ... ... 15,316 31,233 18,451 65,000 

Increase of population over built up area taken 
5,536 19,500 at 30 ppr cent. ... ... ... 4.594 9,37° 

Future population of un built up areas taken as 
120 6 per acre ... ... ... 16,040 1,839 2.412 26,291 -- -Total population for which the sewers have 

48442 26.399 110.791 been designed ... ... ... 35.950 -------Gallons oer minute. 

QUANTITY Oll SBWAGB-
r--- ..... - • 

Ultimate maximum rate of sewage flow to the 
stati()ns, at 46.3 gallons per minute per 1,000 

1,665 1.222 50130 ,of population ... ... \ ... 2,243 

...-... ~- --
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The sewers for these areas have all been' constructed in ac~ordance with 
the principl~s set out in this paper. All ~he pipes b1Ve .been lal~ except ~he 
24 inch gravitation main from Pumping Station A to Pumping Station B which 
has been delayed. pending the laying of 36 inch Pumpillb Mam ff(;HI? Rayapuram 
with the pi pes taken up at the sewage Farm i for it is not until thiS ,~as do~e 
that it was possible to take u~ the 24 inch. main formin~ the old Pumpmg MaIO 
and relay it as a gravitation mam from StatIOn A to Station C,, 

17 The Pumping Stations ~ Band C are brick buildings each arranged. Tondia!pel PAumP; 
. • , .. C 'f 1 POt· pable Ing Statlonl ,B 

with three sets of Oil Enoines dnvmg enrn uga t:!mps. ne se IS ca . ande. 
of dealing "ith the average flow, two sets with the maximum flow and the third 
set being standbye. . 

18. The fo11o\\ ing is a summary of the particulars of the engines and pumps PQ~a;!I=lded. 01 

which have been ordered :-

Makers of Engine 

Makers of pumps 

Total number of units, (ach consl~ting of one engine and one pump 

Nit. of units (or maximum work 

No. of standbye UOits ••• 

Maximum pumping capacity of each unit in gallons per minute ... -

Working head in (eet 

Size of pumps 

Pump H. P. 
Efficiency for maximum -----

Brakp. H. P. of Engine 

Water pump horse po\\er 

B. H P. to drive pump 

8 H. P. of engine using kerosine which would be required to give above 
B. H. P. on crude oil •• , •.. ... .. 

B. H, P. of engines ordered 

Revolutions of engine per minute 

Approximate No. of revolutions per minute of pump when pumping 
maximum quantity... ,. ... 

Guaranteed consumption of liquiJ fuel in pints per pump H. p, hour .. 
• 

PUMPING STATION, 

A B C 

The Campbel Gas Engines Co. 

Messrs. Gwynnes. 

3 3 3 

2 2 :2 

1 

500 2,100 600 

20 25 20 

S- 10· b· 

50 % 60% 50% 

3"3 '5 S • 4'0 

66 26'7 S·o 

7·3 29'4 SS 

9i 30 9 

280 220 280 

1,040 360 860 

1·4 I', 1'3 

19, Each of the stations will be provided with a Venturi Meter which will Venturi Meten. 
be fixed on the delivery main outside the engine houses with a recorder inside the 
house, The meter is to be of a type specially adapted for measurement of sewage 
and will be provided with means of flushing the tubes and chambers and also 
of letting off the sewage gas wbich from time to time accumulates. A sewage 
Level and Pump Pressure Recording apparatus will also be fixed at each station, 
so arranged that one diagram shows continuously both the depth of the sewage 
in the pump wells below the centre of the pumps, and also the pressure above 
the centres of the pumps against which the pumps work, By means of these 
t~o meters, the quantity of sewage pumped and the head against which it is 
forced, that is to say, the work done by the engines, are recorded continuously. 

20. The sewage coming to any of the stations first enters a receiving Silt, pits ~ 
manhole. whe~ce it can b,e turned so as to pass thr0!lgh one o~ both of a pairScteeulagCbllll~ 
of combmed SIlt and screemng chambers. These are Circular bnck wells with 
t~e bottoms formed as inverted cones, The inlet and outlet pipes are connected 
w,lth these ~hamber~ at, the top ofthe cone, The sewage. entering by the inlet 
pipes loses I~S v~loclty 10 tpe large area presented by the pit, and the silt and other 
heavy materials 10 suspenSion drop to the bottom and are from time to time 
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moved by a II silt raiser" of a design which has· been patented by . the writer. It 
consists of a fixed Tee pipe suspended over the centre of the silt pit. Inside this 
slides a movable pipe, the bottom end of which can be dropped on to the top of the 
silt, while the top end remains within the Tee pipe at a point below the branch. 
The branch leaves the pit some two or three feet below the top and leads to a settl. 
ing basin at or about ground level. In operation the valves on the inlet and 
outlet pipes are closed. The chamber is filled from the pump discharge and the 
valve on the Tee pipe branch is opened. There is then a head of some:3 feet 
6 inches tending to drive the liquid in the silt pit up the movable pipe and out 
through the Tee piece branch to the settling tank. The bottom of the movable 

'pipe is kept close .to the surfa~e of.the silt, and liquid in rushing up the pipe 
scours away the sllt and carnes It up and out along the branch settling 
basin, where the clear liquid is siphoned off and the deposited silfis subsequently 
shovelled into carts. 

21. Screens are fixed on the ,outlet side of the silt pit. They consist of 
light cages made of half round bar iron, well painted to preserve them from 
corrosion. When a cage is sufficiently charged with refuse it is raised above the 
top of the chamber by means of a light hand crane and swung over a cart. the 
flap door forming the bottom to the cage is then opened by releasing a catch 
and its contents dropped into the cart. The interior of the cage is then scraped 
down lightly with a rake, the door slammed up and the emptied cage let down 
again to its original position in the sewage flow. 

Pump 
well •• 

Suction 22. From the screening chambers the sewage flows to three pump suction 
wells each 6 feet 'in diameter. Each small well is connected separately to the 
outlet pipe from the silt and screening pits. This multiple well system is, for 
the ground encountered in Tondiarpet, much cheaper and more convenient than 
a single large well, for the small pits can be sunk without any timbering and with 
an ordinary amount of care, watertightness can be readily ensured under a head 
of 15 to 20 feet of wa ter. 

We~! method
d 

of 23. It may be added here that wherever possible, al1 deep underground 
:::t;ork. un er· masonry work ·in Tondiarpet, such as screening chambers, silt pits and pump 

wells, his been constructed by means of wells sunk vertically downwards on 
account of the large amount of water brought freely to the excavation through 
the coarse sand beds that are encountered. At several pumping stations this 
quantity of water was estimated to be from 20,000 to 30,000 gallons per hour 
when nearing the bottom of the wells. In consequence of this flow and the con
siderable pressure-often over 20 feet of water--continual bursts of sand at the 
bottom took place whenever an attempt was made to keep down the water, To 
overcome this difficulty, the water was kept 10 to 12 feet deep by means of 
pumps and the excavation was got out by means of divers. By this 
method, blowings· were obviated and the quantity of water that required 
pumping was considerably decreased. After the wells had bee:l sunk to 
the required depth, the water was allowed to rise to its natural level and the 
bottom was sealed with cement concrete. The usu~1 method of depositing the 
concrete was to place the bottom layer in gunny bags. Over thiS, concrete 
was deposited either by pouring through a long tube, or alternatively by means 
of buckets which were tipped when they reached the bottom. Both methods 
were equally effective when carefully done. As the water was standing at its 
normal level, there was no flow through the cement concrete which had every 
opportunity to set during the week for which it was left undisturbed. In no case 
was there anything but every small weeps of water although a head of water on 

4 feet IS iachel 
Brick sewer. 

the bottom of the well exceeding 20 feet was not unusual. 

24. The whole of the ultimate sewage of Sbut~ Tondiarpet plus the ~hole 
of the sewage of Georgetown having a total population of about 2~O,OOO, \\111 be 
delivered into the chamber forming the top end of the 4 feet 6 Inches. sewer. 
The combined sewage a maximum of about 15.000 gallons pe~ minut~, ,,111 fO.r a 
distance of 5,800 feet, flow down this sewer to the large pumpmg statIOn which 
is in course of construction at the Sewage Farm. About I ~ooo feet fr~m ~he 
pumping station, it will be joined by another 4Jeet 6 inches brick sewer brlngmg 
the sewage of the whole of the western area of Madras. At the Sewage Farm 
itself, it will be joined by the sewage from the Southern area of Madras. 
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Almost the whole of the 4 feet 6 inches and 5 feet 6 inches sewers have 
been completed. They are both circular in section and there is nothing special 
in their construction. -The 4 feet 6 inches sewer is built up to springing of 
concrete with a d inch lining of brick plastered internall}\with cement mortar. 
The arch consists of two rings of brick work. The 5 feet 6 inches sewer is of 
similar construction with three rings of brickwork in the arch. With the excep· 
tion of internal cement plaster, the whole of the mortar used is combination 
mortar devised by the writer. It consists of cement, part, lime I part, surki, Ii 
parts and sand 6 parts, all measured by volume. This mortar has been found to 
reduce the cost in brickwork and concrete oy Rs. 20 per 100 c. feet as compared 
with 1 to 3 cement mortar while the quality of the work is very nearly, if not 
quite, as good. 

25. The whole of the sewage of Madras will, on arriving at the Sewage Spwage"~rml'1llDp
Farm Station, be passed through silt pits and screenmg chambers as in the case log StatlOD. 

of the Pumping Stations A, Band C already described. These are also sunk 
as wells, but for convenience they will be square in shape, and instead of separate 
suction wells there will be a long suction trough into which will dip the suctIOns 
of the pumps. The pumps themselves will be of the Humphrey Gas type in which 
the explosion acts directly on the water without the. IOtervention of any piston or 
gearing of any kind. This is the first time that this pump has been applied to the 
raising of sewage, and the results obtained will be of great interest. There will be 
eventually five pumps, three capable of delivering each 6,000 gallons per minute, 
and the remaining two 2,000 gallons each against a lift of 22 feet-suction lift 8 
feet and delivery 14 feet. The pumps will be worked by suction gas generated 
in Semi-Bituminous plants of the suction pressure type, manufactured by the 
Power and Gas Corporation of Stockton-on-Tees. A small Reavell Air Compres-
ser will be used for starting. A Centrifugal Pump will be provided for emptying 
the suction pit of any pump when repairs or other work below water level is 
necec;sary. This pump will also be used to prime the pumps when required. 
The Centrifugal Pump and Compres'sor will be driven by a small Gas Engine 
"hich will also drive the producer plant fan. 

26. The Open Channel that has been constructed along the \V est side of Open Cbuoel. 
the Sewage Farm begins at its Southern. end with a ,receiving chamber 5 
feet X 12 feet X 4 feet 9 inches. 

This is separated from a gauging chamber (19 feet X 12 feet + 4 feet 
g-inches) by a baffle wall. The sewage is delivered into the Receiving Cham~er 
by the two pumping mains, and passing through openings in the baffle wall, 
flows as a quiet stream through the gauging chamber and over a weir to the 
Channel proper which is 6 feet 6 inches wide and 3 feet deep with a dished 
invert. The Channel has a gradient of I in 1000 from South end to North. 
With a depth of 2i feet, the calculated flow is 26,500 gallons with a velocity of 
4'8 feet per second. At the Southern end, the Channel is ten feet above 
ground level. Here it is carried on brick piers ~ feet above ground level. 
Here it is carried on brick piers 2 feet thick and 10 feet 6 inches 10nO' resting 
on foundations of surki mortar concrete. The piers are connected by arches 
9 feet thick, each having a span of 12 feet, a rise of 2 feet, and a width of io 
6 inches. There are 146 of these arches. 

Where the floor of the channel is at ground level or slightly above, it is 
supported on two parallel brick walls running under the channel side walls. The 
space between the walls was filled with rammed sand and covered with concrete 
reinforced with t inch steel rods. 

Twenty wooden sluices of simple design have been provided to liberate the 
sewage alo~g the length of the ch.annel. ~ach sl~ice works in a masonry 
grove and IS made of teak-wood stlilened with an 11'0n handle which works 
through a slotted bar built into the masonry. This bar acts both as a guide and 
regulator for the handle and at the same time makes it impossible for anyone 
to steal the door. An iron pin chained to the slotted bar will allow each 
sluice to be opend as much as desired according to the quantity of sewage to 
be discharged. On opening a sluice, the sewage flows down a masonry shoot 
formed on a pier end of the channel and passes into the irrigating system. 



Sewa~ Farm Irri· 27. The sewage from the channel is dischargp.d into IS·inch concrete pipes 
gatfoQ Syatem. laid at r~ght an.gles to the channel in parallel.lines 6~0 feet apart. Thp.l>e pipes 

are provided with manholes at every 200 feet from which sewage can be supplied 
either directly into open channels slightly above ground level running above and 
a few feet to the side 01 the 18 inch pipes, or by means of 9 inch under.ground 
pipes to similar OpEn channels running parallel to the main 18·inch pipe and 200 

feet on each side of it. From these open channels the sewage is turned over 
the surface of any part of the farm, and at the same time moving and other 
agrjcul~ural machmes c~n be worked from side to side of the farm (about 1,500 
feet) without encountering any obstacle due to channels or other irrigation 
works. 

Sewage Farm. 

The masonry channel terminates at the northern boundary of the farm in 
an end which is provided with boards working in grooves i by this arrangement 
the channel is kept as full as desired, and when there is an excess of se\\'aO'e 
the boards are removed as required and the excess allowed to discharge i~t~ 
the sea. 

28. The Sewage Farm is a strip of land about .,500 feet wide extending 
for a distance of about 6,000 feet southwards from the northern boundary of 
Madras. It has an area of about 150 acres and until the beginning of the 
presf!nt year, it was let out to a farmer at a rent of Rs. 36,000 per annum. The 
farm has now been taken over and is worked by the Corporation. It is esti
mated that a net income of Rs. 50 ,000 per annum will be obtained when the 
farm is in thorough good working order. It is therefore undoubtedly one of the 
most successful farms in the world. It is noteworthy- that there is no sub.soil 
and during the years for which the farm has been worked with sewage there 
has been no clogging up of sand of which the soil consists. It supplies a 
striking instance of what can be done in a climate like that of Madras by the 
application of sewage to a barren strip of sand. Hariali grass and cocoanut 
palms are the only produce of the farm. The farm deals "ith the whole of the 
sewage of Madras in dry weather, but in' wet weather a considerable overflow 
takes place at the northern end of the farm, the liquid flows into the sea without 
causing any nuisance. 

Getzeral Schemefor drainage of Madrus City. 

Special conditloDs. 29. Madras is a flat city 9 miles in length from north to south with an 
average width of 3 miles from eaH to west. The sub·soil consists of sand and 
clay. Through this sand, large quantities of water percolate and at all times of 
the year, water is encountered within a few feet from the ground surface. These 
conditions make it impossible to lay sewerli at any great depth except at very 
great expense. 

The question of constructing a large deep intercepting sewer running from 
south to north into which could gravitate the sewage from the different drainage 
areas was considered, but was discarded on account of the length of time that 
would take to execute its high cost, and the considerable difficulties that would 
be encountered. Th~ only method of constructing such a sewer would be ~y 
tunnelling with the assistance of compressed air to exclude the water. ThiS 
work is necessarily slow, and it is costly on account of the plant and the nat~re 
of construction Very little tunneling of this description has ~een done in India, 

-and it would be necessary to employ European contractors with European fore
men with the result that the cost would be very great. 

" -
Having decided that one large intercepting sewer was impracticable, the 

altero,!llive of dividing the city into a number of drainage arefls was a?opted. 
These drainage areas are limited by the depths at which sewers can be laid. that 
is, by the nature qf the ground and the quan,tity of water encountered. 

In preparing the general scheme. the areas were first roughly worked out, 
in order to utilise the existing sewers as far as possible. 
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Where deep sewers would enable the areas to be extended, trial holes were 
excavated. These trial holes were 10 feet square and by their means the nature 
of the ground would be accurately determined and the quantity of water that 
would require pumping into trenches would be estimated very closely. 

As a result of experience it has been found that in coarse water bearing sand 
such as that _which forms the subsoil of Tondiarpet in the north, it is not 
practicable to go to a lower depth than __ feet belO\v mean sea level. In those 
areas where th~ subsoil is clay, or clay mixed with sand, the quantity of water is 
much less and in the proposed system sewers will be laid as much as feet 
below mean sea level. 

Principles and rules governing design. 

The following are the principles and data upon which the new system has 
been designed :-

30. In the existing system, storm water is freely admitted. In the system Seplratu1stem: 
to be adopted, it will be excluded as rigidly as possible. The reasons in favour 
of adopting the separate system for Madras are as follows :-

(I) The cost is very much less, if the storm water is excluded. , 
In a city like Madras where all sewage has to be pumped, both the 

initial cost and the co~t of working-a combined system would be 
very much greater than that of a separate system for the sewers 
would have to be designed to take the flow some thirty or forty 
times greater than the dry weather flow, and the pumps would 
have to raise a correspondin~ly increased quantity. 

(~) The disposal works will have a much more uniform quantity to deal 
. with than a separate system and can be made mnch smaller. 

(3) The sewage is much more constant in character and is, therefore, 
more easily purified. 

(t) The variation in flow being smaller, the sewers can be laid at flater 
gradients for it is the minimum flow that determines the grade of 
the sewers. Thus automatic flushing in dry weat her is greatly 
requced, and'the quantity of water required is much less than in 
a combined system. This is an important point in Madras where 
water is scarce. 

(S) Sewers being smaller, arrangements for (ventilating are :much sim
plified. 

(6) The number of sewer connections is largely decreased, as no street 
gulleys are c~nnected to them. This reduces the number of traps. 

The following rules have been followed in laying out the system :_ 

(I) The sizes of sewers in all cases have been fixed so as to be capable 
of carryin~ .off in 'six hour~, half the whole daily quantity of sewage 
of the antICIpated popula~lOn of 1960 of the art;ts drained by them, 
plus an allowance for rcu.nfall equal to one-thIrd of the maximum 
flow in some cases, where the nature of the district renders it 
desirable, the size of the sew.ers has bee!l made somewhat larger 
than the above rule would gIVe. The pIpe sewers will/be half full 
and the brick gravitation sewers three quarters full, when carrying 
this flow. -

Thus the maximum carrying capacity of the pipe 
be at least 51 the estimated dry weather flow of 1960• 
brick gravitation mains will carry at least 3 times the 
weather flow. 

sewers will 
While the 
same' dry 

(g) The mean dry weather flow Eor th~ sewers is taken as 25 ga~lons 
per head per day of the anticipated population of 1960• ' 

esse 
93 
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(3) The sewers have been laid out at gradients that will give self-cleans
ing velocities: .the minimum gra.dients are:-

4" pipes I in 40 ") These gradients will be 
ladopt.d only 10, th ... 6" 

9" 
1.2" 

15" 

IS" 

21" 

24" 

II 

" 
" 
" 
/J 

" 
" 

I in 135 sewers-generaIly main 
I in 230 sewers-where it is es-

sential that the (all should 
I in 340 ~ be reduced to the mini-
I in 460 I mum consistent with effi-

ciency. All other sewers 
1 in 580 will be laid at steeper 
I in 720 gradients up to the upper 

limit. 
I in 860 J 

The question of gradients is of very great importance and has 
been most carefully considered. 

In some cases cast iron pipes are utilised as sewers. The main brick 
sewers. have been designed o! circul.ar section, after carefully 
balancmg the advantages of this sectIOn as compared with the 
oval section. 

(5) All manholes will be 'provided with cast iron covers. There will 
never be more than 300 fe~t between adjacent manholes. 

(6) Ventilation will be by means of shafts and perforated manhole 
covers. Where conditions render them necessary, special measures 
will be taken to secure adequate ventilation. 

(7) All silt will be excluded from the sewers, as far as possible, and 
special apparatus has been devised for this purpose. 

(8) Special arrangements are provided to exclude as much storm water as 
p~~hl~ . 

(9) Arrangements are provided for flushing the heads of all sewers, and 
such specia1 sections as require it. 

(10)' Waste water from street fountains and washing places will be uti
lised for flushing both latrines and sewers. 

(II) Special types of flush-out and dry latrines have been desi~ned for 
use by the poorer classes. . 

Paracherries wiII be crained by open drains connected to the sewers 
by special designed silt and storm water separators. 

Night soil depots have been provided for the introduction of night 
soil into th~ sewers at suitable point~. 

Where there is a considerable head or where the head varies 
considerably, direct acting Steam Engine Pumps "ill be employed • 

. Centrifugal Pumps driven by Oil ~ngines, Suction Gas Engines 
Electric Motors will be employed where the lift is low and where 
the head is constant. 

('5) All sewage arriving at the stations, will be deprived of silt and 
screened before it reaches the pumps. 

(16) ,House drainage will be so carried out as to prevent the intro
duction into the sewers of silt and storm water. 

Sewer gradients: 31. On account of the conditions prevailing in Madras, namely, a perfectly 
flat area with a high level sub-soil, it is of the greatest importance that the gra
dients of many of the sewers, more especially of the main sewers, should be 
the flattest that are consistent with efficiency. In the new work, all gradients 
are limited by the velocities which must be maintained in the sewers to keep 
'hem se1f-cleansing. The least allowable velocity, with the ordinary maximum 
flow, is fixed at Ii feet per second. which, under the conditions obtaining in 
Madras, means a velocity of about 21 feet per second in the pipes when flow
ing half full. 



In order to make sure that the gradients chosen will insure a suitable 
velocity, a series of experiments has been carried out to determine the velocity 
of sewage, and its silt carrying capacity, in pipes sewers laid at the flattest
gradients proposed. The result of these experiments was to prove that the 
gradients proposed are suitable, provided :-

(I) 1'hat an excessive amount of silt be excluded from sewers. 

(2) That the heads of sewers and other points are adequately flushed. 

Ventilation 0/ Sewers. 

32. The ventilation of sewers has been a subject of controversy and experi. Different systems. 

ment for many years past in England j some few believe in no ventilation-at all 
advocating that all sewer.s be bottled up as much as possible. A second opinion 
is held by others, ' who believe in a little bottling up and a little ventilation: and 
it is in towns where such confused or undecided opinions are held, that one 
finds experiments in progress with the countless patent lamps, electric fans, 
" deodorizers," and chemical plants in manholes, etc. 

A great body of opinion, however, has come to regard the system of tall 
columns and a right number of open street gratings, as being the most 
effective and practical method of ventilating sewers. 

33. In Madras, the conditions of climate are helpful in sewer ventilation Snrface inlets,and 
on the column and grating system, because the temperature is equable, vary- tall columnsadopted 
. I I hId" f h . d 11 d fi d h . . fl for Madras. 109 S ow Y j- t e norma IrectlOns 0 t e W1I1 are we e ne , t e city IS at, 
and the sewer air of one district, liberated from tall columns, will not sweep over 
higher building areas and trouble other districts. In hilly towns this is at times a 
considerable difficulty. 

Open grated covers.will be put on the manholes where required, to act as 
air inlets to the sewers i the outlets will be tall columns, 6 inches in diameter 
and usuaIly from 20 to 30 feet high. 

34. It has been found that in- ventilating sewers nothing can be done by Considerations 
exact rule. The position of each column and every- open grated cover whi.c~ determine 

b 'd d d d . d' II' I' . p" posItions of surface must e consl ere an etermme lOte Igent y on It$ own ments. roxlmlty inlets and of 
and height of Kouses, main directions of wind, the amounts of sunshine and collllDn3. 

shadow on each column, .the levels of the ground, the paths likely to be taken by 
the sewer air, issuing from columns, all these must be thought of before fixing a 
single column or deciding the position of one tentative inlet. The inlets at road 
level should be put as far from houses as possible, so that they will do no harm 
if at times they act as outlets through adverse or unconsidered conditions: if 
found to be acting as an outlet, the grated cover can be replaced at once by a 
closed cover, and a new position tried. 

Open grated covers will not in Madras, be placed where the roadway is 
likely to be flooded by rainwater during the monsoon, for such water would rush 
straight down into the sewer; but where an inlet is needed in a street liable to 
flooding, a pipe will be brought to the closed manhole from a raised inlet fixed 
at the road side. ' 

The action of ventilating columns generally overcomes or at least counter
balances any adverse conditions produced by light winds: and when a high wind 
temporarily upsets some part of the normal ventilation, it must not be forgotten 
that there is also enormous dilution and diffusion of any gas escaping at street 
level on very windy days. 

-35. In special cases mica flaps will be used to prevent occasional efflux of Mica lIap inlets 
sewer air from inlets i but mica flaps get out of order rather easily and require will be lISed where 
f . . If . h I bl . necessary. requ~nt mspectlo~_ . 111 t e east get-at-ta e, they are certam to be damaged 
by children and mischievous persons. They need careful placing. 

36• Ventilating coulmns, if high enough, require less care in placing than Ventilating 
do inle~s_ T~e numbers of inlets a~d outlets required. by a sewer system vary column •• 

.accordlOg to circumstances. Badly laid sewers, producmg much gas, require 
more columns than do first class self-cleansing sewers. Cold climates reduce 
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the amount of ventilation required, hot climates, however, are not believed to 
increase the number of columns needed, because the sun in hot countries can ~e 
depended on to heat the columns regularly atld cause more rapid movement of 
the sewer air. Wind blowing normally acros~ the top of a tube causes an up
draught inside it i further, if a ventilation tube is heated by the sun the air inside 
it becomes lighter bulk for bulk than that outside: the lighter air is then forced 
up the tobe by the cooler and heavier 'air entering beneath from the sewer. It is 
largely owing to these two causes, wind and temperature differences that sewer 
ventilating columns do their work. In Madras, there is a hot sun by day and 
more or less breeze stifring as a rule and the column system may be expected to 
give at least ordinary satisfaction. 

PateDt methods of 37. Few, if any, patent methods of sewer' ventilation have been a success 
.,,,rer Yentilation on. a large scale, and all are costly. Some of these systems have been used 0" atecl onll for ell:cep·. •• 
ijoDal conditiop" a small scale for attemppn~ to deal with especially.foul ·and defective sewerage 

work, and there are . som~tlmes cases where ex.ceptlonal expense may be incurred 
by wealthy corporatIOns, 10 order to use special means for. the ventilation of 
sewers ; ~s in some very i.mportant ~treet where high buildings make the column 
system dIfficult to use, or 10 a case like that of the Houses of Parliament, where 
a specialJ.y costly system of drainage and ventilation was permissible. 

Of the patent methods of sewer ventilation, the lamp column is perhaps 
most pushed at the present time. While single lamps are useful at particular 
points, where, for some special reason, it is undesirable to fix ordinary columns 
yet they cam~ot be recommended for general use throughout the city. ' 

House (Jrainage and House Connections. 

Water carrIage 38. There is little doubt that the water carriage system with underground 
sbould be gradually drains and water closets will eventually be adopted in Madras. It has the 
.doptecl. following advantages amongst others :-

(I) The excreta and urine, instead of polluting the air of houses and 
streets, goes at once to the sewer i and in half a minute or so after 
deposition is safely on its way from human habitations. 

(3) 

The w~ter clos'e~ is incomparably cleaner, nicer, and more sanitary to 
use for removing excret~ than is any other known form of sanitary 
a~pliance. 

An enormous amount of filthy hand s~avenging is abolished. This 
work is very degrading, yet employs hundreds of men, women and 
children. 

(4) The great expenditure on conservancy of night·soil by bullock carts 
and coolies is not required. Night·soit dep6ts and trenching are 
done away with by using Bushing-latrines and water closets. 

~ut t~e water carriage ~ystem witJ be introduced only gradually because:-

(1) The expense of installing the syst~m at once would be quite. proh~b
itive. When water closet apphances are made as cheaply 10 India, 
as in England, there is little doubt that their use will become 
universil, even in the poorest houses, a~ now in England. 

(2) The mass of the inhabitants of Madras are not yet sufficiently educat
ed in the principles of sanitation to understand the ~mportance of 
working the system properly. 

Water closets 39. But wherever practicable, water closets should be installed in ~1l hotels 
will be alea 10 !iil~ and clubs in the houses 'of Europeans and in those of all educated Indians who 
clas,.hoas"· 'can afford them. The great cleanline~s would be much appreciated and should 

create a general dem.a~d in _ the ~ommunity for the E~rop~an type of water 
c~r~iage system. ThiS IS the -expenence of Bom!>ay, Cl:nd It w~11 I;'rob.ab!y be .the 
experience of Madras as the wealth of its people mcreas~s, bnng1Og.1O Its tram a 
greater de~ire for comfort and a greater disli~e of offensiv~ nUIsances. Of 
course it is absolutely essential that a water-supply, and Bushmg tanks of at 
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'least two gallons capacity, should be installed wherever the water carriage system 
with water closets is' put in .. 

I , 4'0, Where water' closets are installed jn Madras .the arrangements would b PirStdC~S9 type 01 
" 'E '1 d d E d ODie ralDage. be practically the ~ame aS j are used in ng,an _, an gel)eral\y in urope an 

America. This system will be ~eferred to as First class House Drainage. '?', I I 

For ~"isting houses-tthe Corporatioll wiII provide the connection from the 
sewer to ~n intercepting siphon, to be fixed at th~ side pf the road. The owner 
.of the premises will bear the-cost.of the remainder of the worle, which will have 
tp. be carried out in accordance with the Corporation bye-laws. In the case of 
new houses the whole cost of the connection will be borne by the owner. 

J' ... "')' .'" : r L • r ~ I 

I" I -41 ~ In seconcl ,c1C\s$ hou~e. pqunage the ordin'ary open house drain is replaced 0' ~:~:~a~:: tIP' 
by, a pipe haying p,rop(1rly trapp'ed ~qnIJections, an~ much trouble has been taken ; f • 
to design house drains and connections on these lines, sUIted to Madras. 

The system may be ~pplied'to h~uses" ~hich are i~t~rmediate between the 
first class houses, and the third class of houses in which live the bulk of the 
inhabitants of Madras. 

i 1. : " , r -

As examples of cases to which the system is applicable, may be mentioned 
d~tached and semi. detached houses and bung.a!ows r which are provided with 
gardens too -small to allow the drainage to be dealt with inside the compo~nds 
without creating a nuisance . 

• 4:j.2 .. It is .anticipated that for, years to ,come the houses in which first or ~bird class b::S4 
second class drainage is used will be few in number. 1 herefore much thought drainage. 

has been given to the drainage of the ordinary small house of Madras. 
Id 

. 43. In ~hat.f()l1ows, it will be convenient to consider the house drainage as HODse drains aD( 

f 
bouse connections, 

made ~p,0 tw~,par.t~.:~ I _, 

(J) Hou~e draitzs by which the sewage is delivered to the side of the 
street. 

(;) Hgu,se COtl'lcct/ons.',which convey the sewage from the edge of the 
street t~ the ~e':Ver, 

\ I', \ , , , Il .se 
44, In the poorer houses the ,drain j$ uS\lally a brick-in-mortar channel of d ~ltisting bows, 

inferior constl'uctiol'l, generally square in'~ection'land:1 frequen~y iT) s~h a bad rams. 

state of r~pair, that solid matter is arrested and liqijid matter -soak~ in~o the soft 
brickwork and the surrounding ground, thus prodQcmg highly in~anitary condi-
tiol\s. .In hundreds ,Qf cq.ses thex:~ is qn the premises a well "hich is almost 

'certaiQ 19, ,bel, fOl,lnd polluted QY th~ soa~al;e. 'These conditions should be 
radi~ally. alt~r~~, for ~he.)' cause ~, hjg~. d~a~~.~ate and m~ch sick~es~. 

45, Most reluctantly the" conclusion has been reached that underground Objections '!:t; 
.pipe hous~ d(aiJ1age is not at present suitable for the majority of the houses of covered pipe b~t 
M d b . I drains for tbe maJO! 

a ras" ~cause j- '. . " ',' rity of ho~s. I 

(I) It, would mean a complete alteration of the eiisting,drai~s of every 
house, a measure which would meet with great opposition from 

. the_ oc~upiers .. -
... I ... i ", • ( 

(2) The -expense of the c'o.nnections would,in I;tlany cas~~: b~ very great 
iIi proportion! t6 the value of ~he houseso:-cbeap, underground drain
age for a third class house would cost about Rs. 2~O.. , 

''(3) 'Owi~g-to the 'Way ih which the houses ar~, built, together. drainage 
,to the back is impracticable. The 'cQvered, pip.e, dr4in would, 

therefore. have to' be led tathe front-right thrQugh the house, This 
would be not only difficult. but also dangerous.and costly work, 

I be~a\ll'ie of the ijtq~lihQOd of da_m?-g~ to houses caused by digging 
dtrenc.hes" dose to,. and, in m.ny ~ases, under the-house walls, for 
"the fouIl,~at,ions ,of; the .numerous' small one . storeY' houses are 

neither deep nor well constructed. : Furthermore;' it "would be 
.necessary to surround the pipes completely with 6 inches of good 
concrete, and this would add to the expense. 
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The success of underground house .drainage depends directly on its 
intelligent use. Deleterious matters such as sand ashes and 
garbage, should not be admith:d into the system. 'If ma;erials 
such as. those referred to were introduced, the traps would 
become choked, the floors of the houses would be flooded with 
sullage, and exceedingly insanitary conditions would be estab
lished. Every entrance to an undergound pipe drain must be 
provided with a siphon i and the siphon must be protected by 
both a silt-catcher and a grating, to keep it from being blocked 
up by sand, ashes, rags, leaf plates, broken bits of bamboo 
garbage, etc. These gratings and silt catchers would have t~ 
be fixed inside the house and would require attention which at 
present they would never get. Underground pipe drainage inside 
poor class houses, was tried and found to be a failure at Bombay. 
All the grids, and siphons, and the drains themselves, became 
quickly stopped up i and after vainly trying to get the system 
used more intelligently, all the underground house drainage had 
to be taken up i and open channels were substituted. 

Third cIa •• house 41)· For the~e reasons the conclusion has been reluctantly reached that 
c1r .. laage. underground pipe house drains would at present be quite impracticable 'in the 

majority of Madras houses. 

Except where the owners are willing and able to put in a proper drainage 
system with all necessary traps and appliances, the writer is of opinion that 
house drainage by open drains should be adopted. -

Such open drains entail the separate removal of solid excreta-a grave 
defect of the system-but, in almost all cases, the existing insanitary, latrines 
can be converted at small cost into - flush-out latrines, of a cheap but simple 
and sanitary type. 

A separate rain water drain, discharging into the road side drain or ditch, 
will be required for every third class house. Some pains have been taken to 
devise arrangements by which one drain may be used to carry both the rain 
water and sewage, and yet ensure that excess rain, water shall be excluded from 
the sewers. For the connect ton of side drains of Paracherries and minor roads 
where no sewers are provided, such an apparatus has been designed and 
experimented with, and has given satisfactory results. 

But, while there would be no difficulty in adapting such arrangements to 
house connections in a town having a system of underground storm water drains, 
they are-applicable to but ft>w house connections in Madras, and provision for 
separate sewage and rain water drains must therefore be made. 

fI tJlh·taltlkltl~'} °df 47 Aithough underground pipe drains from end to end of the closely built 
ql ·au I/o.nne! an d f . b h' 

'W.' C'.'CfIl' house. Up houses are not recommende or the reasons given a ove, yet t ere Will be 
"dithl third class no difficulty in fixing flushout latrines or water closets for those who desire 

ra aage. h d '11' f h t em, an are WI 109 to payor t em. 

In fact every encouragement should be given to secure their adoption, Cor 
by this means the excreta and urine would be conveyed to the sewer at once, 
in a cleanly way, without any of the nuisance caused by the insanitary latrine 
now everywhere in use. 

In such cases the flush·out latrine or water closet should be situated next 
to the road, so that a short length of cast iron pipe can be used to take the 
sewage direct to the sewer connection, without passing through the silt·catcher 
or sullage water siphon. -

In many cases a cheap flush-out latrine of either a good plain cemented 
trough type, or of the better glazed pan type, can be, substituted for the 
ordinary insanitary squatting wall with its accompanying smell, unsightliness, 
nnd' hand scavenging. 

A modern water closet of the European type can be put in with ease if 
desired, and is strongly recommended ,where there are upstair latrines. In 
fact water closets in such cases should be compulsory. 



48. To recapitulate: the plans of houses in Madras are so varied that Recapitalatio.. 
it is impossible to prepare a few designs which will meet every case. The 
drainage of each house will have to receive separate consideration. 

House GonneGtlons. 

49. The sewer connections of houses provided with first and second class Hoase CODDectioa 

types of drainage will follow the usual European lines. Where necessary, f~h4a_ ~tb = 
separate rain-water drains will be laid to ensure the exclusion of the rain water :ypea :rdr:iaage. 
from the sewer. Disconnecting chambers. modern intercepting 'siphon traps, 
air inlets, silt catchers, etc., will of course be provided. 

h 
So. hM ~ch mhore ih~Pdortalnt to Madra

f 
sdas. a wholAe 'are thde lcofnnhectionhs for fOn::s:s C::ti.e;::: 

ouses avmg t e t tr c ass type 0 ramage. great ea 0 t oug t has clast type -01 draia
been devoted to overcoming the defects of the present form of connection, age. 
and as a result, the method now to be described has been adopted. -

The type of connection for houses with open drains begins with a 4 inch 
pipe of stoneware or cast iron according to circumstances. Starting on the 
Inside of the house wall where it is protected by a crating of special design, this 
pipe Will convey the sewage to the silt catcher whence after being deprived of its 
silt it will pass through the siphon trap and into the 4 inch stoneware pipe 
which is fitted with a cleaning arm. The 4 inch pipe will be laid at a minimum 
gradient of I in 40, and will be connected with the sewer by an oblique branch, 
pr by a suitable junction at a manhole. so that the flow from the connection will 
not interfere with the flow in the sewer. but will. rather, assist it. 

5 J. In narrow streets where the depth of the sewer below ground is 6 feet Verticallbafu. 
or mon~, and in wide streets where the sewer is deep, a vertical down pipe will 
be used as shown. 

The advantage of this vertical pipe is that it enables the connection to be 
laid as shallow as possible and thereby diminishes the considerable risk of 
damage to houses in the narrow streets that abound" in Madras. At the top 
of the vertical pipe is a double access and test junction. The object of this 
junction is to faCilitate cleaning and also to enahle the test of the connection 
to be easily made by passing a stopper through the junction into the house 
connection. In many cases double junctions will be used so that two houses 
may be connected to the same vertical pipe. In a few cases as many as four 
houses may be connected tq the same pipe by using two double junctions at 
different levds. A considerable saving is therefore effected by the adoption of 
these vertical down pipes. 

52. Apparatus for excluding silt from the sewers is greatly needed. To EzclasioD ollila. 

insure that no silt, or only a negligible quantity, shall enter from the house 
drains, "silt catcher," or SIlt trap has been designed. This will be placed at 
the head of every house connection. 

The silt catcher consists of a steel bucket fixed in a masonry pit on the 
houst: drain. It is fitted with a diaphragm which passes across the bucket 
and extends 6 inches below the top of the bucket and 5 inches above. The 
sewage from the house drain flows" over the rim of the bucket, strikes the dia
phragm and passes in a slow stream under it. It rises still more slowly for the 
area of the outlet size is greater than that of the inlet size. The silt settles 
and accumulates at the bottom of the bucket while the liquid flows over tlie 
rim on its way to the siphon trap. If left to itself, the silt will gradually fill the 
bucket up to the bottom of the diaphragm. It should be emptied regularly, 
llefore it reaches this level but if neglected. the silt will accumulate on 
inlet side only until the inlet side is deeply silted up. Filtration of the liquid 
through the silt then becomes slow. and the incoming sewage backs up against 
the upper part oUhe diaphragm until it overflows through the tell-tale hole into 
the road or ditch. and indicates clearly to everyone that the bucket is in urgent 
need of attention. 

53. A stoppage of the pipe leading from the s~hon to the sewer is not 
uncommon. When it occurs in the old type of house conn~ction, it is necessary 
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to dig down to tlie pipe and break it ?pen.; a 'proceeding whi-ch is, both,expen
sive .and . 'un~tisfactorYl .because it IS difficult to· make anything ,but a poor 
repaIr to the pipe, once It IS broken. J'he road surface also is damaged. 

The fa~lt lies in the. absen!=e .of a cl~aning arm ;,.and a more up-to-date 
pattern o( sIphon trap proVided with a cleanmg arm woul.d be a great improve
J!lent~ Ali. bow~ver,. there are .no less ~han "15.000 siphons -of,:the present 
type In stock, f~r whIch Rs: 64.000 was P!lld, a 35 degree junction·is no\'\{ insert
ed next ~o ~he"slphon. ThIS allows cleamng rods ~ be introduced and. forms 
an effective clean arm_ The stopper of the c1eanmg arm is sealed ,,·jth weak 
mortar, to allow remmral. 

, '. 

: 54- ,Two types of Iqtrin.es have been evolved for-use in Madras. In the 
superi<![ type, t~ere is a. separ~te co~part~ent \"ith either: European' \V C. or 
an Indian squatting bas~n proVided \\Ilh slph?n trap. This type of latrine will 
follow very much the hnes of European latrine and need not be described in 
detail. . , 

. A cheaper. form of ~atrin.e which is bt:ing. us~d su~cessfully both ·,for public 
latrmes and for factpnes, IS of an automatic Bustling type, ,the· flush being 
proVided eithEr by a tipping bucket or by a siphonic flu~hing, cistern. ' ~eparate 
compartments are provided because from ntlmerous -enquiries. it has. been con. 
c1ud~d~ t~at Indjan~ appreclate privacy in these matters as mucn as Europeans, 
and, It I~ Lmportaot to' encourage a <:cnse of decency atd a desire for gOQcJ sanita
tion, especially among the -class that use publIc latrines. ' The latrines are 
divided into c~mpart~ent~. all opening on to a common pa$sage. 

As the result of e"1:periment, tht> sizes of the compartments ha\;e bpen fixed 
at 2 feet 6 inches square. 1 he pos:tions for taps, foot pLHes, hoppers. and 
doors hal e also been determined by experiment. Short automatic swiner.to 
doors"oHight teak boarding WIll give pri\ aey. The tops of the doors" ill be 4 
feet 9 inches high, but the cloors themselves are only 3 feet 9 inches deep and 
12 inches above the floor. Owing ,to the limits of the la.rine 'corridor,. no one 
see too much either over or beneath these doors,e~cept by ,unusual effort. 
On the other hand, it is eas),! to,as~~tatn "hether,a compartment is occupied 
or not. The user on -entering therlatrine pushes open a pair of these small 
doors, which sMng-to gently behmd him. he then finds his feet in position on 
the only standing room in the compartment. Facing l1im, but only 12 inches 
abo\'e floor level, is a smaU automatic watpr tapr ."While a per~on is using the 
latrine, this tap comfortably supports the right. h~nd, leaving the left hand 
free to wash with. Thl!se washings fall on a, neurow trough·lIke area and 
cleanse,,:it of urine j they also keep clean and net, that very steep part of 
the ,cemented latrine upp.er, on "hich the excreta falls, causing the deposit 
to ~sl:de'Jdownward at once into the 6 inch covered pipe channel which 
passes under each compartment. This a1rangement prevents splashing, and 
also ,soiling of vertical parts difficult to clean. The use[ of the latrine 
having 'washed~ stands up, -steps 'into' the passage, and the doors swing-to 
again. The ablution tap closes itself automatically "hen the hand i~ ta~en from 
it. Heretofore' brass taps have. been used, but an effort is being made to 
obtain a 'cheap iron "tap. In some cases the 6 inch stoneware pipe drain is flushed 
clean by an automatic siphonic cistern i in other cases .. by the waste water from 
the drinking -fountain and washing place, . which i:; in the 'Open. air, at one end 
of the building,' but quite nutstde it. Before entering the drain, the waste 
water is passed through -a .silt--catcher to free jtJro~ .silt which may have been 
use~ for cfeaning p~t~, or· brought on to ·the platforll! ,by t~e .• feet of tb~se 
using i~. From the silt-catcher the dear water passes IOta a Up?mg box, "hleh 
discharges its contents almost instantaneously ;1S soon. as it is: filled up to a 
,predete[mined point; and rights itself again immediately the discharge IS com-

plete,dr .• ;· 'I!- 1," ". , • '1 - " ,i' "~ 
The frequency of tipping, and consequent flushing depends. aD ,~he rate !It 

.which water is wasted at the washing place. This is. gen~raUy~safficlel?tly rapid 
at aU hours of the day; but,lif at. any time morc fiushu~g, IS d.eslrable. It can be 
secured by turning on one of the public taps for as long as may be necessary_ 
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This would be done by the attendant who would be responsible for the cleanliness 
of a number of latrines. 

55. The conservancy of night soil is a very insanitary, objectionable, and Night ,oil dep6t. 
and out of date method of removing f~ces j but a good many years must pass 
before night soil c'onservancy can be abolished in Madras. Excreta should of 
course be flushed into a sewer within a minute or two of deposition j it then 
travells forward aided and enveloped by an allotted amount of water. Excreta 
collected in a cart should never be put directly into a sewer; because it is not 
sufficiently liquid to flow easily j in Madras there is a strong additional reason. 
for the scavenger when collecting. picks up with the excreta quantities of sand 
and silt, mingled wiLh fragments of brick and mortar, sticks, stones, leaf plates 
ashes, tin cans, and other refuse, that should on no account be allowed to enter 
a sewer. 

In the depot designed specially to deal with Madras night soil. The 
conservancy cart is backed up to one of the two receiving 'places. and is there 
tipped: the excreta falls directly on to a cast iron gratmg, the surface of 
which is about 2 feet below ground level in order to prevent splashing, an 
abundant stream of water from a pendant flexible jet-piece is directed into 
the cart, which is sluiced clean i the cart then moves away and the jet is directed 
on to the deposited excreta, quickly forcing it down through the Ii inch spaces 
between the bars. In this way, the excreta is at once separated from all large 
refuse such as sticks, cans, and leaf plates. This refuse is left on the bars, from 
which it can be removed easily by a proper rake, adapted to draw the rubbish 
up the masonry slope on to the floor level. It will then be lifted into a cart and 
sent to the destructor i or a small single cell destructor could be easily attached 
to a depot if desired. The excreta, as it is driven by the water jet through the 
grating, becomes broken up, mingled with water, and reduced more or less to a 
fairly thin consistency. In this state it falls through the grating into a smooth 
cemented shoot, which promptly delivers it through the division wall into.what 
may be called the '1 flushing invert ". This invert is a wide channel, having a 
narrow rounded bottom sloping quickly towards the inlet to the sewer. -The 
lower portion of the invert bottom is occupied by a series of narrow cast iron 
gratings, of cross bars spaced! of an inch apart i the cemented invert is continued 
at a lower level, beneath this long narrow grating. When a considerable quantity 
of sluiced and screened night· soil has collected in the invert trough, and after, 
if needed, it has been stirred up (from the convenient standing platform provided) 
a self-dosing valve is held open to give direct access into a sewer, and, at the 
same time, the flushing chamber is hrought into action at the top end of the 
trough. The whole mass of excreta, in a liquid state, then pours intp the sewer 
and IS carried away. All refuse that escaped the large bars the receiving places 
will now be seen caught on the long narrow grating in the bottom of the cemented 
trough i from which it can he readJly drawn up by rake, on to the floor of the 
d('pOt. 

A pit to intercept sand and silt is also provided, so that nothing but water 
and night soil may enter the sewer. 

The carting floors will be of well dressed and grouted stone pitching which 
is sloped to the trough to facilitate cleansing; the mixing floor will be of 
concrete, similarly sloped to assist washing. All corners are rounded, and 
every precaution has been taken in the design, to ensure sanitary conditions, and 
to reduce smell as much as possible in the night-soil depOts. A cast iron 
curb, im.b~dded in concrete, is provid~d for each receiving place, in order to 
prevent lOJury from cart wheels. The Jets are to be controlled by small simple 
hand wheel.v~l~es. The supply pipes to jets an.d flushing tank are arranged so 
that no fouhng IS likely to (ccur to the water mams, under the eXlsfnaconditiops 
of intermittent slip,ly, and if req uired an ovc::rht:ad storage tank can be mcluded. 
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57.-Slalemenl DI estimated cost of works in (OUI'S' of execution and Ihe 'fJQ/", 
of works executed to N(lVember 19'3. 

DescriplJon of Wc·rks. 

MAnus MAIN DRAIIiAGB. 

!-"III College anti Raya,ul'am PUllfiing Stations-

&ildlngs 

Machinery 

Alterations to sewers and Pumping Mains 

Open Channel at Sewage Farms, etc. 

Rising Main from R~yapuram Pumping' 
Station. 

u! (Sewers and Manholes 

II Venturi Meters and Pressure Recorders 

E ~ Additions to De~ellows Road Pumping 
'it I Station. 11 Alterations to exist 109 Pumping Stations, 
.. Mains, Silt-pits and Screenmg Cham-
~ l kers. , 

Circular Brick Sewers 3'-6$, 4'-6" and I 
5'-6" diameter. 

Farm Pumping Station and pumping I 
machinery. 

New Sewage Farm Irrigation Systenl I 
I 

16" Cast·hon Pipe from Law College to 
Rayapuram Pllmping Station. 

T'Hdia'let Drainage. 

Sewers, Manholes, and Overftows, etc. 

House Connectiol"s 

Pumping Stations, A, Band C including 
buildings, machinery and acquisition of 
land. 

Contingencies ... 
Miscellaneous works ... 
Stores purchased but not used ... 

Inspection and Testing, etc., in England 

Establishment .. , 

Estimated 
cost. 

Rs. 

52,830 

2,91,530 

15,750 

9 2,000 

43,4°0 

--1,20,210 

42,050 

19,000 

23.000 

82,700 

3,03,000 

44,500 

69,000 

6,32,635 

1,24,000 

2,20,685 

95,180 

28,000 

I 

I 

Value of 
"ork done to 

November 
1913. 

Rs. 

52,700 

2,61,000 

2,000 

83,000 

38,000 

7 1,000 

4 1.500 

9,000 

9.000 

57,000 

12,000 

36,000 

46,0~0 

2,91,700 

20,000 

54,300 

56,000 

15,800 

1,68,000 

26,000 

I 

1--1--
I 

Total IS.~OOO . 

4 

RaIIARI.s. 

Completed. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Nearly completed. 

Ditto. 

Completed. 

Under conatruction. 

Ditto. 

Nearly completed. 

Ordered. 

Completed. 

Ditto. 

Sewers nearly completed, 

Under construction. 

Ditto. 
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THE" SIMLA HYDRO·ELECTRIC SCHEME. 

-BY 

A. S. MONTGOMERY, ESQ .• 

Sanitary Engineer to G01le,,,meni. Pu"jab. 

The Hydro·Electric Scheme for Simla is being carried out for the dual 
purpose of supplying Electric light and energy to Suula and for furnishing 
energy for pumping water fo augment the present supply. 

The requisite power is being obtained by taking water out of a stream called 
the" Nauti," which is a tributary of the river Sutlej. and leading this water down 
an open concrete flume to the turbines and generators. 

In order to divert the water of the" Nauti" into the flume, a weir has been 
constructed across the stream, with its crest 2 feet above the general bed level 
of the stream. • 

This weir is constructed of galvanized iron wire crates, averaging about 5 
feet cube each. which are filled with boulders and are placed in a trench across 
the stream, about l5 feet below bed level. 

On the boulder crates, the weir proper has been made, of concrete, faced 
with cut stone in cement and over thIS weir all floods will pass, while diverting 
the ordinary low water flow into the flume head. The gaugings of the Nauti 
show that at the dryesftime of the year, we may expect 28 cusecs flow and 
the flume has been designed accordingly. The low water flow will be diverted 
into an open channel behind a curtain wall, which is six inches higher than the 
crest of the weir and from this channel the water will flow into the intake cham
ber, which has been constructed with its walls well above high flood level. 

As extraordinarily dangerous ground was met with in the hill side immedi
ately below the intake chamber, it was here found necessary to tunnel straight 
through this into the hillside, and come out some 800 feet down stream clear 
of floods and bad ground. The concrete flume proper here commences. This 
flume is 4 feet by 2 feet and it winds along the hillside at a slope of I in 
1,000 for about one mile, where it pierces through a promontory by a tunnel 7 
feet by 6 feet cut out of the solid rock. This tunnel gave great trouble during 
construction, owing to the lack of skilled labour and the difficulty in getting down 
suitable drilling plant to the inaccessible spot where it is situated. 

After emerging from this tunnel the flow continues in the open flume for 
about another mile, to a large reservoir to hold an 8 hours full working supply of 
6i million gallons. which has been constructed on a suitable spur. 

The flume where it crosses a nullah called the II Jaori. n passes through a 
reinforced concrete box girder of 30 feet clear span, resting on dry stone masonry 
abutments, and it is also covered over in places where it has been considered that 
the billside above, was dangerous and likely to slip. Three settling tanks 
provided with suitable parabolic scour outlets, have been constructed at inter
vals along the flume line. to intercept all silt which might be brought down with 
the water and in the large storage reservoir also arrangements are provided 
for scouring out the silt. 

Also at certain selected spots where the hillside permits. over·flows have 
been provided, which would come into action if the flume was damaged and 
blocked in any way. 

As stated before the flume proper terminates in the storage reservoir and 
the water is thence led to the head 9f the penst?ck pipes, through a reinforced 
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concrete pipe 40 inc~es diameter which. is buried in a track about I,OO() feet long. 
At the end of this remforced concrete pipe the }lead stock chamber ii constructed 
and out of this the six steel penstock pipes 16 inches diameter, lead down to the 
Power House, which is 540 feet 'below. 

The Power House is designed in two complete halves, and also so arranO'ed 
as to permit of an extension being added to it wh .. n requir~d, but at present we 
are only installing three out o( the total of 6 machines Each half of t~e Power 
Station will contain tflfee Pelton wheels direct coupled to a 3 phase alternator of 
250 Kilowatt capacity, at a speed of 500 revolutions per minute, a voltage of 
2 2.00 volts between phases and a frequency of 50 cycles per second These 
aiternators wiII be excited by two direct coupled excitors' mounted on the ends 
of the shafts of the two centre machines for starting operations and also from a 
separate motor driven excitor set. 

Power will !)e conveyed from each alternator to the Power House switch 
board, through 3 phase rubber , cables and from the bus bars. po"Ver will be taken 
through oil switch panels, ~o a set of three 250 Kilowatt single phase step uP. 
oil cooled, transformers, which will be situated in a separate transformer room, 
where the voltage will be stopped up to 15,000 volts. 

The 1.1~0:)0 volt side of the transformers will thence be taken through oil 
switches to the main transmission lines which lead straight to the main sub
station in Simla, and t() the new pumping station at Chair. The transmission 
lin~ to Si~la i.s a~out 9 mil~s lon~, and the <?ne to Chair. is about. 12 mIles lon~, 
while a thIrd hne IS also bemg laid from Simla to Chair, 7i miles long - Thl' 
systeOl of transmission lines, forming a triangle, has the merit of being able to 
st;'nd current round any two of them, should anyone o£ the three be broken. 

The Chaba-Simla and the Simla-Chair lines are supported on wooden struc· 
tures, WIth short spans up to •• 500 feet, while the Chaba·Chair line is supported 
on st.eel structures, with spans averaging 1,000 feet. with a maximum of 3.500 
feet~ All the lines are composed of three NO.5 S. W. G. copper wires spaced 
four feet apart in a triangle and are protected at points where trouble from light .. 
ning is anticipated, by superimposed steel earth wires. and on spans over 2.500 
feet, NO.3 S. W. G .• Silicon Bronze wire is used. -

The structures also carry the telephone wires, which run to all points where 
they are needed. 

A reference to the map wilt show that the transmission lines terminate 
at the main sub-station on the north side of the Hill. below the Ridge, where the 
high voltage from the power station is stepeed down by transformers from 
15,000 to 2,300 volts. Tljese ~ransformers will then distribute the current tc) 
ei~h~ small sub-stations spread over Simla. 

In these small sub..stations the current is again stepped down by transfor .. 
I!\ers ~rQm ~,30A tp 220 volts.,. the. transformers being 3 phase oil cooled. 

From these small sub-stations the current will' be distributed throughout 
t~~ station, by th~ l<>~ tension net work of cables which will be carried on Hamil· 
t9n J?oles;, whic~ ~jn supply current for street and bouse lighting. 

Each pole win be fitted for street lighting with one or two Tungsten fila. 
meIlrt la~p's, c~ntrolledi at suitable spots by hand or automatic time switches. 
T~es~ lamps. wil~ be of 60. to 80 c:andle power. The work is- well in hand OIl 
t~~fwbole scheme nQw-al1d1 i~ is hoped to have the whole completed, so as til' 
ep",~le light apd c~rr~nt_ lQ be supplied to Simla, by the 1st of May 19)3-

N ow· to turn to the portiol)' of the scheme kpown as the If Water Works Ex
t~nsion."l For 'many years past the necessity of increasing the water supply of 
Simla/has been recognised and all immediately available sources o( supply' having 
been drawn upon and taxed to their limit, it has been found necessary now to go ' 
19u~q. fl,lllthet'. ~ fieldJ fo]! a. copi,Qus permanent· supply. ' 

A reFereaee te the map will SHew tHat Water is to be obtaine.d from tw~ 
nullahs si~uated about 3.000 feet below Fagu village, on the Hindustan, Tibet 
~~~d,. ~\lI,C~)~ ~QQ.I~t,l3:-miles distant from S~m)a. 
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The water from the two Nullabs (known as II Bithu Ka Har" and "Pinjol 
Ka Har,") will be diverted into two gravity mains by low masonry dams, which 
have been constructed at suitable spots in the Nullahs, and the mains will be led 
down to a convenient place where a settling tank and Jewell gravity filters are 
being installed. The waters of these two Nullahs are of remarkable purity and 
will need little settling, but as the pumps which are being installed will have such 
a remarkably high lift and further the Jewell filters requiring a settled water to 
work on, it has been deemed advisable to put in a settling tank. The 2 Jewell 
filters which are being installed will have a capacity of 150,000 gallons in 18 
hours or 140 gallons per minute each, are being supplied under a very high 
guarantee of purification by Messrs. Simpson and Co. who are the agents for this 
Firm. 

The purification guaranteed is that if unfiltered water contains more than 
3,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter a reduction of 97 per cent will be effected, 
and if less than 3,000, the filtered water will contain not more than 100 bacteria 
per cubic centimeter, and it is confidently anticipated that this will be worked 
up to. 

The settled and filtered water will pass into a feed tank situated immediately 
above the pump house and will thence flow into two induction motor driven slow 
speed plunger pumps .which will each be capable of delivering' 40 gallons per 
minute through the two 5 inch steel rising mains, up to a small masonry reservoir 
situated close to the Hindustan-Tibet road, some 2,800 feet above. 

This remarkably high lift is to be made in one stage and the makers of the 
pumps (Messrs. Simpson and Co.) guarantee this. 

From this small receiving reservoir at the head of the rising main, the water 
will flow by gravity down ordinary 6" and 7· cast iron piping to the neck near 
Charabra whence it will flow down through a 4 inch steel main to a break pres
sure tank some 700 feet below, and will thence gravitate to Simla through the 
'present mains. 

The induction motors which will drive the slow speed plunger pumps at 
Chair, wiIJ be of Hunts Cascade:3 speed type, and they will be supplied with 
current at a pressure of 2,2bo volts which will be stepped down from the transmis
sion line voltage of 15,000 volts, through a bank of 3 single phase 120 K. W. 
transform ers. 

Interconnected with the Hydro-Electric Scheme will be the conversion of 
one of thtl present steam driven pumps, which supply Simla with water from the 
Cherot N ullah, into an electrically driven one. This will result in an enormous 
yearly saving in cost of fuel. 

The power for this pump will be supplied at 2,200 volts, the 15,000 volt 
transmission line from Simla to Chair being tapped for the purpose, and the 
15,000 volts stepped down to 2,200 through a 3 phase transformer. 

The pump being installed will be of the Rees Returbo High Lift Turbine 
type workmg :I in series with the driving motor placed in the centre, each pump 
being capable of delivering 380 gallons per mmute to a head of 655 feet or 1,310 
f~t in all. The pump will run at .a .spead of 1,500 revolutions per minute and 
Will be controlled by a standard mlmng type control pillar and auto-transformer 
starter. 

The total co~t of the Hydro-Electric portion of the work amounts to 
Rs. 13,20,264 while the water works extension portion of the project is 
RS·4,7°,388• _ 

Captain B. C. Ba.ttye, R.E., is now in sale charge of the work, and to him 
belongs the greatest credit for surmounting all difficulties, and bringing the 
work t!' the stage it ha~ now reached and for designing and specifying for the 
complicated plant reqUired. 
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SANITARY PROBLEMS IN MADRAS. 

BY 

W. Hutton, Esqr., A. M. I. C. E., Sanitary Engineer to Government, Madras. 

The advance of sanitation in the Madras Presidency is necessarily slow 
owing to many causes, the chief of which are the reluctance of the. responsible 
authorities to provide sufficient funds and the backward condition of the people 
in understanding sanitary methods. 

Despite these adverse conditions we have accomplished in the Presidency a 
considerable number of works which admittedly have improved the health of the 
communities affected thereby. 

1 propose in this paper to refer generally to the different classes of ·works 
carried out, \ mentioning the particular difficulties encountered by us with the 
object of obtaining the views of delegates thereon. 

It may be advisable for me to state here that the works referred to in the 
paper are more particularly those intended for towns and villages in molussi! 
areas. 

Water-supply, Urban.-Of urban water supplies we have in use 19, and 6 
are under construction. , 

Popu!atlon.-The schemes for water supply projects of late years have been 
drawn up on the basis of the probable population 30 years hence. This probable 
population has been obtained from a population curve or diagram which has been 
prepared from the results of previous decennial censuses. As a rule this 
gives the probable population as about 30 per cent increase over the existing 
population. 

Rate of supply.-The rate of supply per head is usually taken at 15 gallons 
for an ordinary mojussil town. It is doubtful whether this amount is sufficient, 
judging from the complaints received from many towns. These complaints are 
loudest in connection with street fountains which although numerous, fail to 
satisfy the people. We must not however lose sight of the fact that during the 
times of the maximum demand at street fountains the numerous house connec
tions are also being used. 

Waste of 1Voter.-Owing to want of sufficient ,provision in the original 
District Municipalities Act, powers for regulating consumption of water, waste of 
water and for fixing water meters were absent, and consequently the amount of 
water drawn off by house connections in towns increased out of all proportion to 
the quantity desirable. A new Act has been passed which gives sufficient powers 
for regulating wastage of water and for installing meters and charging for excess. 

Attempts in the past have been made to fix the number of taps allowed in 
a J?rivate house in accordance with the rental value of the house and the taxes 
paId thereon, but practically no serious attempt has been made to fix meters or to 
make a charge for excess water. Consequently the amount of water wasted is 
relatively enormous owing to leaky taps and to taps left constantly open. I 
should prefer to fix a meter on every house connection at the municipal 
cost and to charge a rent for such meter to the owner or occupier of the 
house. 

, The house-holder should have as many taps as he requires. The free 
quantity of water to be supplied to each house should be fixed by a scale based 
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on the rental value and all water used for domestic purposes above this 
scale should be char~ed.r0r per 1,000 gallons, the amount being read from the~ 
meter. The followmg IS an example of a scale proposed for a ,nofussil town in 
this Presidency:-

Houses of the rental walue Daily 
per annum,of allowance io 

Rupees. gaUon .. 

100 and les~ 80 

Above 100 up to 400 100 

II 4 00 II 7°0 120 

" 700 " 1,000 180 

" r,ooo 
" 

1,500 ... 200 

" 1,500 II 2,000 220 

" 
I 

2,000 II 2,50 0 260 

" 2,5°0 " 3,000 ~oo 

" 3,000 350 

TJ'le rate fixed for excess water varies from 8 to 12 annas per •• 000 gallons. 

If water is required for non-domestic purposes, such as rerated waters man
ufacture or other trade purposes, the water so used should be measured by a special 
meter and charged at a rate approximately double that of the domestic rate. 

The introduction of these rules rests with the Chairman and Municipal 
Councillors, and J regret to say that although their introduction and enforcement 
would mean a considerable revenue and would solve the problem of how to 
sto~ the waste of water, Municipal Councils hesitate in taking necessary 
actIon. 

The principal sufferers from this inaction of Municipal Councils are the 
poorer people who use the public fountains and householders who live at higher 
elevations. 

Direct pumping into wafer mains.-Our experience in Madras has shown 
that direct pumping into the main at the head-works without the intervention of a 
service reservoir is tiad policy. Owing to the misuse of house connections in the 
town and the opening and shutting of such and of sluice valves on the distribu
tion mains, it is impossible to maintain the requisite pressure in the main at the 
~ead-works pumping station. It is a fact that better results are obtained when 
the pumping engines pump the water into a service reservoir whence the supply 
to the town is distributed. When the wastage of water at house connections is 
stopped, the opening of taps on these connections would still result in such a 
sudden lowering of pressure in the main in the case of direct pumping, that 
damage to the pumping engines would result. When the first works in Madras 
lVere constructed, a service reservoir was omitted for financial reasons, but experi
ence has shown that a service reservoir is absolutely necessary for the mainten
ance of a steady pressure, for the protection of the pumping plant and for the 
provision of a small storage. In the case of such a reservoir a capacity of 4-
bours supply should suffice. 

Water laps.-With regard to water taps for street fountains we ha~e 
favoured for the last twelve years the type known as Tyler's patent automatic 
self-closing valve with-lever handle. This type though expensive is durable. 
The principal defect is that the automatic self-closing part becomes inoperative 
after a time. This part consists of a gun metal plug which fits accurately into a 
casing and is intended to descend by its own weight on to the water orifice, thus 
clQsing it. Owing to the aCGurate fitting necessary for the gun metal plug 
and the fact that water generally contains a fine sediment, especial1y after river 
flo~dsJ this plug fails to drop, the mud in the water caus,ing it to ~tick fast in its 
caslDg. When this occurs the tap becomes an ordmary spnng loaded self
~losing .tap. It is true that the drop plug can be removed 3l~d washe~, but .as .~ 
rule thIs duty is not performed promptly SO that the object of the IDventlon IS 
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defeated in actual practice. On the whole! ho.wever, the~e taps have been foun.d 
thE" most satisFactory of all the taps tned In the Presidency. As the body IS 

made of galvanised cast iron few thefts of the taps have occurred. 

ImprofJemeat of 'Oil/age '/Dater-supply.-The insanitary state of the village 
water supply in the Madras Presidency has of late been receiving increased 
attention. Now that a considerable number of towns have received protected 
water supplies and t~e benefits derived from such protection in the reduction 
of tases of cholera and other water borne diseases have been admitted, it seems 
necessary to carry this protection further and to improve the sources of watet 
supply of the villages adjacent to these towns, and also of the more important 
outlying villages. 

A village water supply is usually derived from arf irrigation channel direct, 
from a pond or tank or from wells. Little can be done in improving the quality 
of direct supply (rom an irrigation channel. It can be improved by digging a 
new tank or improving an old tank fed from the channel. This improvement is 
gained by storing the water so that the mud in it may settle to the bottom of the 
tank and the sun's rays may kill the germs contained therein. The next step is 
to conserve the tank by fencing it and by providing other means of drawing 
water than the present one of wading into it with the object of filling water 
vessels. 

Drawing water from tanh.-The best way of drawing water from tanks is 
the provision of an engine and pump which can be used to fill a small reservoir, 
either itself provided with taps or supplying a short length of water main in the 
principal street with suitably placed public taps. 

For the la'St six years an installation on this principle has been in use for an 
outlying part of the town of Salem. At this place there was a large square tank 
adjoining a main road, and the people were accustomed, after walking on this 
dusty road, to enter the water of the tank in order to fill water vessels. The con
tamination of the water by this means was very great. It was accordingly 
decided to erect an oil engine and pump, and to pump the water from the tank 
into a small masonry reservoir by the roadside. This reservoir was provid~d 
with 20 taps and the spill water therefrom was conducted into the roadside 
drain. Entrance to the tank was prevented by a wan surrounding it. The people 
who had formerly entered the tank were able more easily to draw water from 
the taps, this saving of labour being much appreciated and the quali~ of the 
water supply was much improved. This improvement in quality was borne 
out by the results of the cholera visitations. It was observed that the part of the 
town which used the \\' ater from this oil engine installation did not suffer 
from cholera, which wa:> prevalent in the remaining parts of the town. 

The cost of the 7-Brake Horse Power Oil engine and 3-inch centrifugal 
pump, masonry reservoir with 20 taps and a capacity of 5,775 gallons, surrounding 
platform and leading off drain, was Rs. 5,000. The annual cost of working, 
lOcluding repairs of plant, was Rs .• ,050. The quantity of water pumped daily 
was 56,000 gallons and the average lift was 35 feet. 

Somewhat similar instalJations, if supplied to suitable village tanks, should 
give equal sanitary efficiency. 

1'an!ls with draw 01/ wel/s.-In villages which are unable to provide the 
cost and upkeep charges of a pumping installation, an arrangement of draw off 
wells connected to the tank by means of pipes can be substituted. In this 
arrangement the tank isfenced with suitable fencing, such -as 5 lines of barbed 
wire, and 4 welJs are EUnk one on each side of the tank but outside the banks and 
the fencing. The bottom of each well is connected to the tank by means of a 
pipe. preferably of cast iron. The tank water enters these pipes about a foot 
above the bottom. The wells are provided either with bucket and pulley arrange
ment or with hand pumps. The provision of 4 wells to each tank enables one to 
be used separately by each section of the community. Plans illustrating the 
~rrangement described can be shown. 

ViI/age wel/s.-Village wells are usually deficient in many sanitary require
-ments. They are generally unprovided with efficient platform l:I at ground level, 
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and it is rare to fin~ o~e with a leading off drain. The inside of the steining is 
seldom plastered with cement above lowest summer water level. Contamination 
of the water in the well by soakage from the surrounding ground is usually 
the case. 

The most important requirement of a well is an impervious platform around 
the parapet with a surrounding drain and a sui.ta~le length of leading off drain, so 
that no soakage of surface water -can occur wlthm 150 feet of the well, if of the 
usual depth of 20 to 30 feet. , 

The second most important requirement of a well is the drawing off arrange
ment. This arrangement should, if possible, be either a power-driven or a 
hand pump. 

The tbird requirement is the covering of the well and the cementing of the 
steining above summer water level. In the case of wells where the draw off 
arrangement can only be the usual bucket and pulley, it is considered that the 
bucket and rope provided should be the property of the village authorities and 
should not be removed from the well. This arrangement should be encouraged 
insl'fad of the usual arrangement by which each person brings his own bucket 
and rope thus contaminating the well. 

A further improvement that can be effected in village wells is the provision 
of a power-driven or a hand pump to fill a reservoir provided with taps and locat. 
ed near the well. I n lieu of this location the reservoir may be elevated so as to 
supply a main pipe laid in the village street and provided with suitable public 
fountains. Plans showing the improvements described can be shown to delegates. 

Drainage.-The natural drainage of a village is a roadside ditch into which 
the sullage from houses is discharged. As the village increases in size and the 
nuisance from the roadside-ditch becomes more evident, the necessity for develop
ing that ditch into a masonry drain becomes apparent. 

In a state of perfect repair this masonry drain is fairly satisfactory, but un
fortunately such drains are seldom repaired and the task of keeping them daily 
cleansed and periodically repaired is generally neglected. 

When the village becomes a town, under these conditions the nuisance from 
one street is conveyed by the open drains into the next and the inhabitants of the 
lower streel have good reason to complain of the state of the drain in front of 
their houses. In order that these open drains may be effectual it is necessary that 
they should be constructed with good gradients, that they should be regularly 
and effectually cleansed and flushed, and that the sullage should be propely treat
ed at the outfalls. If there were no silt in the sullage which enters these drains, 
and if the people did not put in them plantain leaves, straw and other 
materials which cause stagnation of sullage, such drains would act fairly well. 

In actual practice we find that silt has to be removed from the drains dailr 
and that the silt so removed is left on the roadside causing a nuisance. Even with 
good gradients the presence of plantain leaves and other materials which house
holders ought to burn, causes the sullage in the drains to pond up thus producing 
a nuisance. Granting that drains were free from objectionable floating matter 
such as leaves, road material sand and earth would be washed into them causing 
silting and stagnation. 

It is impossible_to obtain in actual practice efficient working conditions so 
that the provision of open drains for a town should be accepted, only if funds are 
not available for better means of drainage. The sight of sullage flowing in 
front of the doors of the inhabita.nts of a town is demoralising, and at the same 
time the presence of so much deleterious matter in the open favours the breeding 
of flies and mosquitoes and pollutes the atmosphere. 

. In constructing open drains we favour. oval shaped maso~ drains p~astered 
with cement as this shape can be more easily cleaned than drams of tnangular 
..section made of stone slabs. It is difficult to clean the apex of such drains and 
the joints in the slabs become impregnated with objectionable matter. As an 
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additional argument in favour of oval shaped masonry drains it may be slid that 
masonry drains are cheaper to construct than drains of stone slabs, except in the 
districts where the slabs are focally obtainable. 

The sizes of oval shaped drains constructed by us are based on the amount 
of rainfall falling on their drainage areas, the amount taken being i inch per hour 
for places where the annual rainfall is 40 inches and I inch per hour where the 
rainfall reaches 80 inches. ... 

The gradients of these drains are fixed by those of the existing roadside 
drains. 

Such open drains will therefore be most successful in towns where good 
gradients are available. 

Closed sewe,s.-This type of drainage Js necessary for towns which owing to 
their flat location cannot be drained by open drains. In such cases sectional pump
ing is necessary an4 a good example of this type may be observed in the City of 
Madras. By the use of closed sewers all the objections stated against open 
drains are removed. The disadvantages of closed sewers for mo/uss,I towns are 
the deficiency of water supply for flushing, the difficulty of dealing with the rain
fall which falls on roofs and courtyards and which unlike the home country is not 
distributed over the whole year, and the difficulty of providing satisfac~ory house 
connections owing to the peculiar construction of an Indian house and the habits 
of the people. 

Wallt of wate, for f/ushing.-The deficiency in the piped water supply of 
mofussil towns for flushing sewers can be overcome by the provision of flush 
tanks filled either from existing wells or from new wells sunk near the tanks. 
Were municipal bye-laws strictly enforced and wastage of water stopped, there 
would be more than enough water available for the flushing of drains. Flush 
tanks can also be provided and filled from the spill water at most street 
fountains. 

Ra,n/alt.-Excess rainfall may be kept out of sewers by excluding all rain
fall whic.h falls on roads and similar areas and by limiting the amount taken by 
the house connection, the excess being surplussed into the roadside drain. The 
sewers should be made capacious enough to take a considerable quantity of rain
fall at least equallo 6 timt:s the dry weather flow. One advantage of taking this 
quantity is the periodical flushings obtained and the avoidance of excessive Qver
flow of dilute sullage at house connections. 

In order that the sewers may take a large quantity of rainfall, the lengths of 
6-inch sewers f hould be lilfitted to 300 feet and the usual length of 6·inch sewer 
beyond the primary length of 300 feet should be ~esigned with 9-inch sewer pipes 
laid, ho\\,ever, at the gradient necessary for a 6-inch sewer pipe. SimIlarly the 9-
inch sewer pIpes should actually be laid as l!a-inch pipes at the requisite gradient 
for 9-inch pipes. The larger sizes of sewer pipes should be similarly increased. 
The velocity of flow in these increased sizes of pipes is only slighly reduced 
below that Obtainable from the smaller sizes and the increased capacity of the 
sewers allows a much larger quantity of rainfall to be earned off by the sewerage 
system and to be surplussed at suitable points on the line of sewers, leaving an 
amount equ.ll to 3 times the dry weather flow to be pumped on to the sewage 
disposal works. The extra cost of laying larger sewers than are actually required 
for dealing with the sewage and a smaller quantity of rainfall is reasonable and 
only a small fraction of the total cost of the scheme. 

lIouse connect;ons.-Owing to the peculiar construction of Indian houses 
with an open courtyard and to the use of ~and and ashes for cleansing brass 
vessels, the amount of silt which is discharged into drains is excessive, necessitat
ing either its removal before it enters the sewers or the laying of the sewers 
at steeper gradients than is customary in Europe. Judging from experience of 
the slackness of local authorities regarding cleansing, I doubt whether without 
immediate and constant European supervision the removal of this silt before it 
enters the sewers would be effected. I prefer to,take all silts into the sewers, to 
give them suitab!e gradients and t9 rely on silt clearance and flushing of the 
sewers themselves. 

92SC 100 
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With reference to the habits of the people it will be necessary to educate 
them in the necessity for sanitary improvemel1ts so that they may use without 
abuse the ~ppliances provided. Instances are not unusual in the home country 
where the people have been f~miliar with these appliances for many years, of the 
misuse of closed drains. Besides ha\·ing few or more of the disadvantages of 
open drains, a pipe sewerage system possesses the dic;tin::t advantage of permitting 
the conversion of all latrines into water carriage latrines, thus getting rid of the 
objectionable conservancy carts and trenches. 

Opening up of congested arerzs.-A considerable sum of money is being 
expended in the Madras Presideucy in opening up congested areas. The method 
often adopted of acquiring insanitary house~ and forming new roads through con
gested areas 10 a town before provision has been made for the dispo~sessed 
people, is one u'hich should be condemned. A plan of the town should be drawn 
up sho\\.ing on it the proposed new roads and open spaces and the new roads and 
house sites in the ;lrea to be occupied by the dispossesst'd people. The new 
roads beir g made and houses erected, the people should only then be trans
ferred from the congested areas. As the ereclion of the new houses by 
private owners is a: slow process, it is advisable for Municipal Councils to erect 
the houses and to recovpr the amount from the occupiers. Our standard widths 
for npw roads is, 1st class 40 feet, 2nd class 30 feet and sanitary hnes 10 feet 
wide. All houses !'hould face one or other of the roads, and the sanitary lan~s 
should divide the one house site from the other thus preventing back to back 
house sites. 

In I he sanitary lanes there should be either open drains, one on eelch side, or 
a closed pipe sev.er, leaving a passage for a conservancy cart. 

A type design sholl ing the laying out of new house sites can be shown. 

Marko/s.-While the grain, condiment and fruit sfalls of markets in this 
Presidency are fairly satisfactory the construction and upkeep of the meat and 
fish stalls cannot be considered in any other way than very bad. 

The first essential of a good market, vis., c1eanlmes3, is not aided by the 
class of people who deal in meat and fish' nor by the public opinion of the more 
respectable l classes- who I7sually avoid tl1l"se sections of a general market. 

Municipal authorities, probably for similar reasons, are not sufficiently atten
tive to the cleansing of these meat and fish stalls and this remark also applies to 
important cities in .. India. 

The. only market in this. Presidency which could be sho\,n til visitors from 
the home country without prep'ltation, is that at Ootacamund and the good state 
of this market is due not only to European supervision hut to the fact that so 
many Europeans do their O\\n shopping at it instead of leaving this important 
duty to inferior servants. 

The difficult y or designi'ng a good stall for the sale of meat is complicated 
bX the custom of the butchers, who insist on sitting while serving a customer 
instead' of standing as at home. Besides the usual provision of h.::>ok::; (or the meat, 
a_ chopping bIoclC is necessary and a platform for display. It is thought that 
instead of baving this platform of masonry lined with white tiles, it would b~ better 
t!l provid,e an ordinary Dutcher's table witb a thiCK wooden top .. This table wc~rd 
be moveable so that it could' be scraped, wa.hed and placed III the ~un dally. 
The stall would contain nothing but a seat, the wooden table and suffiCIent fixed 
hookS) fastened either. to aI fixed stand or hung from the roof timbers, so that the 
stall c:ould be easily cleared of furniture daily and sluiced out by a hose from the 
wa.tu main. 

Sw:.h an arrangement would be satisfactory if the rules. (or cTea.nltness were 
strictly carried out,. hu~ as these rules would certainly be taxIyobserved. the prob .. 
lem is, what is th~ best. arrang,ement ot a meat stall, which. will demand tbe 
minimum. of atten.tion to cleanlicess. 

. rn the case of a fish stall the requ(re~ents are an impervious platform for 
dIsplay of fresh fish and a sink for washing and gutting fish, the whole capable 
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of being sluiced by a hose before and after the day's operations. The platforms 
recommended are masonry ones lined with white tiles or wooden frames lined 
with zinc sheet. 

In the case of both meat and fish stalls it should be the invariable rule that 
no storage over night in any lock up place or box in the stall should be permit
ted. Markets for meat and fresh fish should therefore, in the plains of India, be 
built open, the roof being supported on pillars and the open spaces enclosed with 
wire netting. 

.... 
Public latrines.-A design for a public latrine which can be accepted as 

really satisfactory in actual practice, is one of the most important problems in 
sanitation. Such a design is only apparently possible where a sewerage system 
exists or where a system of automatic flushing for the latrine- with septic tank 
and land treatment for the effluent can be arranged. 

Large sums of money are annually expended in constructing public latrines, 
but it can be safely stated that exceptlOg the two classes of water carriage latrines 
referred to above, no European would voluntarily use any of the dry class. 

The question therefore is what is the least unsatisfactory of this type, and 
should any be constructed? Should not all important public latrines In places 
\Vhere no sewerage system exists, be constructed of the second type as recom
mended by Major Clemesha at the First Sanitary Conference in Bombay "I 

Education of lite people in lite necessity for sanitary improvemenls.-In the 
home country the success of sanitary methods could not be expected if the 
co-operation of the people had not been $ecured, and this has been brought about 
by the aid of articles in newspapers, lectures and instruction in schools, which 
have kept pace with or preceded the execution of sanitary schemes. 

Simple health lectures should be given in schools in towns to both boys and 
girls on the necessity for cleanliness in the home and surroundings. These 
lectures should emphasise the need for pure water and warn against waste, pro
tection of 'food from dust and flies, ventilation of the house, cleanliness of house 
drains and surroundings, destruction of refuse and cleanliness of clothing and the 
person. 

In addition to this, municipal officials should interest themselves in the in
struction of householders, especially the women, in similar subjects, this instruc
tion serving a more important object than the prosecution of offenders. As a 
matter of bet prosecution of offenders against bye-laws is almost non· existent. 
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SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ENGLISH AND INDIAN SANI
TARY ENGINEERING PRACTICE. 

BY 

G. B. Williams, Esq .• M. /r,st. C.E., Sa1litary Engineer, Bengal. 

Introductory. 

The history of the progress of English sanitary engineering dUring the last 
100 years has revealed clearly the unfortunate results that have often followed 
the assumption that a form of construction, a system of sanitation or a process 
of treatment which has been successful in one place must necessarily be equally 
suitable to the needs of some other locality, even within a short distance, and 
under apparently similar conditions. 

When experience has shewn that such is the case within the limits of one 
small country, inhabited by persons of the same race, living- under similar 
conditions of climate, the necessity is obvious of proceeding with caution i~ 
introducing methods of sanitation of European origin into India, in a tropical 
climate, and amidst a people whose habits and customs are as far as possible 
removed from those of the dwel1ers in European cities. It may in fact safely 
be assumed that many Ideas framed on the basis of English experience will have 
to be discarded or considerably modified in applying them to Indian conditions. 

That such modifications are actually necessary in many cases, no one who 
has experience of Indian sanitary engeering works is likely to deny, and as time 
goes on the development of Indian ideas on this subject will probably tend to 
become more markedly characteristic and _distinctive. 

In discussing this subject I will take the two main divisions of sanitary 
engineering separately, and will briefly refer to a few points in connection with 
the question as it affects both IndIan water supplies and Indian drainage 
schemes. 

Water Supyl)'. 

In his preliminary survey of a problem of urban water supply, the Sanitary 
Engineer in India will usually be impressed by several important points. He IS 

limited in his proposals by the inadequate funds at his disposal i he probably 
finds the Municipality already more or less abundantly supplied from existing 
sources with water of a very que!.tionable character, most of which would be 
condemned at sight in an English town or village; and he has to provide for a 
population apparently to some extent immune by descent from a long line of 
ancestors (who have consistently drunk water of similar quality), from the 
worst effects that would be experienced by a pure water drinking community 
if they were suddenly translated to an Indian village and made to exist on such 
watp.r as is normally consumed there. How far immunity from water-borne 
disease can be acquired by heredity is a matter on which an engineer is hardly 
competent to express an opinion, but at all events a belief that such is the case 
is a source of some satisfaction to him when he is reduced to inadequate 
proposals by the financial exigencies of the situation. 

Another point to be taken into consideration is the greater potency of the 
sun's rays in India as. a germicidal agency than iii more temperate countries. 
On the other hand the prevalence of cholera, and the consequently more 
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dangerously polluted. condition of most of the natural sources of supply, are 
factors in the opposite direction. 

The fore-going considerations "'ill be sufficient to shew that an engineer 
responsible for preparing a wat.er supply schen:te for an o.rdinary Indian town, will 
have to depart somewhat widely from the hnes on which an European instalIa
tion would be designed. The first essential will be that ·the scheme should he 
a cheap one otherwise there will be no scheme at all. The source of the supply 
will frequ~ntly be one l!hich could not .be considered sare i.n a European country, 
the quantity of water given per .head will be much less. whilst the greater purify
ing effect of the sun's rays and the par~ial immunity of the inhabitants to water. 
borne diseases ma} enable a simple form cf purification to be considered fairly 
adequate. 

A suitable source of supply for a town of anything up to 12,000 inhabitants 
in Lower Bengal, is frequently one or more large tanks situated either on the 
outskirts of the town or, possibly, if a suitable area can be found. in the centre. 
A catchment area of sufficient size will be enclosed and tanks excavated so as 
to be of the proper capacity. The greater part of the water supplied will be 
surface water drained off the catchment area during the rains and stored in the 
dry weather. There will be some infiltration of subsoil water at the end of the 
dry season. but in the compact alluvial clays of the Ganges and Brahmaputra 
deltas there is usually not much percolation either in or out of the tanks. 

In districts where there is a sandy or .,orous subsoil, wells will probably be 
indicated as the best source of supply If there is a permanently flo\\i]1g river, 
that will naturally be chosen, and in places where there is a sandy river bed, 
dry on the surface in the hot weather, a filtration ripe or gallery under the bed 
is hkely to be the most satisfactory arrangement. Artesian and sub·artesian 
conditions are not likely to be frequently found within the delta area and the 
prospects of such wells being found productive in the greater part of the Bengal 
Province are not very favourable~ 

With a tank or well supply it is usually necessary to cut down the quantity 
provided to the lowest possible limits. The quantities distributed per capita 
in Municipal supplies in Bengal are in some cases far less than would be consider
ed possible in a European country. or so far as I know in any other civilised 
or partially civilised country. Generally speaking, my experience is that the 
following are approximately the quantities of water consumed daily in the 
tnofussil towns by person!'! supplied through street standposts and private house
connections respectively. 

(a) Persons supplied through self-closing street standposts, 2 to 5 gallons 
a day each. , 

(b) Persons supplied through metered private house connections, 15 to 25 
gallons a da'y each. 

(e') Persons supplied through un metered private house connections, 20 to 
.50 gallons per day each. 

A person living in a house supplied through an unmetered connection con
sumes (or wastes) nearly ten times as much water as a person supplied through 
a standpost. 

4n India the engineer is generally employed in making .the demand fit the 
supply instead of, as in Europe, supplying the demand. ThIS can usually be d~ne 
by arranging the 'works and controlling them properly. F or example. supposlDg 
a. Municipality of 10,000 inhabitants can afford a supply of 50,000 gallons a day 
for domestic purposes. The sapply could be arranged thus-

'9,500 persons supplied with 4 gallons per head through street . 
stand posts ••• ••• ... -3~,ooo gIs.'per diem. 

.500 persons supplied with 20 gls. per head through metered 
house connections... ... 10,000.1'" 

Total ... " " 
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In this case not more than 25 private house connections could be allowed and 
automatic self-closing standposts would be .necessary in the streets. 

Some form of purification will nearly always be needed for a distributed 
water supply, whether the source of supply. is a tank, river or well. My 
experience leads me to belie\'e that slow sand filters are absolutely unsuited to the 
needs of a small Indian town. With proper n1anagement, slow sand filtration is 
undoubtedly on a luge scale the most consistently satisfactory and reliable 
form of purification for ordinary polluted waters, such as a river water polluted 
by the sewage of towns higher up_ Slow sand filters in small towns in India 
are however not generally well managed. They- have usually been constructed 
as cheaply as possible, which means tbat the workmanship and materials are 
often not so good as they might be, and they are managed by men who are not 
highly paid or particularly intelligent and are incapable of carefully and scien .. 
tifically controlling the system so as to give the best results. The filters are 
not properly scraped, the flow through them is allowed to vary within wide limits 
and they are abused in other ways. 

Polluted subsoil water may also find its way into the under-drains or into 
the clear water well so that some~imes'"the water after filtration may be no better 
than, or even worse than the river water. 

I consider that for the needs of an Indian town of anything less than 30,000 

inhabitants, mechanical filters are generally much tf) be preferred. Of the two 
forms of the ordinary mechanical filters, gravity filters are much more reliable 
than pressure filters but the extra expense of the former process may make it 
impossible in a scheme where cost is of so much importance. 

Where cheapness is the first consideration my opinion is that provided that 
an ordinary water can have a settlement and exposure to sunlight of at least 7 
days, it wiII be moderately safe and potable if pumped directly through a mecha" 
nical pressure filter. 

This would obviously not be sufficient in the ease of any special form of 
contamination, such as water impregnated with soluble iron salts or containing 
excessive vegetable matter. Of the former type I have so far only come across 
one example in Bengal and the vegetable pollution of water in jhils and tanks in 
this country has never jn my experience approached the condition of affairs in 
Equatorial Africa, where Fapyrus swamps and dense undergrowth causes the 
vegetable matter even in large lakes to be present in such large quan~ities as to 
necessitate some special form of treatment. 

With regard to the works of distribution of 'Water there is not much scope 
for difference in design from European systems. The concentration or the 
maximum demand into a few 'hours of (he day appears to be more marked than 
in England, but it is difficult to speak definitely on the subject for few towns have 
a continuous supply. I have been in the habit of designing my mains so that 
the whole supply could be drawn off at ,the maximum rate of draught in 6 hours. 
ihis is proportionately more than the English allowance, but the actual provision 
per head in tbese towns is sman and as the quantity per head given increases, 
the ratio of maximum rate of draught to average appears to diminish. 

I have referred more to the smaller water works installations because it is 
in them that the departures from European methods are most conspicuous; 
as the size of the works increases the design approximates more nearly to that 
of similar works -in England. 

.DrAinage Selumes • 

.In the case of drainage 'Schemes the clifferences between 1ndian and 'European 
rrequirements are more marked than in water works practice. In fact it may be 
.-safely said that the c01ll:plete sewerage system with private connections to an 
houses is quite unsuitable to Indian _towns. Exception may be made to this 
statement in regard to the central portion of Calcutta and Bombay, but even in 
the former city my own opinion is that the imitation of European methods has 
been carried too far. 
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Municipal drainage schemes may be divided into 4 classes. Commencing 
from the simplest form upwards, these are :-:-

Ca) A simple system of kutcha open surface water drains with possibly 
one or two main drains with masonry inverts. 

(b) A system of masonry open surface water drains. 

(e) A systePl of masonry open drains with one or two main intercepting 
sewers. 

(d) A complete sewerage system. 

Of these (a), (b) and (e) cannot be comp~red with English practice at all i 
these types are usually only at bes~ a compr~mls~, and frequently. unsatisfactory. 
Class (a) are ~e~er~l!y works earned out. pnmanly for anti-malarial purposes in 
scattered mUnicIpalIties, Class (6) IS the usual form of mofussil surface 
drainage scheme. Class (e) is a fairly obvious development of (b) in the larger 
towns and where circumstances make it necessary or desirable to have the 
main arterial drains u~derground. None of these systems need be discussed at 
length here. They are all types of work which are familiar to engmeers. 
responsible for preparing drainage schemes in this country. 

It is in the case of sewerage schemes class (d) that there is most likelihood 
of an attempt being made to follow closely Europe,!-n examples. 

It cannot ( think be too clearly insisted upon that in India all private house 
connections and small branch drains should as far as possible be open, - whenever 
excremental matter is not carried by them. In the ordinary Indian towns, 
even the larger ones, the majority of houses are of the most inferior form of 
construction, and for such buildings private water closets and closed branch con
nections are entirely out of place. 

The combined system of drainage is extremely unsuitable to Indian condi
tions. The example 01 Calcutta is a case in point. On the other hand, if the 
open branches' take all the stormwater and the sewers only a limited quantity,. 
a difficulty obviously occurs at the points of junction of the branch drains and 
the sewers, in preventing much larger volumes of stormwater from reaching 
the sewers than they are capable of dealing with. Special arrangements are 
needed in such schemes at the street gulleys so that the dry weather flow up to 
a moderate number of dilutions is taken into the sewers and the surplus storm
water carried away by the main surface water drains. These latter would in 
most towns be open, but in some large cities might be shallow sewers. 1 have 
designed two schemes recently on this principle and I believe that the system 
will be found to work more satisfactorily than any other. 

A special type of overflow gulley is required to make this arrangement work. 

In some cases where a partial system of sewerage has been adopted 
(a sort of halfway scheme between classes (c) and (d)] circumstances may make 
it desirable to provide a modified form of septic tank at each of the large 
latrines and dumping depots to ensure a partial liquification of the grosser 
solids before discharging into the sewers. I am at presen t introducing a drain
age scheme into Gaya on this principle. It is obviously a method of disposal 
'which would not be suitable for European cities. 

With regard to the purification wo.rks at the ,outfalls of s~werage ,systems, 
there have hitherto been (comparatIvely speakIng) so. few IOstall~tlOns. on a 
large scale in my Province that I am not able to dogmatlse .. The maIO pomt to 
be noted is the greater efficiency of t~e septic t:.nk than \0 European towns. 
On the other hand, the-work performed by filters w~ere these have b~en a~opted 
has been rather disappointing. Whether some speCial form of filteratloo dl.fferent 
from anything preVIOusly adopted will ultimately prove to be the solutIOn of 
this problem, remains to' be seen. Up to the present I am not aware of any 
urban purification works in India where results equal to the best European have I 
peen obtained. I 



Co"clusion. 

To enter into all the minor'differences between' English-and Indian practice 
would require more space than I am justified in occupying. My own Indian 
experience has been mainly confined to Bengal, and I have only intended to 
refer to some of the distinctions which have characterised this class of work 
there, in the hope that my remarks may possibly be sufficient to initiate a 
discussion in which engineers having experience in other parts of India may 
express their views. There has been I think some tendency in the past. on 
the part of engineers whose experience has been mainly confined to European 
systems. to suppose that these can be transferred wholesale to Indian towns. 
Such an idea can only lead to unfortunate results. On the other hand without 
an intimate knowledge of the methods of sanitation in the more highly civilized 
countries, no progress is possible. A system of sanitary engineering suitable 
for India will in tIme be evolved which will be an imitation of such processes 
and works as may be suitably accepted, an adaptation of others, and on certain 
lines strike out in original directions. 

IL2 



Note on Sanitation in India. 

Sanitation is a science but recently introduced into India and is there
fore lJot in a very advanced state. 

Some progress has been made with urban sanitation which presents no 
great difficulty in carrying out, but as it entails a considerable increase in 
the current rate of taxation in most towns, Government have to recognize 
that progress must be slow and meaRured by the strength and character of 
the public opinion they have to rely on in support of sanitary measures. 
III India, therefore, as elsewhere, the carrying out of sanitary works is now 
much more a question of available expendlture than of knowledge. 

Rural sanitation has made no progress, in fact it barely exists, and is 
a question of magnitude and difficulty. As a general rule the only way to 
improve rural sanitation is to remove the sites and construct new villages 
laid out on proper principles with protected water supplies. 

The origin of sanitation dates back some seventy-five years, when an 
Act was passed in England, and at a later date in India, about fifty years 
ago, for registering births and deaths. From the statistics thus made 
available, it was soon made evident that the annual death rate per thou
sand-the most convenient standard of expressing the general state of the 
public health-varied considerably in different localities and under different 
conditions, and the .fact soon became established that the death rate 
depended broadly on two sets of circumstances-circumstances such as 
climate, clothing, feeding, local habits and customs, and others which cannot 
be brought under direct control by legislation, and must always be con
trolled by the individual; and circumstances such as conservancy, drainage, 
water supply, preveption of nuisances, etc., which can be brought under 
legislative control. It is estimated by sanitarians, that by the adoption of 
proper modes oflife on the part of both individuals and communities a greQt 
number of existing diseases might be abolished and the annual death rate 
considerably reduced. Theretore, with this end in view, it has been found 
necessary to introduce sanitary legislation. 

Modern sanitary legislation is based on the broad general principle 
that every member of a community is entitled to protection in regard to 
his health, which protection should be so exercised as not to interfere with 
the similar rights of others, nor be injurious to the community in general, 
and hl\R theretore been introduced to provide for the co.operation and the 
combination of communities to carry out sallitary works in the general 
interest, requir'ing large outlays of capital which could not be compassed by 
individuals, and also to guard against the public health being endangered 
by the action of individuals. 

The Jaw has conferred certain well defined duties on Municipal Boards 
'With regard to sanitary works and the powers necessary to enable them to 
carry out these duties, It hilS also prO\! ided an effective control in these 
matter's and enabled such control to be eXflrcised by the l'ublic and rate
payers as well as by Government. The passing of Sanitary laws, however. 
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and the granting to a cer~ain department the pow~r to enforce such laws, 
will not ensure good publIc health unless the publIc at large supports those 
laws intelligently. In England very considerable trouble was experienced 
in introducing sanitary measures. Even at the present day numbers of 
cor.victions take place for neglect of regulations and for posItive nuisances 
in large towns, and the people still require supervision and at times coercion 
to make them attend to their own best interests. In India, therefore, 
where the habits and prejudices of the people, their religious observances 
and apprehensions, and uther conditions are so widely different to what 
obtain in England, and Europe generally, it is no wonder that sanitary 
reforms and works are looked upon with suspicion and distrust. and unless 
some palpable benefit can be realized and appreciated by the people, the 
introduction and carrying out of such reforms and works is a matter of 
much difficulty and oppo~ition. 

The mltjority of Municipal Boards in India are dependent on the 
advice of Go\'ernment Officials in sanitary matters, as they have with a few 
exceptions, no independent professional agency to assist them in 1he 
preparation ot sll.nitary projeets. In such cases, the projects are prepared 
by the Sanitary Engineers to the Local Governments, and after approval 
by the Sanitary Boards, submitted to the Local Governments for sanction. 
To make these Municipal Boards fully acquainted with the facts for which 
they are responsible and to stimulate them to greater -efforts, it is 
necessary that clear periodical statements of the vital statistics ot the 
locality should be supplied, in the fullest detail. Programmes of sanitary 
works should also be prepared under the chief heads of-

L. Conservancy, including the removal of refuse. 
2. Filling up of insanitary tanks and cesspools. 
3. Latrine accommodation and public urinals. 
4. Drainage. 
5. Water Supply. 
6. The improvement of overcrowded areas and of buildings withpI 

defective lighting and ventilation. 

These projects of sanitation should be carefully prepared with~i, 
reference to local cir~umstances and the resources of the Boards concernedJ;t1 

:1 

'I The neatness and cleanliness of the appearance of a town depend Ort! 11 
the methods in which the conservancy is carried out and on the way h';,; 
which rubbish is collected by the householders for removal by MuniciPAfli; 
carts. In many cities the rubbish in freely shot out into the street a "1 
certain hours, and the provision of the Municipal Act, with regard to th/1 
establishment of proper depots for the deposit of rubbish by hous iei. 
occupiers, has be~1Qme a dead letter. 

In most cases, all practical purposes will be met by providing thEn: j, 
rubbish is to be stored outside the premises at certain hours in baskets j, 

boxes of suitable size which require simply to be entered into carts, whi( j 
would be sent round once or twice daily for purposes of removal to eith~ j 3 

incinerators or dep6ts outside the City limits. In small towns with popul ; 
tions belO\v 200,000, incinerators should, and are likely to be a promme; 
feM-ture in Municipal arrangements; but, generally, they should be work' 
as subsidiary to a tramway project. 

Tanks and cesspools constitute one of the most serious sanital 'tt 
difficulties to be met with in many cities in India. The former are genera . 
holes filled with surface drainage of inhabited sites, and the water is m( 1 
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often than not used for domestic purposes, although absolutely unfit for 
such purposes. In many cities it will take years of persistent effort and 
the expenditure of large capital to fill up these tanks before the population 
can fully reap the benefit of sanitary works. In the meantime they should 
if possible be connected with drainage systems and drained to keep down 
the subsoil water level. 

As regards the cesspool nuisance, the extreme injury which it inflicts 
011 the health of the population and the vital necessity of abating that 
nuisance are points which should claim more attention than they do at 
present. The remedies which can alone avail are proper s,rstems of sewer
age with effflctive water supplies. Wherever such remedies have been 
applied, enabling the cesspools to be filled up, statistics tend to show that 
the death-rate has been reduced from 20 to 30 per cent. 

In most cities there is a large floating population which cannot be 
trusted to clean their own privies, and in such situations public latrines are 
necessary, which can be connected with the nearest sewer, or in the 
absence of a sewerage system the latrines should be served by sweepers 
and the contents disposed of at the nearest pail depot or trenching ground. 

A proper establishment of urinals is absolutely necessary in every 
city-, and without them it is unjust to enforce prosecution for committing 
nUlsanceil which make some localities so offensive. 

Every city and town should have a good system of sewers. In 
-designing a system of sewerage it should be borne in mind that one which 
works well in Europtlan cities, owing to climatic and other conditions, 
works imperfectly or injuriously in India. The greatest difficulty in 
Oriental drainage lies in quarters where poor populations living in tiled 
huts have to be dealt with It is impossible in these cases to prescribe 
either closets or expensive fittings by bye-laws which cannot be enforced. 
In such cases public latrines and urinals are necessary. The huts should 
have surface drains connected with a well· flushed collecting drain, connect
ed with the nearest sewer, and in all areas liable to receive sullage and 
foul water impervious pavements should be insisted upon. 

A good water supply is perhaps the most important sanitary agency 
in Indil;l, But if real benefit is 1.0 be obtained, the source of supply 
must be very carefully chosen and special precautions taken to protect it. 
It should be out of reach of the people, and the water should be conveyed 
to them in pipes to prevent any possible contamination. Such special 
precautions are very necessary in India where the people of all classes 
exhibit extraordinary and perverse ingenuity in defiling their source of 
drinking water, by bathing, washing foul and sometirues infected' clothing, 
a.nd vessels,.cattle, etc., at such sourc:es. 

Before embarking on a water supply, chemical, biological, and 
microscopical tests are necessary, but it is necessary to bear in mind that 
reports based on the examination of a few samples cannot be accepted and 
no absolute opinion can be formed as to the true character without a large 
number of observations taken at different seasons of the year, accompanied 
by a careful examination of the site and the risks of contammation it is 
~xposed to. 

_ The regulation of buildings in most towns in India is utterly neglected 
a.nd the sanitary state of large cities such as Bombay and Calcutta may 
be quoted as examples of the confusion which results from allowing people 
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to build as they please. The chief reason why the death rate is high in 
overcrowded localities appears to be that, as a general rule, they are 
occupied by the poorest classes unable to pay for sanitary arran~ements 
and the difficulty of sewering or access for cleaning purposes 1U such 
localities. Except on the upper floors, a large proportion of rooms are 
insanitary through various causes but chiefly through defective lighting or 
ventilation. The high death rate and prevalence ot' epidemic diseases have 
naturally turned a considerable amount of public attention to the necessity 
of buildmg regulations and formation of Improvement Trusts, and it is 
hoped that the power to v~to the occupation of all ill-lighted and ill· 
ventilated buildings and the opening out of crowded areas, will prove an 
efficient remedy for the existing insanitary state of affairs in nearly every 
Indian city. 

Wherever proper sanitary regulations have been introduced, statistics 
show that the death rate has practically been reduced by from 20 to 30 per 
cent., and as the very important question of sanitation is now receivlDg 
increased attention from Government there is nQ doubt that the results of 
improved public health and the advancement of the standard of civilization 
will amply reward them for the efforts they are making in this direction 

CHAS. N. MANDY, C E., )I.R SAN.I, 

Ex:. Engineer, Poona Drainage 

and 'Yater Supply District, 

Poona. 

ScottlSl. lh .. l011 Press, Paon ... 
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NOTE ON DUST PREVENTION. 

BY 
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City Sanitation Enginee,., Co!om~o. 

Although the question has more recently become merged in the wider and I 

decidedly more difficult question of improved road construction to meet modern 
traffic conditions, the sanitary advantages of dust prevention measures in urban 
areas have been clearly recognized for some years. 

In tropical climates street watering on metal or gravel roads is practically 
useless. Not only is the benefit transitory, but by assisting disintegration of the 
surface, the system leads to, the production of dust in greater quantities. 

As an alternative, experimental measures, both preventive and palliative, 
have been tried for some years in Colombo and they have materialized in 
improved methods giving appreciable benefit. Of the fonIler class, but designed 
with the primary object of providing a more resisting road crust, granite sett 
paving for heavy traffic and asphalte macadam for light traffic, have proved most 
satisfactory and there is no question that in this direction lies the true solution 
of the dust problem. Although ultimate economy, combined with dust preven .. 
tion and other advantages is assured, the high initial cost is a heavy deterrent 
to the use of these methods of construction, and in consequence recourse to 
cheaper preventive measures and to palliative measure is found necessary. 

Stone cube paving laid on the Kleinpflaster principle was tried but not 
found satisfactory under heavy traffic. Concrete blocks with a broken rubble 
facing were used for bullock cart tracks, but are now Qeing replaced by granite 
setts on concrete. 

Tar macadam of various kinds was experimented with and is still used, but 
the Works Engineer reports that with the hard gneiss stone available, it is 
difficult to obtain a conglomerate neither too brittle nor too soft, and it would 
not appear that the extra cost over ordinary macadam is warranted. 

It should be noted that with all non-dust-producing surfaces, efficient 
scavenging is essential, even more so than with ordinary macadam, as the dust 
brought on to the roads from outside sources is more easily raised by wind and 
traffic. 

As palliatives or dust layers, Tar, Tarco, Tarvia, Liquid fuel waste, Liquid 
fuel and hygroscopic preparations have been tried. The latter class of prepara
tion appears to be useless and Tarvia has no advantage over ordinary tar. 

Tar and Tar Compounds applied cold to the swept surface give excellent 
results. They should perhaps be classed as preventives as they improve the 
surface, lessen the production of dust and prolong the life of the road. 

Tarco gives better results corresponding with its higher cost. 

As a dust layer liquid fuel, and more particularly the waste from liquid fuel 
tanks, gave unexpectedly successful results. 

In dry weather one application remains effective for two to five weeks, 
dependent upon the situation of the road and the nature of the traffic. No 
additional watering is necessary and the dust is completely laid even under fast 
motor traffic. In wet weather the result is not so agreeable as may be seen 
from the note attached to the annexed statement supplied by the Works 
~ngineer of the dust laying work executed in 1911. 

plSC l03 
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THE PREVENTION OF DUST IN INDIAN CITY ROADS AND STREETS. 

By E. P. Rickarda, M. {nat., o.E., M., Inat., M. ~ o.K.. M.l., Mun., E. Z~f.R., 
San., I., F. G.B., etc., Ohief Engineer, (Jalcutta, Improvement Truat. 

bTRODUOTION. 

Had I leisure time, I would have found much pleasure in presenting a very full 
paper dealing minutely with most phases of the problem of dust prevention, both 
here and in Europe; but circumstances have compelled me to confine myself to a. 
skeleton note, containing some information that may be of guidance to Municipal and 
District Board Engineers, Presidents of Municipalities, Medical Officers of Health 
and others who are attacking the dust problem in India. I am not likely to be
present during any discussion, but I will gladly endeavour to reply by letter to any 
one seeking more techuical information on the matter contained in this .note. 

The bibliography of road-work and dust prevention is now very considerable 
and a great number of books have been. written during the past ten years, but almost 
all treat solely of European and English conditions. I therefore confine myself to a 
few notes on what are I believe the best and most economical methods for India. 

Chief methods of Dust Prevention. 
The prevention of dust in towns and cities can be obtained chiefly by good road

making, and by the suitable after treatment of good macadam road surfaces. There
are other secondary and assisting means, but their effectiveness depends always on 
these two factors. 

The present praotical methods of eliminating dust in Indian cities and towns 
may be enumerated in their order of general use and importance as follows :-

(1) Good road-making. 
(2) Suitable treatment of good road surfaces with special tars. 
(3) Tar-macadam and other road oonstructions in dense heavy traffio areas. 

\(4) Effective, regular and non-destruotive road-watering. 
(5) Regular sweeping and scavenging with proper plant. 
(6) Regulation of the underbody.oonstruotion of motor-cars. 
(7) Regulation of the speed of motor-cars. 
(8) Rules enforoing proper widths of wheel-tyres for bnllock and merohandise

carts. 
(9) Rules relating to the construction of tramway tracks and the watering 

and cleaning of tram way rails. 
(10) Provision of grass strips and shade-trees. 

Creation and composition of'Indian dust. 
The dust of Indian roads and streets is ver! closely similar in origin and com. 

position to the dust of ~uropean cities, largely, about 85 to 95 per cent. is found t() 
be composed by bulk of pulverised road-metal and binding, and about 5 to 15 per oent. 
of finely triturated dung. This is a rough analysis, and does not mention about 1 to 
2 per cent. of broken up . vegetable matter that is usually present apart from dung. 
The most usual analysis found by bulk is about 90 per cent., 9 per cent. and 1 per
cent. respectively. Members of the conference' can verify these results in a rough 
but sufficiently truthful manner, by carefulry collecting half a ton of average 
street dust, thoroughly mixing it. and then experimenting with half a cubic foot of' 
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the mixture at, one time. By mixing it up with water, !lnd then allowing settlement, 
most of the powdered dung and vegetable matter will nse to the surface, and can be 
collected, dried, and measured cubically, and also weighed; comparison being made 
with the larger residue after drying the same. A second sample can be measured, 
weighed, and then sprea~ -k of an inch thick on thin iron sheets over a hot coke fire, 
and the sheets 'and -k" layer of dust must be made .red.h~t, until the slight smell 
of burning dung is no longer perceptible. On re-collection, a difference of weight 
and bulk will be found to have taken place, representing the loss of much or the 
dung and vegetable matter. Really exact work is a complex process for the labora
tory, and the taking of samples even for very rough analysis requires good personal 
judgment. Heavy and impalpable grains of stone-dust are sorted apart hourly by 
every breeze and passing motor, and the further from the road centre, the finer and 
lighter is the Just. 

The important point of all road-dust analysis is the immense predomination of 
-pulverized macadam. 

Perhaps this last fact can be brought home in another way. A good macadam 
surface, 4" thick, ,will, if well cared for, wear down to a thickness of only If 
before it goes into holes. Two and a half inches of solid stone and binding material 
have dieappeared, actually gone, in the form of dust; or in the form of wet dust 
which is better known to us as mud. J 

In a fairly decent road surface one may find a hole or hollow worn out, there 
is nothing loose in it, except perhaps a little dust or mud, but the materials that
once occupied the cubic contents of this hole have been wetted and splasbed out as 
mud, or have been blown out by the winds of heaven or by the offensive winds of 
motors and vehicles. The wearing away "f only l" of road metal on a 30-ft. 
macadam road-width, one mile long, represents about 900 solid. tons of dnst (or mud) 
and if the wear has taken three years, it means 300 tons of dust a year per mile: pro
bably from i a ton to Il tons a day according to traffio variation. Much' of this dust 
has to be removed, as dust, or as mud: but a very considerable amount is carried by 
the wind into houses, on to roofs and gardens, and as mud and silt in suspension a 
good deal finds its way into roadside ditches, sewers ILnli drains. The impalpable 
atoms}vill diliicolour the air and may be carried hundreds o,f yards. 

It is not my province to doal with the problems and effects of bacteria and germs 
in dust, but I may point out that the less dust there is on a road, the better chance 
has the fierce Indian sun of killing them. Under half an inch or more of road dust, 
there is considerable sun protection for germs. It is also not in my jurisdiction to 
discuss the evil effects of dust on human health. The main points for the engineer 
are that dust is inimical to human health, to human lungs and eyes; that dust is 
excessively unpleasant, and is a spoiler of the bell.uty of roads, streets, buildings, trees 
and flowers, and is a pollution of the pure air. The elimination of dust has therefore 
become one of the newer problems of road and city engineers. We have seen that 
dust is chiefly made by the attrition of road surfaces. It is this attrition which we 
have to pr,eyent. We are all well aware how the introduction of petrol-driven 
vehicles has enormously aggravated the dust nuisance-but we mnst also bear in 
mind that nearly all cities are growing, and, in general, the ordinary traffic of to-day 
is much greater than It was twenty years ago in the same road; that is, there is In ore 
dust being made to-day than there was twenty years ago. The rubber-tyred mo~or 
vehiole does not do much in the primary attrition of road-metal, but its wheels help 
to rub coarse dust into fine dust, and the finer the dust the more mobility it posl:lesses. 
The rubber tyre, especially in wet weather, and after road-watering, acts like a sucker 
and pulls out small and even large stones, but doeE not grind them up-the slow iron 
tyre grinds up the ~uck~d out £:agments. The. chief c3;us~ of dust from a swif~ly 
travelling motor-vehlCle IS the VIolent compresslOn of all" ill front and the partIal 
vacuum behind. The air is blown away in front and sideways, but mostly sucked 
powerfully back u~der th~ car to r~sh np behmd and fill t~e trave~ing. vacuum. 
While the air performs thIS dual actIOn, It sweeps up and mmgles WIth Itself the 
dust. The effect is wonderfully well known to most of us and we have personally 
seen men at home bastily sticking their heads into roadside hedges to escape 



-1uffocation, doubtless returning into ·the road with new light on tliat ancie~t 
'Writing "dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou l'etllrn "-but this was some years 
ago, before engineers had so earnestly taken up the probJem of dust prevention. 
, The remainder of this paper will con'3ist of a separate note upon each of the ten 
means of dust prevention mentioned on page 1. 

(1) Good r£lad making.-Under this heading I wrote a boiled-down treatise 
specially for this paper, in which I tried to give all the chief information required in 
my opinion, by an Indian road engineel' for making the most perfect and up-to-date 
macadam. 

I found I had written some 0,000 words and even then I had, in'my effort 
to be concise, been compelled to omit much useful matter and many" tips" vital to 
success. I havE', therefore, abandoned the attempt. I wrote for my own staff at 
Madras a pamphlet that gives mnch o~ this information. 

That paper is out of print, but, urged persistently by the Madra!! Government 
I have now a second edition nearly ready for the press, and this will con12in those 
full and minute particulars and instructions that would be out of place, could not be 
illustrated, and would occupy far too much space in a general note for a conference. * 

Too much stress cannot be laid on'the importance of good macadam road-work 
in preventing dUAt. Indian city roads are almost solely macadam roads. Good roads 
wear slowly and produce dust and mud slowly. Good roads can readily be treated 
with dust preventives; but nothing of this kind can be done with a bad macadam 

·surface, and it produces dust and mud at a surprising rate. The point I wish to 
impress on members is, that good macadam work is of the most primary importance 
in setting out to make dustless a net-work of city roads. 

I may mention that the chief faults I have observed in Indian road making 
. are--

(1) Neglect of the extreme importance of equality in size of road metal. 
Ignorance of the fatal result of using metal containing groups or even a small 
percentage, of stones of a size high above the average size. 

(2) Complete breaking up of the old worn surface prior to re-coating, instead 
-of using it as a foundation, scientifically patched, cross scored, and prepared for the 
new coat. 

(S) Ignorance of the importance of smoothly spreading the stone layers, and 
ignorance of the methods to' be observed during the whole process, to obtain success. 

(4) Indiscriminate rolling, instead of definite ordered successions of dry and 
wet roIliogs to produce definite effects at each stage of the road making, also rolling 
at too rapid a speed. 

(5) Use of improper bindin~ materials, and utterly improper application of 
,good binding materials. 

(6) Indiscriminate watering; and watering with chatties, pots and hoses, 
instead of with proper carts during road-making. 

(7) Entire lack of intelligent ordered co-operation between roller drivers, road 
. overseers, maistries, contractors and coolies. ' 

The duties,and responsibilities of each party are not defined. 
With organization, care, patience, personal tuition, frequent personal inspection 

and demonstration, plu8 a judicious mixture of persuasion, coaxing, cursing, and 
fining-the Indian road-staff can be made to turn out quite decent work; sometimes 
even comparable with first-class English road-work. And always, one's efforts pro
duce something much better, more lasting, and more pleasant} for both foot and 
wheei, than is the average Indian macadam. And with encouragement and judicious 
praise, when deserved, the roller dri vera and overseers can be made to take a genuine 
interest and pride in their work. There is very much more in good road making 
than the layman would think, and good work cannot be obtained except by taking 
constant pains; but when once thoroughly taught, a staff gives very much less trouble 
than at first. 

• NoI,,-Thialittle book will, I understand, be 8upplied gratia hy the Madras Government to my Pre6ldenta of 
Hunioipalities, D18tnot a.nd MUDlOipel Engineers, lledlcal Officers of Health and others who may require it, in the 
Madras Preeidenoy. It will oontam ohapters on tar-apraying and duet preventIon. The tiUe will be "Jndian M_dam 
and L&terite Roads, and Duat-PreventloIl." 



(2) S'u?tablq trllatTfle14t of good roa:l Bur/aceS with Bpe~l tarf.-The EngineefS. 
of nearly all European ~nd English towns and of nearly ev~ry County Council iu 
Great ~ritain have arrived at the fa,ct thl\t either :, tar-spraying, or tar-painting" is
the best method o~ making roads comparatively dustless. 1'his statement requires a 
qualification, viz., it applies strictly to roads on which ordinary macadam is and can 
still be used fairly economically as a road surface. In other words, hr-spraying and 
tar-painting are not suitable for roads under genuinely dense and heav!J traffio. 
Where traffic is very great and keav!J we must use pure asphalt on concrete, wood 
on ,concrete, granite setts on concrete, or a similar special road construction. But 
where traffic is only of !Iloderate weight, though of considerable density, such as that 
in Central'Mount Road, Madras, and in the central parts of most Indian cities, there 
tar-spraying is successful, and enables macadam to withstand the wear and tear of 
dense traffic, especially if the spraying be renewed at suitable intervals. 

At home there are numerous to,wns in which nearly every road and street is 
found to be tar-sprayed and very pleasant and dustless are those towns. In most 
English counties nearly every main road has for some years been tar-sprayed or
painted for mile after mile through the open country, and the average English, 
county council re-sprays from 50 to 200 miles of roads every year. These roads, 
are excellent and very dustless. 

A.bout 95 per cent. of the total length of tar-treated roads in Europe are found. 
to be tar-sprayed or tar-painted-only about 5 per cent. of tar-treated roads are of 
tar-macadams-chiefly because of the much greater cost of tar-macadams, and because 
this construction is not necessary except where traffic is heavy as well as dense j 
and there are other secondary reasons, I will mention, under the head of tar-macadam. 

The dust-reducing effect of oiling only lasts from one to four months, but the 
smell will last a year. Where oil is abundant and cheap, as in parts of Canada, 
oiling is used instead of watering. 

The oiling of roads, we found out years ago ill Europe, was futile and costly; 
and even destructive by reducing cohesion; numerous chemi('al binders have also
been put on the market every year, but tar still easily holds the front place. 

The, main point for this conference is that tar has been found the best and most 
ec/)nomical and most praotical dust preventer on macadaljl1 roads throughout the 
world. The next point is that tar-spraying is nearly always superior to and more 
economical than tar-painting; and 90 per cent. of the "boye 95 per cent. of European. 
tar-treated roads are of tar-sprayed macadam. ' 

The next point is that tar-spraying can be done very successfully in India if 
the right plant, the proper tar, and correct methods are used. Another important 
fact for this conference is that road tarring increases the life of a macadam road by 
from 50 per cent. to 150 per cent. or more. Here I must point out that tarring one
short bit of road may not make that bit.much better as regards freedom from dust, 
because one short experimental length is only one small, non-dust creating area in a 
whole nftwork of dust-producing macadam, and quickly it will be covered with dust 
blown on to it from adjoining' non-treated macadam, especially if the direction of the 
tarred road' happens to coincide with a prevailing wind. But, all the same, every 
piece of tar-sprayed road dene, lessens the total area of dust-producing macadam, and 
has its effect. A very large area of road can annually be tar-sprayed at small costJ' 
and quickly; but an equal area of tar-macadam is quite prohibitive in cost. The
order of tarring should be first the fast traffic routes, then the adjoining roads, then 
wherever you c!ln afford it. 

At one time there 'was some alarm felt, especially in France, on the ground that 
road-tarring might deleteriously affect vegetation and trees-happily this has not 
been found to occur, and I have, myself, se~n miles and miles of roads .that 
annually had been tarred, fringed, on both sides with an unbroken display of delicate 
wild :flowers and grasses which ,often drooped on to t.be actual tarred surface itself. 
The .only evil result of road-tarring appears to have been the poisoning of fresh-water: 
fish m several I'are localities, where quantities of the first rain-washings off newly
tarred roads had ,flowed into Bl;Ilall trout streams. Even this difficulty ba" now been 
eliminated, in, a simple manner by making the washings flow through a smaJl sand.. 
and gravel filter bund placed in the outlets of the ditches. 
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There is another good point to be mentioned about the tar-spraying of roadlJ .. 
Noise is decrE'ased in a wonderful way and uan extra dose is given to rOllds in the
l'icinity of clubs, hotels and hospitals-the benefit obtained if: very marked. Nois&' 
means friction, abra~ion, wear and tear, dost. Silence means their lack. Good tar
spraying makes a road silent and dustless, ~ecauBe it haB Iltolped tke macadam surface 
wearing aWQ!I. It does this in four ways. viz., by ircreasmg cohesion of the road 
metal and binding, by providing cushion-joints between all particles and stones, by 
prol'iding a certain amoont of cushion-layer over the surface of the macadam.; and 
by making the road sII!oother. • 

I could write for days about different kinds of tarring. the different machines. 
and methods of application, about variations of tars, the t::ffects of various tempera
tures on tar, the composition and distillation of taTS, on bad tars and good tars, etc., 
and 1 tried to write out a very brief practical description of what to do in India to-

\ secure a good dustless tar-sprayed macadam, but I found I had co\"ered far to~ 
much paper, and yet had not said all that should be said for the guidance of the 
Indian road engineer who has not had the benefit of actual experience and the very 
technical information required is dealt with in the little book 1 have already men
tioned. It may, llOwever, be in place and be of general interest to give a slight 
description of the macbines best suited for India:-

(1) Tar-spraying and painting machines mlty be classified as follows :-
(a) Spraying machines, that force hot or cold tar into and over the roaQ 

surface. . 
(~) Tarring machines that paint, pour, or brush tar O1Jer the road surface. 

Machines of class (a) are the best for India. Machines of class (~) can only be 
used successfully on very porous roads, such as on some of the porous flint roads in. 
Southern England and Northern France. 

In tar painting the tar is simply spread evenly and allowed to soak in. Mem
bers will comprehend readily that an impervious road, such as a granite road bound 
with laterite or kunkur, will only soak up the tar in a slight degree, and that no real 
penetration will take place. 

Mac'hines for India (large).-I am confident from observation here and in Europe
that the high-pressure tar-sprayer is the best machine for Tndia. There are many 
varieties and they have been brought to great perfection during the last six: or seven 
years, and all are ~ood in their own way and for their own work. A machine of the very 
best for general tarring in I,Qdia on a large scale, is one holding from 500 to 1,00.0 gallon8-
of tar at a filling. Soch machines are composed mainly of a four-wheeled underbody 
supporting a tank to contain the tar; plus a powerful pump actuated by chain-geur
from the back road-wheels, with the spraying pipes and nozzles fixed low down at the
back. The actual spraying device consists of a horizontal pipe, generally seven 
feet long, fitted with brass sprayers at intervals of 9 iI!ches. l'he sprayers in 
principle, are very like a gas-jet bllrner, but are turned upside down, and direct a 
flat flame-shaped continuous and very powerful jet of tar on to the road surface. The 
sprayers are usually about 8 inches or so above the road-~urface. The machine 
should be fitted with a crane for raising tar barrels to fill the tank. Inside the tank 
is a tar heating coil of steel piping: 

The wbole machine is drawn by a steam roller. When tarring is to be done the
tank is :filled and the roller is coupled up to the front of the machine. A flexible
steam. pipe is coupled up from the roller boiler to the tank heating coil, and live steam 
is turned into the coil. 'I he tar should be heated to a temperature of not less than 
J)O degrees hotter than the road surface in the Indian sun. The pressure and the 
quantity per square yard have both to be carefully regulated and fixed before starting 
the work. I have found that 75 lb. on the square inch pressure, and about one gallon 
of tar to every 3i squate yards of road surface, give the best results for the first tar
ring done on the average Indian road. After twelve months, a second coat should be 
giv~n, but this need only be at the rate of one gallon to 8 square yards. Keen obser
vatIon and common sense must of course be used to guide each engineer in minor 
TB.riations for his own special district or city. 

2 
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The ct'st of a 500 gallon first-class machine, with spares, tools, etc., complete, 
delivered at an Indian port, is about Rs. 4,500, and for a 1,000 gallon machine, about 
Rs. 5,250 Thes!' big machines can easily tar a mile of 80 feet wide macadam in a 
day, and they do their work most admirably and economically. 8peed of tarring is a 
great consideration in basy roads: in addition, an even temperature is easily main
tained in the large body of tar. Screens are fitted round the spraying nozzles to 
prevent di~seminatiou of toe atomized tar. 

Small Machines for lnd,a, to be drawn b!J hand or bullock.-There are many to 
(lhoose from j but I advise that the best hand machme for this country is one wIth a 
-calacity of not less than 150 gallonSl, and preferably 250 gallons. They are usually 
fitted with the followiug essential parts-Undercarriage and four road wheellt ; a good 
firebox well lined with fire-brioks ; 'a tar strainer in the filling cover; a powerful 
brass lined doubie acting hand-pump to obtain even spraying pressure, a large air 
vessel on the pump delivery to obtain even spray-pressure; a second tar strainer, 
between pump and delivery nozzle, and a sythe-shaped hand pressure sprayer. The 
latter is composed of a metal tar-tube, connected to the machine by 8 flexible 
armourE'd delivery tube about 25 feet long. At the termination of the metal tube is 
a rotary jet, which directs a strong downward spray on to the road metal. The metal 
tube is provided with handles, which are held by the man op'erating the jet. 

A good hand. pressure machine of a 150 gallons capacity, delivered "omplete, 
wIth spares, at an Indian Port, will cost about Rs. 750, and one of 250 gallons, which 
is preferable, would cost about Rs. 1,800. 

There are many good makers, and some of their machines are described in the 
small book I have mentioned. 

In tar-spraying work, the following points need-the most careful attentIOn:-
The tar used must be according to a proper specification, and must be first-cla.ss 

material distilled specially for road-work and only from tar obtained in the manufactu~e 
of coal-gas for illumination and heating. Tars from suction-gas plants, blast furnaces, 
kerosine-gas plants and from -other sources are uot successful, and are seldom or never 
used in Europe, although they are cheap. The specific gravity, the percentage of free 
-carbon, the viscosity at 60°, and the temperature of distlilation, are all of great 
importance in tars distilled for road-work; and especially for Indian road-work. The 
-correct preparation of the road-surface to be tar-sprayed is absolutely vital to success. 
The macadam should be in good condition, or be put into good condition by really 
skilled fiat invisible patching and steam-rolling. It is very wasteful and very bad 
practice to perpetuate a bad macadam surface by tar-spraying it-for even if bad, its 
wear wilJ. be much stopped and its life as a bumpy road will be prolonged. A good 
smooth macadam surface requires a fairly heavy initial cost of hr, but its next spray
ing, usually after twelve months, need only be a light one-and the good surface is 
preserved from year to year. But if, after two years, the original bad surface has to 
be remade, then the value and effect of ,all previous tarring is lost. 

Tar-spraying can omy be done successfully when a road is perfectly dry for at 
least one inch into its surface: and all dust and mud mnst be scrupulously and 
vigorously removed by hard sweeping with pucca bass brooms used in the correct 
tnaXUUer. I 

As soon as the surface has been sprayed, gritting should be done. The 
eomposition, perfect. dryness, a?d the si~e. of .the grit used, are all of great 
importance to success. The object of grlttmg IS threefold; first to absorb the 
surplus tar not driven into the ~c~da~ and thus allow rapid resumption of traffic, 
secondly, to replace the superfiClal bm~g that was removed purposely by previous 
hard brushing; thirdly, to form a tenaCIOUS, .durable and tightly adhering resilient 
earpet on and in the ~~cadam sur£ac:e : that IS, not so much or:er the road metal, as 
over the matrix contammg the separate stones of the road-surface. 

The whole process of brushing, tax:-spraying ~d gritting a ~odera!e length of 
good road in dry weather can be done lD 12 hours &:t home, but m ~ndia from two 
to three days is generally occupied. between the cessation and resumption o~ traffic
on account of the higher temperature. the shorter hour~ o.f labour, !"nd the Im~rfectl' 
grit that generally has to be used. The most perfect gnt 18 of granite, from;,. to i'"1 
in size, mingled thoroughly together. 
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The mechanics and cleaners working tar-spraying machines must always btl 
provided with large close-fitting plain-glass goggles to protect the eyes from atomized 
tar, which resembles a black smoke. They must also be provided with a full allow
ance of cocoanut-oil, turps, kerosine, and monkey soap, in order to clean their hands 
and faces and often their legs and thighs from tar, which is a sharp irritant when 
applied in the hot atomized state. In addition, each man must be provided with 
thick boots, leather leggings hnd two pairs of thick overalls, for use and protectioq 
when tarring. The public should be kept away from the sJlraying apparatus when 
at '\lork, or their clothes will be quickly and irretrievably spoilt. 

(3) Tar-macariamB anri other road constructionIJ for rienlJe keavlJ trajJia areas.
Roads are found in most great cities, where the ordinary macadam would have to be 
renewed from every twelve months to two years on acoount of very heavy and dense 
traffic. Tar-spraying or painting is not suitable for such roads j and in India, where 
pure asphalt on concrete, or wood-paving on concrete are too prohibitive in cost. or 
where granite sets would be too noisy and unsuitable; then tar-macadam is likely to 

-come in as the best substitute. Tar-macadam, well done, well-cared for, and well
scavenged, is dustless smooth and very durable-it is of course far costlier then tar
spraying, but is very much cheaper in initial cost than pure asphalt, wood, or granite 
set roadways. 

There are three well-known methods of making tar-macadam roads :-
(i) Perhaps the oldest is that called the "Sub-binder system", of which 

several variations have been patented. A paste is made of fine granite grit and of 
distilled tar, of tar and pitch, or of a similar bituminous binding liquid; and, after 
smoothing and preparing the old road-surface, about:! of an inch to 1~ inches of the 
paste is spread thereon. Upon this paste is then spread ordinary road-metal to a loose 
-thickness usually of from 4 to 6 inches, care being taken that the road-metal is clean 
and absolutely dry. The loose layer superimposed on the sub-binder is then steam-
,rolled until the macadam is pressed firmly together, and the Rub-binder having 
nowhere else to escape is squeezed and worked up evenly into the stones until it 
begins to appear freely at the rolled surface. A thin coa1 of distilled tar is then painted 

·or spread over the work and is at once thickly coated with granite chippings. SteaD1-
rolling then proceeds until a perfect surface is ob1ained. The sub-binder system 
makes good work, but takes a great deal of labour and tar material j it has largely 
been replaced by the-

(ii) Tarred stone system, in which clean road-metal is dried, heated and well 
coated with tar. This is effected either at the quarries or at the work site, by means 

-of special power-driven" tar-macadam mixers." Many large quarry owners in Europe 
• now send out by rail quantities of tarred stone ready for use. Before laying down 

the tarred stone on a road, the old metal is removed and the foundation surface care
fully rolled hard and solid; or else the existing road surface is carefully cleaned, 
brUShed, patched and rolled. The tarried macadam. is ~hen put down and treated 
very much as though it were ordinvy road-metal, except that little or no binding 
is found necessary. When a firm smooth surface has been obtained, it is finished off 
by thinly tar painting and abundantly gritting as before, followed by steam-rolling. 

(iii) A later system, which is cheap and is finding considerable favour, is 
that of tarring the road-metal after it has been spread and slightly' steam·rolled. 
Hot sunny weather is very desirable to ensure success. The old worn-out road sur
face is smoothed and cross-grooved exactly as for ordinary modern macadam 

. recoating work. The broken stone is spread usually 4 inches to 5 inches thick as a 
loose layer, and is allowed to remain unrolled for a day during exposnre to hir and 
sun. Next day when all dew has dried off and preferably, after the sun has warmed 
the stone layer, the latter is rolled dry sufficiently to support the wheels of a large 

-$praying machine. The dry stone layer is then tar-sprayed very much in the ordi
nary way, but generally with cold and more viscid tar and at a lower pressure, and 
in will be found that most of the stones and especially the upper stones, have been 
fairly well tarred allover. Steam rolling then proceeds until the layer is compressed 

- :hard, black, and smooth. A second tarring, lighter, and at 2000 to 2500 tempera
ture, is then given and the whole is heavily gritted and retolled until the finished 

. appearance is obtained. This system is economical of both tar and labour, and pro, 

. duces very good work if done with reasonable care and intelli~ence. At home, the 
3 
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difficulty lies in drying the f>tone, especially if the weather he cold. English sunshine· 
is too uncertain, and, except during a few months is too weak to dry and warm up the· 
atone layer sufficieJltly for success; hence the very general use at home of machines· 
for drying and at th same time tar-coating the road-metal. In India, however, we 
have perfect climatic conditions for this method of tarring the metal in Bit'll. 

(4) Effl'ttive; 'I"gular, and non-de8tructive 'road-walering.-The hest ordinary 
macadam in the world is soon injured and ruined by watering it with roseless hose
pipe jets, and, in a lesser degree, when chatties, pots or goat UIDS are used. Ordi
nary good macadam damaged by bad watering is very ullpleasant for driving and 
walking, especially for those with bare feet; it is also very destructive to motor and 
cycle tyres. The binding is washed out and forms a deposit on the roadsides, where 
i~ dries, and the wheels of bullock carts and the shuffling feet of bullocks send it up 
in thick dust, and after rain the same deposit forms an unpleasing mud. The 
road surface is found to be a mass of stud-like points, large numbers of them exhibit
ing recent fracture from the passage of an iro~ tyre. The chipped-off stone and 
stone-dust forms a sharp gritty and destructive deposit-it is, as it were, emery to· 
the grinding wheels. Actual individual stones are also loosened and blown out, 
leaving weak spots that quickly develop into holes-and holE'S, as I have shewn, are 
cavities formed by converting stone into dust. Where the bullock cart can go, there 
can go also the pucca water-cart. It should be built on English linE'S, and be on four 
wheels with a light pole, and not the massive structures I have seen that put as much 
as 35 lb. steady weight on each bullock's neck. 

Where traffic is too dense and roads are too congested to permit of ordinary 
water-carts, a first class heavily tarred macadam, or, better, pure a8phalt or concrete, 
wood on concrete, or Retts on concrete should be pll t down, and the street be washed 
with hoses, especially in the very early morning.' It is very questionable indeed. if 
even good tarred macadam can stand the ordinary hose, and such severe watering 
will certainly necessitate more frequent re-tarring and gritting of the tar-macadam 
surface. It is also believed by many that the hose is a much greater nuisance and 
hindrance to traffic than is a well-driven water-cart. In roads where bullock carts are 
tolerated, water-carts are a far lesser evil-one knows where the water-cart is going, 
but the hose may turn in any dirl.'etion at auy moment, without warning. A pair 
of lightly built fast-walking bullocks lire best for water-carts, and the drivers should 
all be picked men. The work is, in my opinion, done quicker and more evenly with 
a good water-cart staff than with the average hose staff: but the most serious 
objection to the hose, is the destructive effect on all kinds of macadam. 

Morning watering should as a rule be commenced about 8 A.M. in India, and 
afternoon watering not earlier than 4 P.M., otherwise the water is evaporated before • 
the two chit'f traffiu maximums occur. Where it can be afforded, midday watering 
is a great godsend. Economy can be effected by omitting this latter on still days; 
but watering gangs should have instructions to go out on their own initiative and 
begin work and do extra work, when a hi~h and hot wind occurs. Watering WJth 
proper carts is the only method allowable when laying down new macadam, and on 
ordinary untreated macadam. 

(5) Regular 8weeping and 8cavengi1lfJ u'ilk proper plant.-Do not let anyone 
run away with the idea that tarred road surfaces or even asphalt and wood surfaces 
will do away with or very much lessE'n road waterin~. The smoother the lIurface, 
the less difficulty has the wind in picking up what dU$t therl.' Dlay be upon it, and 
while we employ animals in ollr cities there will always be dust. Their droppings 
and the slow pulverizing of tarren-sprayed and tar-macadam. asphalt wood and granite 
will continue to create ·some dust. Tarred I'urfaces stand brushing very weU, and 
in important streets full of fairly dense traffic the "hole surface should be watered 
and brushed every night or very early in themorning. The wetting is to clot the 
dust. 1 hIring day time ordt'rJy chokras proviued with the nsual hand brushes and tin 
receivers to pick up droppings and paper, I.'to., shouid he employed_ Motor unious 
should notify members to drive considerate1~' and intelligently when passing work
ing orderly boys. Roads under light traffic can be brushed once or twice a week in 
regular rotation, always immed.iatelyafter ~ateriDg. ~ housands of two-wheeled horse
drawn Bweeping lllachines are made and used every year in England, Rnd save much, 
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labour in dealing with the lighter-traffic ordinary macadam roads, where washing 
with hose pipes cannot be done without destructive effeot. For India these
machines must be mounted on two side wheels and a front castor-wheel, because
the bullock walks with a much more undulating action than the horse-and this 
prevents th~ brush .of the two-wheeled vehicle operating smoothly. The only 
effective hand road-brush is the <, bass broom ". The handles should be short, other
wise a coolie will not use the broom in a vertical position. Large numbers of these 
brooms are now made in India. It is very important to remove all swept-up dust as 
soon as possible. and not leave it on the road side, otherwise it is soon redisseminated 
by the wind, and by foot-traffic. As tarring operations proceed, roadside after 
roadside should be thoroughly cleaned of dust, and once well done, there will 
in future be a comparatively small amount of this work. If it is not done, 
tbe same dUbt will have to be removed again and again from the road to the
roadside. Road sweeping machines, at work, should·follow ou fairly soon after road
watering has been done; the dust lind droppings will then be in a damp clotted stater 
easily swept together, and without nuisance. 

(6) Regulations are needed as to the underbodies of motor ca1·s.-One often sees 
two cars of the same size, going at the same speed, but producing very different dust 
effects. 1 he smoother the underbody the smoother and leSt! dust-disturbing are 
the eddies produced. Cars with underbodies high above the road are noticeably less 
dust-wsturbing-but unfortunately the low car seems to be increasing in popularity. 

(7) Regulation of the speefl of mo,or cars in roads full of wheeled and foot 
traffic is still badly wanted in this country. Motor unions could do a great 'deal by 
pointing out to their members what bad form it is to drive at excessive speed in 
crowded roads. Even on asphalt, the dust from droppings is whirled well up by a 
motor travelling at unnecessarily high speed, and produces most unpleasant results 
to every human being in the road. Suppose a man has 3 miles to go, and travels at 
16 miles an hour (a dust raising speed), it takes him Hi minutes. If he travels at 
10 miles an hour it takes him IS minutes, with 40 per cent. less wear and tear on. 
the tyres. What value is 6£ minutes saved in India? 

(8) Widtb oj tureR.-Rules are now being enforced or considered as to the width 
of iron tyles on springles's bullock and hand-drawn merchandise carts. The <lommon 
existIng tyre is on]y Ii to 2 inches in width, and the load" on each wheel is generally 
half a ton, and often one ton. Such tyres are highly destruct~ve to every kind of road 
surface and that d&struction produces an enormous amount of dust. There is a. 
secondary action that makes the narrow tyre particularly destructive in India. The 
bullock pole is a rigid fixture, and the swaying action of walking bullocks makes each 
tyre move from side to side while it is pressing on and advancing over the road. In. 
a lesser de~ree, the same effect can be observed in hand-dra.wn carts, thus producing a 
true grinding action in addition to the crushing force of the big direct weight concen
trated on a very very small area of road metal at anyone mompnt. Perhaps the easiest 
and fairest way of obtaining bp.tter tyreS" is to put an extra tax of a few rupees per
annum on these narrow-tyred vehicles with exemption for all carts having tyres of a 
proper width: with a proviso that wJthin two years of the coming into effect of the 
fule, no narrow-tyred vehicles will be allowed on the road. I have found that 
considerable number of the rough heavy hand carts drawn by four or five men are
owned by one of these man who may only be making from 15 to 30 rupees a month. 

(9) 'lramwaU8.-1 think there are no tramway systems in India owned and run 
by municipalities. The present day Tramway Companies mostly got their concessions. 
many years ago, and tb08e concessions gc~erally lack adequate provision as to the 
construction and upkeep of the tracks. In the whole of Europe I believe it would 
be very hard to find a ca8e of tramway rails in juxta. position with macadam. All are 
paved with stone setts on wood or aRphalt, and this work is generally so well done 
tbat the track is abundantly used by ordinary vehicles and can be crossed anywhere 
wit bout danger of ripping off a wheel or the cer~nty of severe jerking and bumping.
]n other "ords the tramway track has not cut a big strip out of the usable roadway. 
ln most dense traffic roadways In Europe the tramway vavements are of wood or
asphalt, and in suburban areas of smooth setts well laid on a continuous concrete 
underbed extending not less than ~ feet outNide the rails, viz., for a standard 4' Sf'· 
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!!lingle track the concrete bed and setted strip· is not less than 9 feet wide. No 
even setted ~urface can be preserved Ullless the setts rest on not less than 6· of 
cement concrete. Continuous concrete is not used even under the rails in some 
Indian Tramways and concrete under setts either very rarely or never. 

Under the usual concession, the ~ramway Company has to maintain the roadway 
between the rails and for one foot outside of each rails while the Municipality 
maintains the rest of the roadway. The results of this dual control are very 
unsatisfactory. The rail level does uot alter, but the macadam level begins to alter 
from the day it is put down between and against the rails. In a month or two, 
()r less the macadam will be lower than the rails, if it has been laid level with them. 
To pr~vent this rapid relative lowering, the Tramway Company generally fills the 
space between rails well up, and where a stream of traffic crosses a double track one gets 
the most atrocious bumping, and but a few months later the same track is exhibiting 
deep holes between the rails. I know a length of excellent tar-sprayed road 
containing a single tram-track and a passing place. I have seen this tar-sprayed 
roadw.ork presenting an excellent smooth dry and clean surface, except where it 
was being splashed by mud and water from the hollowed out ordinary macadam 
between the rails! -

The practical remedy is for the Municipality and Tramway Company to negotiate 
in a friendly manner and arrange that all the roadway be made and maintained by the 
Municipality; the parties to determine what has been or should have been spent per 
annum in t.ramway track road upkeep, and the Tramway Companys should then pay 
that Eum annually to the Municipality. 

In granting new tramway concessions the Indian Government should be guided 
by the advice of a city engineer with practical European tramway experience, other
wise the interestR of the public will not be sufficienty guarded. 

Tramway rails should be wetted before the flange-grooves are cleaned j but there 
is a favourite and permitted method of doing this in another way in India. A small 
but very dense cloud of dust is seen rising and spreading out steadily without cessation 
behind a moving tram-car-a cooly is perched behind the travelling car and holds a 
brush pressed down in the rail-groove. The groove is full of dust, which is being 
violently swept out, and is .rushing up into the partial vacuum behind the car. By 
means of a water-box on the cal' and a bit of pipe, this offensive and well-known dust 
nuisance can readily 'be stopped if the Tramway Company think it worth while. 

(10) Shade tree8 planted along roads are helpful to some extent in preventing 
dnst, especially in India. They keep road-surfaces from drying too quickly after water
ing, and they reduce wind-strength; and it will be found by observation that the 
average tree-shaded road is less dusty than the average open road under the same 
conditions of traffic. 

Grass-strips down the centres of very broad roads, and along the margins of 
narrower roads, are of, quite appreciable use- in reducing dust. After high wind in 
the ordinary grassless road, accumulations of dust will be found mostly at one of the 
road sides. Unless removed it will remain there until foot-traffic, variable gusts, or 
distinct chang~s of wind, remove it on to the road on to the other side, or until it is 
propelled along the road. Dust is generally mov~g diagonally towards either one or 
the other side of the road; and if a grass strip be there, most of the dust is caught 
in the grass, and is permanently retained. Each time rain falls and each time the 
grass is watered, all the caught-dust is washed down into the thick mat of grass blades 
-that is the chief reason why roadside grass looks so particularly fresh after rain or 
watering. The canght-dust has been washed down 'into it, and is out of sight. 
Wherever it can be done, roadside marginal grass strips should be laid down. The 
difficulty, of cOUl'E;e, is usually lack of water. Perhaps the most efiective place for a 
strip is between the ma~adam and the footpath. 



EXFERIMENTAL SAND AND MECHANICAL FILTERS. 

KIl'lG INSTITUTE, GUINDY. 

Analyses are made quarterly by the Director of the King Institute, of the water 
supplied by the water works in the Madras Presidency. 

Owing to the unexplained variation iu quality of the filtered water from sand 
filters, Major Clemesha, who was then acting as Sanitary Commissioner for Madras, 
reported that the type of sand, filter in us(l was unsuitable. 

H~ said that the depth of broken stone underlying the sand layers in the filters 
was too great and tended to the multiplication of bacteria in the post filtration 
passages. 

The type of sand filter constructed by us is similar to that adopted in European 
practice. Our sand filters have a depth of 2 feet broken stone with drainage tiles, 3 
feet Of sand and above the sand a constant head of 3 feet of water. The side walls 
of the filter are raised above the ma'ltimum water level to a height of Ii feet. 

The total depth of a Madras filter is therefore 91 feet. 
Major Clemesha proposed that the filter should be constructed of the following 

depths :-

One foot drainage layer. 
Two feet tS inches ean.d. 
Two feet of water. 
Six inches height of filter wall above water-level. This meaus a total depth of 

6 fpet and a saving in the cost 01 a sand filter. It will be observed that the total 
dppth of sand which can be removed by periodical scrapings in the case of the 
Madras filter is 1 foot and in Major Clemesha's proposal 6 inches, assuming in both 
cases that th~ minimum depth of sand in a sand filter should be 2 feet. 

As it seemed impossible to prove which type of filter would give the best results 
in the high average temperature of Madras, I suggested to Government that two 
experimental sand filters should be built at the King Institute and that from the 
results of analyses it would be possible to determine which was the most suitable 
type. It is also proposed to continue the experiment with different depths of drain
age layers, sand, graded and ungraded and water, and to observe the increase. or the 
decrease in number of bacteria which may follow. It will be noticed that arrange
ments have been made for the taking of samples of water at different depths in the 
sand filter, and inspection windows have been provided so that observations of the 
working of the interior of the sand filter may ba carried out. The water entering 
and leaving the filter will be measured by meters. -

The works were only started in March and delay occurred in obtaining the 
pumping plant. which is required to pump water from the river Adyar adjoining 
the site, so that the installation cannot be shown to the delegates under working 
conditions, but it is hoped that some interesting results can be brought forward at 
next Sanitary Conference. 

Mechanical filter8.-The Government of Madras having ordered tests to be made 
of the suitability and action of mechanical filters, i.t was proposed and approved that 
these teats should be carried out at the same time and place as the experiments with 
the sand filter. At present the mechanical filters that will be tested will be the 
Jewell and Paterson gravity filters and the Mather and Platt pressure filter, but it is 
expected that other types and systems of working mav ultimately find a place in 
the experimental station. .. 
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Sunning tank,. -At the request of Dr. Maitland Gibson, Dir~tl)r of the Kin'" 
Institute, arrangements are being made for the construotion and testing of sunnin~ 
~md sedimentation tanks so that these opera.tions may be scientifically tested on ~ 
reasonably large scale.' It is proposed to ha.ve two tanks-one lined with white-glazed 
tiles,and the other with ce'llent plaster so that the action of the sun by reDaction 
.from these materials may be studied. 

MADRAS, 
7th November 1912. 

w. HUTTON, 
Superintending Engz·neer, 

Sanitary Engzneer fA) Goverllment. 



ALL.INDIA SANITARY CONFERENCE-MADRAS
NOVEMBER 1912. 

MADRAS CITY WATER-SUPPLY. 

BY 

1. w. Madeley, Esq., M.A., M. Inst.C.E., M.Am.Soc.C.E., elc., Special 
Engineer, Corporalion of Madras. 

I. Sources 0/ Supply.-The Madras water-supply is part of a project under
taken with the object of utilising, to the fullest economical extent, the waters of 
the Corteliar river and its tributaries. This is effected by means of a masonry 
weir built across the Corteliar river at a place catted Tamarapakkam (See Plate 
No. J). This weir diverts the river-excluding the greater flood discharges-into 
a channel which feeds the Cholavaram and Red Hills Storage Tanks. From the 
lower of these-the Red Hills Tank-is drawn the Madras water.supply. The 
water from both tanks is also used to irrigate a first crop area of 7,500 acres, 
and a second crop area of 3,200 acres. The water thus used for irrigation is 
est~mated to amount to about 3 times the present water-supply to Madras. 

The Red Hills Tank is fed partly by rain falling on its own catchment area, 
but mainly from Cholavaram Tank which, in its turn, is supplied by the Corteli~r 
river itself, by means of the channel starting at Tamarapakkam anicut, and also 
by the rivers Katankal and Bosikal (tributaries of the Corteliar) which are inter
cepted by the same channel that carries the waters of the Corteliar to Chola. 
varam Tank. The origin of the Corteliar river is the overflow from the Kaveri
pakkam Tank, but the water flowing down the Corteliar is diverted into the 
Cooum river by the Kas~varam anicut about 25 miles below Kaveripakkam Tank, 
and the catchment area above this point must be deducted from the total catch· 
ment area of the ,Corteliar in calculating the water available. 

~. Oatchmenl area.-The catchment areas of the system are shown clearly 
01'1 Plate No. I, they are as follows :-

Square miles. 
River Corteliar, Tirutani and Nagari above Tamarapakkam 

anicut (coloured yellow and violet) ... ... 1,105 

Red Hills Tank (coloured pink) 23 
Cholavaram Tank ditto II 

Katankal river (coloured green) 
Bosikal river ditto 

Total 

Deduct-catchment area of river Corteliar above Kasava
ram anicut (coloured violet) 

Net catchment 

The storage capacity of the two tanks is as follows :-

Red Hills Tank at its present F. T L., (44'36 G. T. S.·) is 
Cholav~ram Tank at its present F. T. L., (59'73 G. T. S.) 

IS 

Total 

62 

44 

~68 

917 

Cub. feet. 
2,16~,000,ooo 

579,000,000 

The average rainfall over the whole catchment area may be taken as 37 
inches per annum. 

The. w!>rk~ so far mentioned-the anicut, channels, and tanks:-are required 
for .both Irrlgatlon and water-supply. The Madras Corporation made no contri
bution towar~s the cost of their construction which was borne wholly by Govern
ment. T~elr upkeep and .maintenance are in the hands of the Govern
ment Pubhc Works Department. For water taken from Red Hills Lake 



for the supply of Madras City, the Corporation pay Rupee I per 1,000 cubic; 
yards or a little less than one-tenth of an anna per ',000 gallons. The total 
amount thus paid is about Rs. 22,000 per annum. To prevent contamination of 
the Red Hills Lake by cattle-washing, fishing, bathing, etc., the Corporation 
maintains a conservator and staff of men who are provided with a sailing boat to. 
enable them to patrol the lake. 

3. Mad,as water supply chan nel.-The works required to convey the 
water from Red HilIs Lake to Madras were constructed solely by the Corpora. 
fion, who also maintain them. The existing works comprise a- valve house sit
ua~ed at the south-east corner of the Red Hills Tank and an earth supply 
channel which conveys water to Madras City. 

,J,'he valve house contains the machinery for controlling the four valves, 
One on each of the four lines of pipes that leaCl from the lake, through the valve 
house, and continue on to the supply ·channel. 

'fhe supply channel has earth sides and bottom. It is 61 miles long lVith 
a gradient of 3 inches per mile. Most of this channel is carried upon an em
bankment, only a small portion being in cutting. At the Madras end the 
channel delivers its water into a masonry shaft 22 feet in diameter, from .which 
iead the cast-iron mains of the city distribution system, 

Faults oj tke existing water supply. 

4' The chief faults of the existing water supply are :-
(J) The lake is tapped at so high a level, that fot considerable periods 

occurring on the average eVery other year, the surface of the water 
in the lake is lowered below the take-off and pumping becomes 
necessary to raise the water by pumping into the channel, Ithough 
there is still plenty of water in the lake below the take-off level. 

(2) Serious loss of water in transit. By evaporation from its 61 miles of 
water surface, and by percolation through its 13 miles of bank, the 
channel loses a large proportion of the water that entets it from 
the Red Hills Tank. 

(3) The channel will not carry enough water to Supply' the increasing 
requirements of Madras. 

(4) The channel is liable to contamination by persans bathing in it, or 
throwing things into it, by cattle that find their way to it in spite 
of the Corporation patrol, and lastly by the coolies who are in 
it every day cutting the quick-growing weeds which thrive in the 
slowly·moving water. 

(s) There is the constant danger of t~e breach of the channel sides. 
Minor slips frequently occur, and a complete failure of the channel 
such as would deprive Madras of its only water supply is felt 
by the Corporation Engineers to be very real danger against which 
they are constantly on guar~. 

(6) There are no filters. 

(7) The distributi0l1 system is defectiv~ in that it is incapable bf supply
ing water to consumers either sufficient in quantity Or' adequate in 
pressure. 

S' Effect 01 pumping on the health of the City.-(Plate 2). It is interest
ing to give the results of an investigation into the effects of pumping at Red Hills 
Lake on the health of the city. The late Health Officer advised that the 
'cholera returns should be taken as the best index available. 

Adopting this advice, the death-r~1te from cholera froth Januaty 1~91 to 
November 1910 has been plotted on the diagratrt itt Plate No. j, and on the saftte 

-diagram are shdwn the levels of water itt Red HilIs Lake and the days on which 
there was pumping. 

Ari examination of the curve shows that almost invariabty an epidemic of 
cholera synchronises with pumping at the Red Hills, and that, the longer the 
pumping period, the worse the cholera epidemic. The only case in which there 
lVas serious cholera without pumping was in 1906. In that year it may be safely 
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assumed that the disease germs survived from the previous year which had wit
nessed the most deadly cholera outbreak of recent times, following the longest 
recorded period of pumping. In every year withouf exception when pumping has 
been necessary there has followed a more or less violent epidemic of cholera. 

There is thus an .llndeniable connection between pumping and cholera 
death-rate. 

It is well known by those in charge ot the water mains that there is always 
more sediment in the city J>ipel when pumping is in progress, and it is generally 
agreed that, by pumping, the silt at the bottom of the lake is stirred up and carried 
along with the water supplied to the city. This sediment would irritate the coats 
of the digestive organs of water drinkers and would thus render them susc,eptible 
to cholera. 

Another possible explanation of the relation of cholera to pumping is that, 
when pumping is resorted to, the supply is restricted, and consequently the 
inhabitants are driven to obtain water from the badly polluted wells that abound 
in the city. This may be the correct explanation, even though the records of 
water set'lt down the channel from Red Hills Lake show that the quantity is the 
same whether there is pumping or not, there is, however, undoubtedly greater 
scarcity during the hot weather, due probably to the greatet quantity of water used 
by those whom the water reaches first for drinking, watering and washing, with 
the result that those furthest away from the source have less at this season than 
during the rest of the year. 

The true reasons, therefore, why cholera closely synchronises with pumping 
at Red Hills would seem to be three-fold, i,e.-

(I) Shortage of water causing people to resort to wells and tanks. 

(2) Muddy water from Red Hills predisposing to cholera. 

(3) The unfortunate coincidence of (I) and (2) with that period of the 
year most favourable to cholera. 

New works. 

6. New works in ~ourse Qf constructt"on.-To remedy the above mentioned 
faults of the existing water supply, the following new works lare being con
st~uct<:d :--

(a) An intake tower' located at a point where the water of the lake is deep. 

(h) A new un'derground conduit to replace the existing open channel. 

«(:) Sand filters to purify tlie water. 

(d) Pure 'water tanks to store the filtered water. 

(e) Pumps to hnpatt to the water an adequate pressure. 

(f) An elevated tank to ensure the maintenance of a steady pressure in 
the mains. 

(C) the remodelling, alteration and extension of the di$tribu~ion system 
so as to provide all the inhabitants of Madras with an adeql.l3~ 
quantity of water under sufficient pressure. 

7. Present position oj new 1I1o.rks.-Of these wor~s, the intake tower 
conduit, filter beds and pure water tanks _ are practically completed, th~ 
pumping station and masonry foundation and -supports of the elevated tank 
are in course of tonstruction, the pumping machinery has been delivered and 
erection has been statted. The 48-inch steel pumping main- is being laid. 
C~tltracts have been let for the Steel Tank and its steel supports 'and for the 
pipes required for the most important mains and more urgent distributories. 
These works will now be dealt with in detail. 

Detailea Descripiz'on 01 W~rh. 

8. Intake T~7ile,..-For many years, the necessity of a.n improved water 
supply has been recognised. When the Red Hills Tank ~und was breached 
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in 1881, the opportunity was taken to construct a masonry intake tower at one 
of the deepest points of the I~ke, and to lay two lines of 24-inch cast iron pipes 
through the tank hund. 

These pipes will take only about one-third the quantity of water that the 
new conduit will carry with the same velocity. It had, howev~r, been decided 
to sacrifice a few inches of head and to retain them, rather than to incur the 
considerable expense of laying larger pipes and reconstructing the tower. 

The tower is situated about 110 feet from the face of the top of the lJuntl 
to which it will be connected by means of a steel bridge. At different levels 
inlets are provided with valves actuated by machinery situated inside the tower; 
by their means the purest water-generally situated a little below the surface
can be drawn off whatever the level of the lake may be. 

The tower-has been built at a point where the lake is deep and with the 
new intake water may be drawn off to a level 10 feet lower than is now possible. 
Thus will be rendered available I, 110,OCO,ooo cubic feet more water than can, 
under present conditions, be taken from the lake without pumping, and a further 
most important advantage will be secured for the increased storage will obviate 
the necessity of pumping which at present involves not only extra cost to the 
Corporation but also danger to the health of the city. 

9. Screening Chamber and Roughing Filler.-The two 24-inch pipes 
from the intake tower, after passing through the tank !Jund, terminate 
in a screening chamber, the supply to which is regulated by two automatic valves 
which are actuated by floats so as to close when the water rises above the level 
required to give the requisite flow through the conduit. 

The walls of the screening chamber are fitted with movable copper gauze 
screens-3/32 inch mesh-having a total area of 125 square feet through which 
the water must pass in order to reach the Roughing Filter. 

After leaving the screening chamber, the water will enter the Roughing 
Filter at floor level, and rising through a filtering medium consisting of broken 
stone supported on stone slabs themselves resting on brick piers, it will flow 
over a measuring weir into the conduit. The quantity of water flowing over 
the measuring weir will be automatically recorded on a diagram attached to a 
drum actuated by an eight-day clock. The head will be translated into flow 
by means of a Hutchinson Recorder. A bye-pass pipe is provided so that the 
water can be passed straight into the conduit without filtration, when the surface 
of the lake sinks below the level of the measuring weir. 

The Roughing Filter is a brick chamber 150 feet long, 108 feet wide and 8 
feet deep. It is divided into two compartments governed by penstocks, so that 
one half may be thrown out of action for repairs or cleaning while the other half 
remains in use. Ordinary cleansing will be effected by reversing the flow through 
the filter. 

The filtering medium consists_ of 3 feet of crushed trap rock varying in size 
from that which will just pass through ali- inch ring at the bottom, to the top 
layer which will pass through a -l inch ring and be rejected by a i inch 
ring. 

10. The Conduit.-The conduit, which conveys the water from the Roughing 
Filter at Red Hills to the S~nd Filters at Kilpauk, is a culvert 7 miles long with 
an average gradient of I in 4,470. 

Internally, the conduit is 5 feet wide with vertical side walls 4- feet high to 
the springing of the arched roof which has a rise of 18 inches. The floor. is 
inverted with a dip in the- centre of 3 inches, so that the maximum height is 5 
feet 9 inches. . 

The whole of the internal surfaces of the conduit are coated -with cement 
plaster (I cement to 3 sand)!- inch thick, and the outside of the arch is plas
tered with t inch of combination mortar. 

When originally designed, it was not intended that the conduit should be 
subjected to internal pressure. Where depressions are necessary to pass under 
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water courses, it was proposed that steel pipes should be- used. After 
careful consideration, however. it was decided to construct one continuous 
masonry conduit and dispense with the steel pipes except for one ehort length of 
,50 feCft. In those places where the conduit is under pressure, the masonry has 
been reinforced with barbed wire to take the tension. 

The advantages of the new conduit as compared with the open channel 
are:- \ 

(I) The conduit will tap the lake ten feet lower than the bottom of 
the existing channel, thus rendering available, ",i~hout pump
ing, 1,100 million cubic feet of water, all of which is below the 
eXIsting intake, and which at present can be utilised only by 
undesirable 'pumping which stirs up, and sends do\\n to Madras 
the silt lying on the lake bottom. 

(2) There will be no loss of water by evaporation and percolation. 

(3) The carrying capacity of the conduit will be sufficient to supply 
Madras with 25 gallons of water per head per day for many years. 

(4) The covered underground conduit will render impossible all ordinary 
contamination, such as that to which the open channel IS 

liable. 

(5) The danger of the sli~ping of the open channel banks will be elimi
nated. 

II. Filters ... - There are in all fourteen Filters of the ordinary slow 
sand type. The filters are arranged in two rows of seven each-it being 
intended that six filters of each row--twelve in all--should be continuously in 
operation, allowance being made for one filter in each seven being under repair 
or being cleaned. Provision has also been made for seven additional filters 
which will be constructed when required. The conduit which brings the water 
from the Red Hills is continued round the fourteen filters and is connected to 
each bed by a 14-inch diameter cast iron- pipe controlled by a valve, so that any 
filter may be isolated for cleaning or repair: Between the two rows of filters runs 
the filtered water channel to which filtered water from each bed can be deli
vered through a Glenfield-Jones automatic outlet designed to keep the rate of 
filtration constant. Each filter is 200 feet long and 100 feet wide, this being a 
convenient size for cleaning without throwing out too large a filter area at a 
time. 

Below the top of sand level the walls are slightly battered, in order that the 
'Sand by'its own weight may be packed tigntly against the walls and thus prevent 
the free flow of water between the sand and the walls. For the same reason, the 
walls are splashed with r'ough plaster, so as to form a key for the sand. As a 
further ere caution neither the drains nor the broken stone at the bottom of the 
filters will be taken right up to the side walls. The drains will be stopped a few 
feet away from the walls; broken stone will be placed round the ends of the 
drains and the space between the stone and the walls will be filled with sand. 

The filtering material consists of clean washed river sand, so screened as to 
eliminate all material except that which passes through 10 inch Imesh and is 
retained on i'o inch mesh. Under'the fine sand layer ~6 ieches deep will be a 
layer of coarse sand 4 inc~es'deep itself resting on broken granite stone laid in 
three layer~, each 4 inc~es d~ep. The top layer of st,one. wiII pass a i. inch ring 
and be ret~l~ed o~ a i ~nch t:~ng. ~he layer below thiS wll~ pass a i lOch ring 
and be retained on a i mch ring, while the bottom layer Will pass a 2-inch ring 
~nd be x:etained on ai, inch ring. " 

Below the bottom layer of stones will be brick drains consisting of best 
pressed"bricks laid flat 4i inches a,Part and covered by another layer of bricks 
with op~n joints. _ T~rough these drams, the water makes its way' to the main 
semi-~ircular drain sunk bel9w t~e floor of the filter bed. This drain is 24 inches 
wide, fnd will be covered '~Y Cu~dapah ~!abs. It will lead to the rectangular 
Jilter _outlet cha:~ber whl~h ',Y11I_contam a Glenfield-] ones automatic outlet 
regulator, the ~blect, of ~hlch' JS to·_eps~re that the rate of filtration shaU be 

gaSC 97 
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maintained constant. Each of these regulators consists of an outlet pipe 14-
inches in diameter capable of moving up and down inside a larger fixed cast iron 
pipe which is bolted down to the floor of the chamber. 

The movable pipe is fitted with two weirs, each 15 inches long attached to 
galvanised iron float tanks, so arranged that the outlet will discharge 1,100 
gallons per minute. This is equivalent to 152 inches vertical per 24 hours. The 
apparatus can be set to any maximum below this quantity, and the standard rate 
proposed to begin with is 8 feet or 96 inches vertically per 24 hours, but this will 
be subject to modification, should some other maximum rate appear desirable. 
When the flow tends to increase above this quantity, the floats automatically raise 
the weir, so that the head over the weirs, or in other words, the quantity flowing 
through the outlet remains constant, whereas when the flow through thO! filter tends 
to decrease owing to the clogging up of the sand by the deposited material, the 
level of the water in the outlet chamber is reduced and the floats sinking with the 
water surface-lower the weirs until the head is increased to such an extent as to 
keep the rate of filtration what it was before. This apparatus insures a constant 
flow through the filters until the weirs have reached their lowest points when the 
rate of filtration steadily diminishes and the Superintendent becomes aware 
that it is necessary to cleanse the_ filters. 

The travel of the telescopic pipe is little more than 2 feet 6 inches. Each 
outlet is provided- with a fixed dial and a moving pointer to show the depth and 
quantity of water flowing over the weir. A hand wheel actuating a screw is also 
provided and is so arranged as to allow the outlet pipe to rise or fall freely with 
floats under normal conditions, but to be capable of raising or lowering the 
telescopic pipe and thus reducing or increasing the rate of filtration just as in an 
ordi.nary non·automatic telescopic pipe regulator. 

12. Pure water tanks.-The filtered water will flow into three underground 
covered pure water tanks, each 150 feet square with a depth of 10 feet of 
"ater, having a capacity of 1,400,000 gallons each. 

The floor consists of 2 feet of concrete and the side walls of brickwork. 
The roof is supported 00_ brick jack arches springing from steel girders supported 
on brick cross walls carried by arches springing from granite stone piers. 
Access to each tank is pro\'ided by means of manholes, and vent pipes are 
provided to allow the free ingress and egress of air which is very necessary, 
seeing thc\t the water level will be constantly varying. 

Each tank is provided with a 30 inch -inlet and 30 inch outlet, both fitted 
with sluice valves so that any tank may readily be isolated for cleaning or repairs 
without interfering with the working of the other tanks. A scour is also provided 
for each tank. 

J3. Pumping S/atzon.-From the pure water tanks, the water will gravi
tate to the suction culvert whence it will be pumped into the corporation 
mains, an elevated tank being connected with the PJJmping main, in order to 
act as a balancing tank between the pumps and the distribution system. 

1-4. Bt4ilditzgs.-In designing the pumping station buildings, an endeavour 
has been made to give them a pleasing appearance and much attention has been 
paid to a- suitable style of architecture. There is no doubt that environmentJs 
important and in England, private water companies, whose primary object is to 
make money, recognise the importance of good buildings. If the pumping station 
is suitably designed, and if it is in keeping with the machinery it has to house, if it 
is well ventilated, well lighted, clean, cool, and inspring both inside and out, then 
it is likely that the drivers will take a pride in looking after the machinery and 
in maintaining it clean, polished, and well oiled, perfectly adjusted, and in the 
best possible condjtion. The working costs will. be reduced and the life of the 
plant will be increased. 

On the other hand if the building is mean in appearance, hot, difficult to 
keep clean, badly lighted, ill-ventilated, the machinery is sure to suffer. The 
drivers will take no pride in keeping it up to the highest pitch of perfection, 
parts of the engines will be allowed to get rusty and dirt," smatl faults will !lot 
be remedied immediately, ·and in consequence the cost 0 upkeep will be hIgh 
and the life of the plant will be short. In this way it is a real economy to provide 
a station worthy of the machinery it is to bouse. 
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The station will be built of locally made bricks, The string courses and 
arch keystones will be Sholinghur granite, but in general the amount of stone 
work will be reduced to a minimum, in order to keep the cost as low as possible. 

The towers at the four corners should give distinction to the building, and _ 
prevent it being dwarfed by the elevated tank. The suction culvert has, for the 
sake of economy, been kept small, but is of sufficient sectional area to allow the 
free passage of water to the furthest pump whatever the level in the clear water 
tank may be. 

The height of the chimney will be '50 feet to ensure a good draft with 
Indian coal. Experience with othet plants in Madras has led to the conclusion 
that higher chimneys are required in this city than in other places where the 
atmosphere is less humid and where a better quality coal is obtainable. 

15. Pumping Machinery.-A contract amounting to Rs. 3.90,000 has been 
let to Messrs. James Simpson & Co., for the supply of the pumping plant which 
comprises three High Duty Worthington Direct Acting Engines each capable 
of delivering 12,000 gallons of water per minute against a maximum total head 
of 80 feet. Three Babcock and Wilcox Boilers are provided each capable of 
supplying steam contin_uously to any two engines working together against a 
total head of 80 feet. 

The machinery is so arranged that any two engines can be worked from any 
two boilers and that any group of engines and boilers may be worked together 
and also that any engine or boiler may be cleaned or repaired without interfering 
with the working of the other engines and boilers. 

The guaranteed consumption is 1'751bs. of Bengal coal per pump horse 
power hour which is an extremely low figure. The boilers will be provided with 
automatic chain grate stokers having an area of 36 square feet. 

A Venturi meter will be inserted on the 48 inch pumping main-and will be 
arranged for a maximum registration of 1,800,000 and a minimum registration of 
120,000 gallons per hour. A combined recorder will be used to show by diagram 
tne rate of flow at any moment and by counter the total quantity passed. 
A water level and pump pressure recorder will also be provided, so that com
plete records will be available for calculating the work done by the plant. 

16. Elevated Tank.-An elevated tank is required to maintain a balance 
between the demand and supply of water to the distributary system. The demand 
is constantly changing throughout day, and also changes from one day to another. 
To meet this fluctuation, a tank is required at such a height as will ensure an 
adequate pressure all over the city and of a capacity sufficiently large to meet 
small fluctuations in demand. -

When the quantity of water pumped is greater than the consumption, the 
tank will. store the excess and will supply it to the city- when the consumption 
js in excess of the quantity pumped. 

The tank will be constructed of steel. It is circular in plan 104 feet in 
diameter and 28 feet deep from overflow level to the flat bottom. It will have 
a capacity of II million gallons. In order to maintain an adequate pressure all 
over the city. the tank has been designed with its bottom 37 feet and the top 
of roof 73 feet above ground level. It is to be built of steel throughout and will 
be covered by a steel roof. An overflow has been provided consisting of a pipe-
36 inches in diameter situated at the centre of the tank and arranged in such a 
manner as to act as a support for the steel roof, as well as serving its proper 
purpose of providing an escape for any water that may be pumped into the tank 
10 excess of its holding capacity. It is bell-mouthed at the top to a diameter 
of 7 feet and will discharge 18,000 gallons per minute with a head of 9 inches 
and 29,000 gallons with a head of 12 inches. This should be ample. for if the 
water from the town were cut off altogether, and two pumps working together 
were delivering at their maximum rate, the quantity entering the tank would be 
~4.000 gallons per minute or 5,000 gallons per minute less than the overflow will 
discharge with a 12 inch head. 

As already stated, the tank is strictly speaking a balancing tank and only the 
excess or deficiency pumped enters or leaves the tank. Thus only a small pro
portion of water supplied to the city will pass tlirough the tank and therefore one 
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pipe is sufficient to act as ~oth inlet and ~:)Utlet. It, will ta~e the form of 36-inch 
diameter steel pipe branchmg off the 48·mch pumpmg maIO. 

17, Tank Supports.-T~e tank will be, supported by a~ external rin.g of 
brick piers and arches while steel stanchions surrounded with concrete WIll be 
used for the central supports in order to minimise the weight which, if only brick 
supports were used, would be greater than the safe limiting pressure on which 
the foundations rest. 

The steel floor of the tank will rest upon steel beams supported by piers and 
arches. A principle followed in the design of this tank has been to leave exposed 
as little metal work as possible, thus not only the stanchions but also the floor 
beams will be encased in concrete, the upper surfaces of these casings constitute 
the actual supporting floor of the tank in the form of long flat tablings separated 
by channels. The floor plates of the tank will be arranged in such a manner 
that their longitudinal joints will come over the centres of the concrete channels 
and can therefore be riveted up with ease as a protection against corrosion, the 
bottom of the tank itself will be coated with I·inch of cement plaster. 

18, Load on Foundations.-The whole area occupied by the - elevated tank, 
pumping station, filters, etc" is c-Overed by a layer of black clay which would 
not form a satisfactory shallow foundation, as it is liable to contract and crack 
during dry weather and to swell during the wet season. In vari.ous parts of 
Madras the expansion and contraction of a similar clay has caused serious cracks 
in numerous houses. At a depth of eight feet, however, there is a sandy loam on 
which the tank may be safely found~, The load on the foundations has been 
restricted to I! tons per square foot. 

Expe~ience has proved this to be a safe limit, and an experiment made by 
loading two stones, each 4 square feet in area, with 21 tons per square foot has 
confirmed the teaching of experience, 

19, Load on BricR'l1Iork.-Tests made at the M~dras Engineering College on 
twelve samples of Madras bricks gave the following mean results:- ' 

Hand·moulded stock 
bricks. 

Machine pressed 
bricks. 

Load at which first crack appeared-total 
tons. 

Stress tons per sq. ft, 

~ax~mum load: Total tons .... 

Stress tons per sq. ft. 

9'28'" x4'18' 
X2·(jO.'" 

10:2 

38'6 

29'1 

109'6 

8 95· x 4'23· 
x 2'88.· 

8" 

30 9 

25'9 

100', 

These strengths refer tei bricks tested separately, they are much less than 
usually obtained by testing good class English bricks. Now the resistance per 
square foot of high piers to crushing is much less than that of the individual 
bricks tested separately. Furthermore, a factor of safety of at least 4- should be 
allowed for the piers of so important a structure, such as this tank. Bearing 
these points in mind, and after very carefully considering the matter, the load on 
brickwork in special mortar has been limited to 4 tons per square foot. 

20, Load on concrete.--Clean unweathered Pallavaram stone, such as is 
easily obtainable, when mixed with Portland cement mortar makes a very strong 

• ~oncrete. The strength of this material is well known and a limiting stress of 7 
-tons per square foot, as adopted in this design, may be allowed without risk of 
,1~ilpre. -

20.~A., Total wf!i'glzt of materials and ,,!,ater :
Steel-work 
Mas?~ry 
Water .. ..... .." 

Total ... 

~98:0 tons. 

9,723'0 ,." 
6,550 '0 " 



Load on foundations :
Total on foundations ... ' 
Area of cqncrete base 
Pressure per s'luare fooe 

Load on slancj,iQns :-

9 

16,870 tons. 
t 

11,500 sq ft. 
1,460 tons. 

,Maximum load on, cap of one stanchion 63 tons. 
Cross sectional area of st~el in stanchion 25'85 square inches. 
Least radius of Gyration ... ••• 3'4 inches. 
Total L(Jaa on Plers ••• 8,827,530 Ibs. 
Area of PIers 866'7 sq. ft. 
Pr,e.rsure pel' s'Iual'e f(Jot - 10,185 Ibs=4"S4 tons. 

21. Method of constructing wor,fs.-Before construction was commencedt 
the que~tion of the agency by which the waterworks ~hould be carried out was 

. very carefully considered" ~nd,it was eventually, d'ecided that the work should 
be divided into small sections, so that it might be executed by'local contract()rs. 
This was thought pre(erable to importing out$ide cc;mtractors with up·to.date 
plant, machinery, and methods of construction, such as are 9sed in Europe, (or 
it insured that the money spent on t~e work should as far as possible be paid 
to local firms, and fur,ther it was cQnsidered that the work would be done more 
cheaply, although the time taken would proba,bly be longer. The results have 
confirmed these anticipations and the employment of local contractors has been 
justified so far as the cost has been kept low, but on the other hand, the rate of 
progress has been much less than that it would have been, if some large 
European firm had been entrusted with the whole of the works. 

The whole of the excavation and m~sonry w,?rk has been executed by 
local contractors. The necessary excavatIOn was ta~en out by the ordinary 
Madras method. The soil-mostly clay or' sand loosened by mamoties and 
deposited in baskets whic~ were passed up from cooly to cooly and finally 
deposited just clear'of the excavation. Very little timber was used. but, where 
'necessary, the sides of the trench were sloped ba€:k. Slips were frequent and 
delayed the work considerably, but owing to the cheapness of labour, the con
'tractors found,it more economical to allow the slips to occur rather than to 
timber the trenches-an art not understood in Madras-and suffer the consider
able loss by theft that is found to occur wherever timber is used. 

The only place where proper timbering was employed was at the pumping 
station suction culvert where excavation was taken 'some 6 feet below sub-soil 
water levd. Here it was necessary to use two settings of timber consisting of 
runners, watlings and struts" in order that the ground which was to support the 
engines should not slip. This timber had to be kept tight against the t'xcava
tion in a manner that it was impossible to get contractors to do in Madras, and 

'in consequence the work was carried out departmentally as was all the under
ground \\ork of the pumping station. 

22. Dealing wtth water.-It was fouI?d very difficult to make the local 
contractors understand that water can easily be led, but can be forced Qnly with 
great diffi.:ulty and it was only by constructing drains with, his own hands that 
the writer was able to impress upon the contractorli that sub-drainage is abso
lutely necessary in wet grounds, where masonry foundations have, to be put in 
well, rapidly and cheaply. In constructing the conduit, the excavation was 'taken 
out slightly wider than required for the masonry, and the side channels thus pro
vided were used for leading the water to sumps formed in the sides clear of the 
'work. From these sumps the water was raised t::> the surface generally by means 
of picottahs, eelch being capable of lifting some 60 gallons per minute. Three 
or more of these picottahs were frequently working at one face at the same,time. 
Where there "as more water than picottahs should deal with, oil engines. and 
centrifugal pumps were used, 4 inch pumps being usually employed. A very 
useful set \\as a 10 horse power Crossley t-il Engine and belt driven 4·inch cen
trifugal pump mounted on a ~ingle substantial four:wheeled trolley» so that it was 
readily moved from point to point. This. plant was capable-of raising 350 gallons 
of water per minute with a suction varying, from 10 to 20 ft!et and a total head 
of 30 feet. It proved very useful at the pumping station suction culvert where 
excavation was carried some 6 feet below the water level. 
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23. Contluit.-In constructing the conduit, the concrete foundation was 
first put in, then the brick invert and two feet of. side walls. At ~his stage the 
inside face of the work done was plastered, for It was found that, If left exposed, 
the falls of earth which occurred at short intervals rendered it very difficult to 
get the briqk work and concrete as perfectly c1E:an as is requisite for the satis
factory application of cement flaster. The remainder of the side \\aUs and arch 
~uld then be constructed at leisure without much danger of damage due to 
slips or rain. On some occasions, however, after heavy rains, there would be a 
bad slip of the untimbered earth sides which would carry away considerable 
lengths of the sIde walls. Owing to the lateral support afforded by the arch no 
damage ever occurred to the completed conduit due to this cause. When the 
side walls had been completed the timber centres were set for the arches. 
They were made in lengths of 12 feet and consisted of two parts. A rectangular 
frame work running on wheels which supported the centre proper. The centre 
was adjusted to the correct level by means of screws. When the arch had set, it 
was lowered by the same screws and the whole structure was drawn forward 
into position for the next length. With the "combination" mortar used, 
it was pO'isible to strike centres in 24 hours or, if necessary, even less. 
After the centres had been struck, the plastering of the interior surface of the 
conduit was completed, light being obtained through holes left in the arch 
which were subsequently covered with Cuddappah slabs set in mortar. In 
addition to these holes, light also found access to the conduit through man
holes, which are placed at every change in direction and in straight lines at every 
J,OOO feet. 

24. Fille"s.-No special difficulties were encountered in constructing the 
filters. The foundation of combination mortar concrete was laid continuously 
in three layers over the whole area to be covered by one set of seven filters, 
and the brick side waIls and division walls were built as soon as the concrete 
had been laid. 

On the top of the combination concrete, a layer of brick-on-edge covered 
with cement plaster was laid in one filter. This proved slow on account of the 
difficulty experienced by the contractor in obtaining bricks and was also ex
pensive. In order to increase the speed of the work, the floors of the remaining 
filters were covered with a layer of cement concrete, 4-inch thick, which was laid 
in strips 10 feet wide across the width of the filter, an asphalt expansion joint 
being provided between each strip. This was done because the filters could 
not be filled for some time after completion. During this time they were ex
posed to a hot sun by day, and the result of the variation of temperature in so 
large a mass of concrete would inevitably have been numerous cracks. The 
method adopted to prevent these has been entirely successful and a perfectly 
water tight bottom without any cracks has been secured. 

25. P.:"e 'water Janks.-The foundation of the pure water tanks was laid 
below ground water 1evel, and, owing to the contractors not understanding the 
proper way of dealing with water, considerable difficulty was met with, and the 
writeT had personally to construct rubble drains to convey the water to sumps 
where it was raised to ground surface by means of picottahs and pumps. When 
once the- method of draining had been properly applied, the concrete was put in 
without any difficulty. The construction of the walls and the roof calls for no 
special remarks. 

26. Pump'-tlg station.-Owing to the difficulty which had been experienced 
in getting the contractor to deal properly with the water met with -in the founda
tions of the pure water tanks, it was decided that the underground work of the 
pumping station should be carried out departmentally, for the bottom of the suction 
culvert went some 5 feet below the bottom of the pure water tanks foundation. 
The water percolating through the sand and clay met with in the foundation 
formed a quick-sand which was difficult to deal with, and made progress necessa· 
lily slow, but with patience the difficulties were overcome, and when the work had 
heen carried above ground water level, nO further trouble was encountered. 

MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION. 

As far as possible, local materials have been utilised in all of the works. 
Bricks, lime, sand and stone in fact, everything except Portland cement has been 
cbtained from local sources. 



27· BricRs. -Bricks were burnt at the site of the works wherever suitable 
clay co~ld be obtained. The type most used was an improved" country" brick 
measurmg 9" X 41" X 2". It was insisted that this brick should be hard, 
sound, "ell burnt, true in shape, uniform in size and free from lime fire cracks 
and every other imperfection. The bricks were made sometime~ on smooth 
platforms on the ground, and sometimes on rough wooden tables' the moulds 
were lined with i.ron or brass. The percentage of sand to clay was ~bout 33 per 
cent. These thm bricks were allowed to dry in the open air and were subse
quently burnt in country kilns containing one to two lakhs each. Only about 
60 per cent. of the bricks moulded were used in the works, the remainder being 
broken. under-burnt, or otherwise imperfect. The broken, but well burnt bricks 
were pounded into sUrRt: and were used in the combination mortar. The under
burnt bricks were largely sold to builders as second class bricks 

Before the water works were started, it was explained to the contractors 
that a considerable saving in mortar and labour in laying would be effected by 
using a thicker brick, but for a long time, the contractors were of opinion that 
thin brick would be more economical on account of it being less costly to manufac
ture. Towards the end of the work, however, 3 inch bricks were largely used and 
there is little doubt that better and cheaper work can be obtained by using a brick 
of this thickness. The principal disadvantage of the thicker brick is that with 
very wet clay such as is used in the hand moulds, considerable time is required to 
dry the bricks, and, if they are left in the open, they become damaged i conse
quently it is necessary to erect drying sheds. These, however, need only be tatty 
sheds with bamboo supports and quite inexpensive. 

No kind of brick which is obtainable in Madras is suitable for resisting the 
eroding action of running water. and therefore all internal faces of the conduit 
-have been coated with Portland cement plaster (I cement, 3 sand). This makes 
an excellent smooth surface, which aftords very little resistance to the flow of 
water. 

28. Sand.-Sand was obtained from river beds where it is deposited by 
the monsoon rains. It is formed by die disintegration of igneous rocks found 
in land and is generally clean, sharp and of good quality. 

29. Lime.-Lime was made from shells bbtained from Irukum and other 
places, some 23 miles to the north of Madras. whether they are brought by canal 
boats. Sometimes they were burnt when purchased, at other times they were 
burnt by the side of the work, but at all times they were slaked at the works 
depot in the presence of the overseers. Before use, the slaked lime was 
screened through a fine mesh sieve. The lime thus obtained is very fat, being 
practically pure calcium carbonate i it was very rarely used except in conjunc
tion with surRi. 

30. SurRi.-SurAi was made by pounding freshly burnt bricks into 
powder. Only that portion was used which passed through the screen of roo 
meshes to the square inch. The average fineness of this surld powder as 
tested by experiment is such that' 100 per cent. passes through a sieve of 100 

meshes to the square inch inclined at angle of 45 degrees. 
90 per cent. passes through a sieve of 400 meshes per square inch. 

84 " It .. of goo" " II 

61 n " "of 1,596 I, IJ " 

51" " "of 10,000" IJ II 

31. Portland Cement.-Portland cement was imported by the Corporation 
direct from England and was supplied to the contractors as required in barrels 
containing about 375 Ibs. of cement which as the result of experiment was taken 
as haying a volume of 41- cubic feet. 

32. Stone.-The stone used in concrete was a crushed trap-rock locally 
known as " granite," obtained from quarries at Pallavaram, some u miles from 
Madras. It is an excellent hard, tough stone. It is however, very costly to 
dress. and for chiselled work a light coloured granite-like stone obtained from 
Sholinghur was used. 

33. Mortar.-Where running water was encountered, Portland cement 
mortar in the proportion of I cement to 3 sand has been employed, but in nearly 
.all underground work, and in a great deal of the work above gro~ndt 
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,Ie combination" mortar has been used. This mortar is usually composed of I 

part Portland cement, 1 part of shell lime, Ii part surki ,and ~ parts of sand~ all 
measured by volume. It was adopted as the results c;>f expenments to obtam a 

:cheap mortar. The usual mortar us~d in undergroun~ work in Madras is lime 
Jurki mortar, composed of one part hme, one part sU"~J and one .part sand. .If 
Nven sufficient time to set, very g09d results are obta~ned from t~IS mortar, but 
Its setting' time is so long, that it was out of the question to use It for most of 
the water works where the centres had to be str~ck and the work had to be 
covered in very soon after putting ~n p03ition. I ' 

The" combination" mortar sets quickly and centres can be struck within 
S4 hours after finishing the work. It is pf abbut. the same strength as ,cem~nt 
mortar (I cement to 3 sand) an~ is very much less In cost, the cont~actor s price 
for brickwork ot concrete bemg about Rs. 20 less per 100 cubiC feet where
combination mortar is used than where I to 3 cement mortar is used. 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. 

34. Essential Requirements.-The additions and improvement to the dis .. 
'tribution system have been designed to ensure the fulfilment of the following 
essential requirements :-

(I) The supply of all consumers with an adequate quantity of water con
tinuously throughout the day. 

(2) The maintenance of a sufficient pressure throughollt the distribution, 
system. 

(3) Perfect and rapid 'circulation of water throughout the entire 
system. 

(4) Reasonable protection against fire. 

" (5) Means'of detecting and 'stopping waste in a systematic manner. 

3S. Faults of existinf syslem.-The existing system fails in all these res
. ·peets. The !1upply in many parts of the town is inadequate. It is insufficient 

for the, reasonable requirements of the inhabitants, and over a considerable area 
_ it. fails al~ogethe.r during those hours of the day when water is most wanted. The 
,pressure IS defiCient almost every ~here. In most of the thickly populated areas 
the water available is insufficient to afford re~sonable protection' against fire. 
There is a great deal of waste. but no means exist for systematically detecting 
and stopping it. 

That these faults should exist is not to be wondered at, for the present 
system was laid out some forty yeus agQ, and since then the populatIon of 
Madras City has increased by 120,000. To supply this greatly increased 
population, a large number of small distribution pipes have been laid and 
the consumpticn has increased to so great an extent that the leading mains 
are quite incapable of supplying sufficient water to feed the greatly increased 
number of small distributaries. 

The method of procedure adopted in preparing the design for reinforcing the 
existing system was,to ascertain what quantity of water is required for different 
parts of the city, what the existing system is capable of supplying and then to 
determine what additions and alterations are needed to make "efficient the eXIsting 
inadequate system. , ' 

.J ' 

36. Population 10 he supplied.-The first step in planning the distribution 
system was to ascertain as precisely as possible the population to be supplied 
in' the different districts of the city. In considering this q'JesliJn, 
it was important to decide what future increase in popUlation should be 
provided. for, or in other words to what extent the capacity of, the 
pipes should be enlarged in order to meet future increased demands .without 
laying an undue burden' of cost upon the present tax· payers. It is anticipated 

, ,that such loans as are required to defray, the cost of this work will be subject to 
repayment over a period of from 30 to 50 years according to the nature of the 
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works, and thus it was considered that the distributory system should be suffi
cient for the needs of the consumers at the expiration of that period. The pipe 
system was therefore designed so as to suffice for all parts of the city up to 
1961. 

37. Population of Madras City, a.s a whole.-In order to determine the 
population to be supplied a study has been made of the census returns from 
1871, to 1911, The following, table gives figures for the City of Madras as a 
whole:-' 

Total area Population Increase Percentage 
Uate of Census. in of Madras in increase in 

acres. City. 10 years • 10 } ears. 

. 

1871 ... ... ... 17,165 393,920 . .. ... 
, 

1881 ... ... . .. '7, 165 398,777 4,857 1'23 
-

189 1 ... ... .. . 17.467 450,640 51,863 '3'00 

Igol ... ... . .. 17,280 509.346 58,706 13'00 

'911 ... ... ... . .. 517,335 7.989 1'51 

38. Population$ of Divisions.-In order to determine the sizes of the mains 
required to supply the different divisions of the city it was necessary to ascertain 
not only the probable increase in the population of the city as a whole, as given 
above, but also the probable rate of increase in the population of each division 
and sub. division which is supplied by a separate main. 

After a careful study of all information available, it was decided to provide 
for populations in the different divisions as shown in the following table :-

POP'.llation Estimated Pop~lation 
No. and name of DiviSion. In increase in In 

1911. 50 years. 196/• 

I. Tondiarpet ... ... ... ... 75.986 23,5 14 '99;500' 

2. Georgetown, 'Vest ... ... ... 8~,584 8,516 95,100 

3. Georgetown, East ... ... .. . 54,833 4.314 59,30 () 

4. Perambur ... ... ... .. . 24,98 1 27.61 9 52.600 

5. Vepery ... ... ... ... 95.17~ 24,828 120,000 

6. Nungambaukam .... ... . .. 26.929 9,571 36,500 

7. Triplicane ... ... . .. ... 98•2 54 13.746 112,000 

8. Mylapore ... ... ... . .. 5· ... 443, 3°.557 85,000 

------
Total ... 517,182 142.665 660Jooo 

99 
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39. Quantity of U'ater to be suppUed per head.-The average daily con
sumption has been taken as 25 gallons per head per day. This is the quantity 
recommended by the Commission appointed by Government in '"1890, and has 
formed the basis for the design of the water-works now in course of construction. 
Twenty-five gallons per head per day is considered necessarily high by some 
persons who point to the much lower recorded consumption in the moffussil towns 
of this Presidency, but enquiries have led to the conclusion that the consumption 
in these towns is not a reliable guide to the quantity of water which should be 
supp1ied to Madras, because in mofussil towns there is, in many cases, scarcity 
of water which has to be replenished from wells. Judging by the consumption in 
Bombay and Calcutta, 25 gallons per head per day is certainly not too high, and, 
if there is not to be a scarcity, every precaution must be taken to prevent waste 
and misuse. While some -persons consider that 25 gallons per head per day is 
more than enough, others, on the other hand, argue that the supply should be 
much greater than 25 gallons per head per day. TIle quantity of water available 
from existing sources as estimated by the writer from a careful study of all avail
able statistics is 35 gallons of water per head per day for a population of 660,000, 
provided all irrigation supplies were stopped, but as in the absence of exact 
measurements this estimate had to t>e based largely on hypothesis, it is not 
advisable to count on an available supply of more than 25 gallons per head per 
day, until measured flows have proved it safe to estimate on a larger quantity. 

40. Maximum rate of 8upply.-Twenty-five gallons per head per day is the 
assumed daily average throughout the year. But at certain times of the year, 
especially during dry hot weather, the average is likely to be considerably exceed
ed. In England this excess is found to be 20 to 40 per cent. on a number of 
days: and the" writer is of opinion that for Madras the addition of 20 per cent. to 
the 25 gallons average will not give too high a maximum during the hottest part 
of the dry weather, when well supplies diminish, streams dry up, and large quan
tities of water are used for gardens, etc. A higher figure is not taken, because 
during the hottest weather a number of large consumers of water are Ol4t of 
Madras, at hill stations, in Europe and elsewhere. 

Experiments which the writer has carried out on the flow of sewage through
out the day show that at the present time the maximum is about J I the mean 
flow. The variations of sewage flow may be taken as a measure of the variations 
of water consumption. 

But up to the present it has been impossible to determine the real maximum 
by experiment, because the people cannot get as much water as they need, nor 
can they take it as quickly as they want. It is a common sight in Madras to see 
a dozen people waiting their turn at a tap, but, if house connections become practi
cally universal, each of these twelve persons will draw from a separate tap, and 
twelve taps will be running instead of the one only_ lird to I is therefore too low 
a figure to be taken as the relation between the maximum ~md average for any 
day, and 2 to 1 has been taken to express this relation. 

From these considerations then it is concluded that to the average annual 
daily water consumption 20 per cent. must be added to allow for the maximum 
daily consumption, and as just pointed out, the 120 per cent. thus obtained should 
be doubled to assure that there shall be sufficient water during the hours of maxi
mum demand in the morning and evening. We thus arrive at a maximum con
sumption equal to 2'4 times the average. Even this figure does not allow for 
water required for fires, new-moon days and special festivals when especially 
large quantities of water are used for baths and house cleaning. 

To cover such cases -it will be reasonable to plan the distribution system so 
as to be capable of supplying three times the average daily demand. This has 
been done in the scheme now about to be executed. The writer is convinced 
that this size is not too large for the pipes newly laid, for account must be taken 
.of the decrease in carrying capacity which occurs with usage. 

41• Pressure 10 lJe maintained.-The minimum pressure maintained in 
moffussil towns in this Presidency is understood to be 10 feet. This is exceed
ingl! low, compared with the usual practice in Europe and America where the 
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least pressure is usually about 50 to 80 feet. In Bombay the lowest pressure in 
any district is 50 feet, and in many districts it is between 100 and) 50 feet. 
Calcutta has just completed a scheme costing some thirty lakhs of rupees to 
ensure a pressure of at least 40 feet at all times in every part of the city. In 
these circumstances, the writer is of opinion that the minimum pressure in 
Madras at the average rate of supply of 25 gallons per head per day should be 
about 50 feet above ground level at the ends of principal mains, and additions 
and alterations to the existing system have been worked out to ensure this 
pressure. 

42 • Minimum size of pipes.-The s~allest new pipe will be 4 inches in 
diameter. This is the least which should be allowed in the distribution system, 
but owing to the expense of replacing aU the existing 3-inch pipes by 4-inch, it_ 
is proposed to leave in the 3-inch pipes wherever they are not too small to supply 
domestic requirements. At the same time it is recommended that whenever 
3·inch pipes are taken up for cleaning or other purposes, they should be replaced 
by pipes at least 4 inches in diameter, for 3-inch pipes very quickly become 
choked with dust and sediment, and require frequent cleaning, they are also 
quite inadequate for fire extinguishing purposes. Every pipe less than 3 inches 
in diameter will be taken up and replaced by a pipe at least 4 inches in diameter. 

43. House Ser'Dices.-Connections will be allowed only to pucca houses 
that are assessed at or above a value to be settled by the Standing Committee. 
Mud huts and other poor class dwellings will be supplied by means of public 
fountains. 

It is very important that house services should not be a source of waste or 
misuse of water. One method which is being advocated for minimising waste is 
to limit the number of connections. The writer however, considers that connec
tions should be given to every pucca house and waste will therefore be curtailed 
by-

(I) adopting a suitable type of connection, 

(2) house to house inspection. -

Another method would be by metering every water service, for this would be 
too expensive and not particularly satisfactory in the case of the poorer type of 
houses. It is therefore proposed to follow the plan first proposed by Lieutenant
Colonel King, when Sanitary Commissioner to the Government of Madras and to 
adopt two classes of connections, namely, cc first class," and "second class ". 
The second class, which will apply to the bulk of the population will enable a 
householder to have his own taps provided they are placed in such positions that 
they can at all times be inspected by the municipal staff. Usually, such taps 
would be immediately in front of the house, or in the verandah, and could, by a 
simple arrangement of an iron wire gauzefaced box, capable of being locked, 
be absolutely protected by the owner. Anyone desirous of having a supply 
which is not open to inspection without notice will have to pay for a first-class 
service, which will be subject to the following conditions:-

(I) The householder will be required to hire water meters placed at his 
disposal by the Corporation, to adopt specified fittings, and to 
secure approval of the position of pipes and taps. 

(~) He will obtain a free supply of 163 gallons per month for every 
rupee of rent with a minimum free allowance of 3,000 gallons per 
month. 

(3) A charge of u annas per 1,000 gallons will be made for all water used 
in excess of the free supply. _ 

(4) A charge will be made of Rs. 10 per annum for every tap. 

It is believed that by the adoption of this method of house service, everyone 
in the city will have all the water which he legitiroa~ely requires, and tha.t it will 
at the same time, tend to reduce waste to a minimum. 
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44. Fire profeclz"on.-A fire protection supply differs from a domestic supply 
in that a large quantity, of wat.er ~as ~o be ~onc.entrat~d at one point i? a short 
time instead of the umform dlstnbutJ(~n which is required for a domestic supply. 
Thi; concentration entails larger pipes, and, to provide perfectly for fire extinguish. 
ing purposes, no pipe less ~han 6.inc~es in di~meter shou!d. be laid. The extra 
expense involved by adoptmg this size of pipe as a minimum would be very 
great, and would not be justified in the case of Madras where fires are fortunately 
of rare occurrence. Everything should be done, however, to ensure that the 
best use is made of the system available. Owing to the net work principle 
adopted, the distributory pipes will b~ supplied from both ends, and the carrying 
capacity will be doubled as compared with pipes supplied from one en~ only. 
Ir. the built-up city ar~as hydrants will be placed at every street intersection, and 
should these be more than 300 feet apart, mtermediate hydrants wiII be inserted. 
There should be some 4 to 6 hydrants available for any fire - within the closely 
built-up areas. If hose pipes are connected on to each hydrant, and brought to 
a portable tank close to the fire, at least 2 fire engines should be able to draw 
a full supply. Hydrants wilI, wherever practicable, be fixed on the leading 
mains, which will provide an ample supply. Further, in front of all important 
public buildings the mains will be at least 6 inches in diameter, and in certain 
cas~s special mea~s for fire protection will be adopted. 

45. Provision lor special cases.-In the case of large or important buildings, 
such as Government buildings, hospitals, record rooms, and the like, special pre
cautions should be taken by those responsible for the buildings. Amongst suit
able appliances may be mentioned, private hydrants, automatic sprinkler installa
tions, drencher installations and open tanks, at ground levd. 

46. Prevention of waste and leakage.--The consumption which has been 
provided for, namely, 25 gallons per head per day is very s'n!all when compared 
with that of Bombay, 40 gallons per head per day and Calcutta's filtered water, 
27 gallons, plus, unfiltered water, 21 gallons, equals 48 gallons per head per 
day. In Madras there are few factories and it is unlikely that the consumption 
will be as great as in either of these cities, but it is obvious that no precaution 
should be omitted to prevent waste if the supply is to meet the demand; espe
cially as in Madras, there are numerous leaky joints and many unsound pipes. 
Considerable leakage undoubtedly takes place even with the existing low pressure 
supply. With the improved water-supply under increased pressure, the waste 
will be greatly increased. The methods of avoiding waste in house services have 
already been described. To prevent waste in the main and distributory pipes it 
has been decided to divide the city into 150 areas, each governed by waste
water metres. The metres to be laid at the same time, as new distributary pipes. 
In addition, the following steps are being taken :-

(I) )'0 fit to every public fountain waste-not taps of the limited dis
charge type. 

To close as many garden taps as possible, to keep a register of such 
as are allowed, to inspect the~ regularly, and if the taps are used 
for other than domestic purposes, then to take action. The argu
ment in such a case would be that if water supplied for domestic 

- purposes be used for non-domestic purposes, that it is mis-used 
within the meaning of the Municipal Act. 

To print and distribute widely pamphlets in English, Tamil, Telugu 
and Hindustani pointinp' out the evils which result from waste and 
mis-use of water. CI 

To obtain the-co-operation of the police in stopping' mis-use and 
waste. a few convictions and punishments on thIS account would 
exercise a strongly deterrent influence on those persons who, 
through carelessness or thoughtlessness, are responsible for a great 
deal of waste. 

. Th€? principal mains as they will be in -the new distribution system when'" 
completed, are shown in plate 8 where the existing mains and the areas that they 
will supply are shown in blue, while the new mains and the areas supplied by them 
are shown in red. 
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47. The following statement gi'Oes the number of pipes included in the "e7JI 
dlStributio" system. 

Diameter Existing Pipes 
Total 

Pipes to be New pipes Pipes length of 
of pipes. to be -

retained in to be to) be pipes when 
pipes. removed. !Cheme laid. relaid. the scheme 

is completed. 

Inches. Feet. Feet. Feet, Feet. Feet. Feet. 

It 1.160 1.160 ... ... ... . .. 
Ii 2.!!50 2,850 ... ... ... ... 
It 6.640 6,640 ... ... . .. .. . 
2 180.580 180580 ... ... ... ... 
21 76•120 76,120 ____ ... ... ... ... 
3 135,570 24,370 111,000 ... ... 111,200 

4 I55,3CO 5,500 149,800 536,410- 2,750 6SS;g60 

5 35.550 1.75° 33,800 26,370 880 61,050 

6 6J,17° 4.800 56.370 I J,80S 2,400 10.578 

7 81,130 • 1·750 79,390 18,060 880 -98,320 

8 9,310 ... 9,310 3,265 ... 12,575 
\ 

11,690 \ 880 17,840 9 13.440 J.750 5.270 

10 26,280 ... 26,280 8.300 . .. 34.580 

12 23,:;60 ... 23,360 12,750 ... 36,IJO 

14 24,570 245 24,325 3.160 220 27,7°5 

15 300 .. , 300 ... ... 300 

16 8.900 5.605 30295 3,755 5.045 13.095 

18 25.250 7.250 18,000 9.495 6,525 34.020 
, 

20 2,170 ... 2.170 5,610 ... 1,780 

21 8,650 ... 8,650 ... ... 8,650 

22 3,700 ... 3.7°0 . .. . .. 3,700 

24 4,160 ... 4,160 3,700 ... 1.860 

27 11,750 ... IJ,75O 11,975 . .. 23,725 

30 1.300 ... 1.3°0 14.795 ... 16,095 

33 ... ... ... 300 . .. 300 

36 3.750 ... 3,750 6.110 '" 9.860 

42 4,200 ... 4,200 13,759 ... 11>959 
I I -- ----------I 

Totals in 9°7,160 320,37Q 586,790 694,8!12 19.580 1.301,262 
feet. 

/ - .---.--- -- - - --, 
l'otals 10 172 61 HI 133 4 241 -

Miles-. I j 
These lengths are exc1u$ive of the propo'sed new 48.inch steel main which, 

with its connections to existing mams, wilJ have a total length of 3,230. 
feet. 

9:aSC 100 
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Summarised and excluding the 4S.inch steel maIO and connections we 
have:--

Miles. 

Existing pipes Ii to 43 inches 172 

Pipes to be removed It t() 18 inches mostly 3 inches and under 61 

Balance of old pipes to be retained III 

Pipes to be relaid 4 to 18 inches " 

New pipes to be laid 4 to,42 inches 132 

Total length when the system is complete 247 

The first work to be undertaken will be the laying of the two large mains for 
north and south of the city respectively. The laying of the small distributory 
pipes most urgently required would be proceeded with at the same time, and the 
remaining distributary pipes will be laid as rapidly as circumstances permit. 

COST OF WORKS. 

4S. The total estimated cost of the new water· works and the approximate 
values of work executed to date are shown in the following statement:-

Description of works. 
Expenditure 

Estimated cost. to R .. u.R~s. 
date. 

-

Rs. Rs. 
Main Supply Works. 

Completing the 
Hills. 

out-let tower at Red 3,4°0 Nil •. 

Settling Basin ... ... . .. 62,000 35,000 Nearly completed. 

Conduit from the Settling Basin to Filter 6,80,800 6,03,000 Ditto. 
Beds. 

Filter Beds .. . ... ... 5,82,000 :1,49,000 Ditto. 

Filtered water Reservoirs "' Ditto. ... . .. 2,23,000 1,33,000 

Engine Boiler House and tngioe Founda-
ti_ons, Pump well and Chimneys. 

- 1,82,850 28,000 In course of con-
struction. 

{(a) Masonry work ... J,28,8oo} 
Elevated Tank 5,000 Contracts let. 

(6) Steel _work ... 1,91,500 

Engine Pump and Boilers ... t •• 3.90,000 3,43,000 Boilers erected. 
Pamps deliver .. {(a) Supply of pipes ... 

J 
ed. 

Pumping main 2,01,300 93,000 Nearly completed. 
I (~) Pipe layUJg ... 

, 



Description of works. 

Mai" Supply Wo,.,h-contd. 

Subsidiary buildings 

Land, Fencing round Filter Beds, etc. ... 

Stores Suspenses Account ••• 

Establishment 

Contingencies and Unforeseen works 

Inspe~ting and Testing, etc., in England ••• 

Disl,.ilJutio" wo,.ks. 

Connections to existing and new systems 
at Kilpauk Shaft. 

Pipes and special valves, meters laid 
complete including labour and 
material. 

Masonry works connected with Distri
bution Scheme. 

Contingencies 

Total 

19 

Estimated cost. 

Rs. 

20,000 

60,000 

68,000 

Ellpenditure 
to 

date. 

Rs. 

RBMARU. 

9,000 Drivers' quarters 
completed. 

21,000 Land acquired. 

33,000 

35,000 

22,000 

., Tenders for a 
I large num
~ ber of pipes, 
I valves, etc., 

J 
under consi
deration. 

Not yet started. 

----------1------.---
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ADDISON Pfltell, "'''DRA.!. 

,, 

SCAI,..E 1 IN-CH = 4 MILES 

EXPLANATION 

-~. - .-
Area raining to River Korteliar above Tamarapakkam Anieut -coioured t 

1~1l0w thus _.. . .. ) 

Area Dta~lling to Rivers Katankal and Boosikal which deliver into Channel} _ 
I ,Pplying Cholavaram Tank coloured Green thus ... . .. 

dire~. ~o Chola~~ram an~.~ed HiI1.~.TankS c~~oured R~~ } 

t~::I~.~r Korteli~r bUI di~~"ed 10 ~.i~er coo~~ cOl0Ur~~} 

r-----., 
• r 837 sq. miles. 
L-_-.-J 

106 sq. miles. 

34 sq. miles. 

POONAMALLEE 

977 sq. miles. 

_ -~ . M. INST .. C.E . M. A .... SOc.C. £. 

~t -'. - IIPECIAL ENGINEER. 

\ ._, ': - OORPO RATION OF MAORAS. 
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THE WATEQ-SUPPLY OF CONJEBVEQAM. 

The ancient and historic town of Conjeeveram lies about 45 miles 
to the south-west of Madras in the district of Chingleput. The town is not 
of much commercial importance, and in point of resident population it does not 
rank high among the larger towns of the Presidency. It, however, contain~ 
many Hindu shrines to which devotees are attracted from as far north as Benares 
and as far south as Rameshwaram. During the grand festival, which is so-called 
because of its magnificence as compared with the other festivals in Conjeeveram, 
and which lasts 10 days in the year, the population swells to more than double 
the normal population. The role played by large centres of pilgrimage in 
engendering and spreading epidemic diseases like cholera is well-known. The 
Health Officers of the City of Madras have time after time traced the first 
victim of an outbreak of cholera in the City to persons, who had just returned 
after attending a festival elsewhere. The sanitary well-being of a place of 
pilgrimage is a matter of vital importance, not only to the town itself, but to the 
whole country from every part of which the votaries to its shrine are drawn. It 
is to this circumstance that Conjeeveram owes the introduction of a water-supply 
in the town, before many a larger town in the Presidency had been similarly 
equipped. It was one of the first schemes, the investigation of which was under
taken in 1890 on the creation in that year of the post of the Sanitary Enginet"r 
to the Government of Madras. 

In November 1890, at the request of the Collector of Chingleput, the 
author, in his capacity as Assistant Sanitary Engineer to the Government of 
Madras, was deputed to inspect Conjeeveram and report on the subject of improv
ing the water-supply of the town. Th~ 'report, which was submitted in the follow
ing month, outlined a scheme which was estimated to cost Rs. 2.50,000, and the 
annual working charges including pumping were reckoned at Rs. 10,000. 
Plans and estimates in detail were prepared in November 1893, and the scheme 
was sanctioned by Government in June 1895. The works were completed two 
years later under the direction of Mr. J. A. Jones, M.I.C.E., late Sanitary Engineer 
to the Government of Madras, and were formally opened by Sir Arthur Havelock, 
the then Governor of· Madras, in December 1897. 

OLD WATER-SUPPLY. 

Prior to the introduction of the present water-works, Conjeeveram 
derived its supply from wells and dug tanks, the latter being replenished by 
river water by a system of supply inaugurated about 125 years ago. This ancient 
work is worthy of mention as an example of a public work executed under the 
sway of the native rulers, before British rule was established in this country. 
It is the only water-supply work executed during the older regz"mes of which 
there is any record in this Presidency. The work is primitive in character as 
compared with modern water-works, but, when it was constructed al?out a 



century and a quarter ago, it ranked as a w~rk of great public utility, and an 
inscription was set up to perpetuate its completion. The inscription proclaimed 
that the channels constructed for the water-supply of the town were to be main
tained, and certain instructions as to the apportionment of the supply for irriga
tion and town use were to be attended to, as long as the sun and moon endure. 
Such was the lack of provision of the achievements of modern science. 

The old supply was derived from the Vegavathi, on the feft bank of 
which the town of Conjeeveram ,stands. In the sandy bed of the river, some 
distance above the town, a basin is excavated close to the bank. The subsoil 
water percolating into the basin is conveyed in an open channel to a point in 
the high ground at the north-west extremity of the town, where the 
channel terminates in a cistern. From this point water was distributed to the 
various stone-built tanks in the town by means of underground masonry con 
duits. The spring basin and channel are still in existence and serve the purpose 
of irrigation, but the masonry conduits are out of repair and choked up with 
earth, and fell into disuse some years before the advent of the present works. 
The remains of the conduit were met with when laying iron pipes for the new 
works. It was built partly with radiating bricks and partly formed of granite 
prisms bored to the diameter of the conduit. 

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF OLD SUPPLY. 

Shortly before the investigation of the present water-supply of Conjee
veram was undertaken, the Engineer to the Local Fund Board of Chingleput 
had submitted proposals for improving the old water-supply. His scheme was 
to re-construct and extend the conduit system, with this difference, that instead of 
utilising the water for filling tanks it was proposed to provide a number of wells 
with sealed bottoms over the conduit throughout its entire length j and water was 
to be drawn by dipping buckets or vessels as in ordinary wells. It was pointed 
out that, whereas the function of the old system merely amounted to the dilution 
of large bodies of water of a doubtful character in tanks with fresh water from the 
river, the new proposals would render a supply of water available to the inhabi
tants in its pristine purity. The scheme apparently promised a solid and sub
stantial measure of improvement, and appealed to the orthodox section of the 
community, which preponderates in Conjeeve'ram, and which was opposed to 
any radical innovation. There was, therefore, some difficulty in proving to the 
Councillors, thilt the proposal fell short of modern sanitary requirements, and 
that a water-supply equipped on modern lines would confer incalculably greater 
benefit on the inhabitants. 

The remarks on this proposal, contained in the author's original report 
on the Conjeeveram water:-supply, will not be considered uninteresting even at 
the present time, as the system of distribution by masonry conduits aDd dip 
wells is still occasionally advocated on grounds of economy, and as an 
inevitable compromise under certain circumstances. Not many years ago the 
system found advocacy even in the town of Madras, and in certain 
remote parts of Madras, where pressure bad been reduced to below the 
level of the taps, the expedient of running the pipe into a well and 
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drawing water therefrom in the ordinary way was adopted. Fortunately, 
the Sanitary Commissioner condemned the system and its further extension 
was prohibited. The arrangement is indefensible from a sanitary point 
of view. A frequent source of contamination of well and tank water is the 
introduction of dirty vessels. Cholera germs are often conveyed to drinking 
water-supplies in this way. It is not unusual to see a woman, going on the 
errand of fetching water, stop on the way and lay down her burden by the side 
of the road Of' some spot still more unclean. If that spot happens to be infected 
with a cholera patients dejecta, a contingency which is by no means improbable, 
the vessel subsequently introduced into a 'well or tank might contaminate the 
whole supply, for, the cholera bacillus is a micro-organism which multiplies 
with marvellous rapidity in certain favouring media. During May, one of the 
driest months in the year, when the supply of water is least abundant, there 
is a large influx of people who flock to attend the grand festival. The danger 
of contamination is augmented when a vast concourse of people of all sorts and 
conditions are allowed to bring their pots and vessels directly in contact with 
the water-supply. 

The followin g is the extract from the original report referred to above : 
IC Ia discussing the question of conduit wells versus pipes and taps, I have 
entered into particulars which perhaps do not strictly pertain to a professional 
report, but I have thought it necessary to do so, because I have been told that, 
in a place which is regarded with such religious veneration as Conjeeveram, 
modern abominations like pipes and taps will not be viewed with complacency 
by the higher class of Hindus. Conjeeveram is the most sacred city in the 
south of India, and has long been the head-quarters of Brahmins. The 
question of water-supply for such sacred cities is not purely an engineer
ing one, but is also closely associated with such circumstances as caste 
prejudice and habits of the people. There need, however, be no appre
hension about the ultimate universal use of pipe water, if introduced into 
Conjeeveram, by all classes. At firsQN1e higher class of Hindus, especially the 
Brahmins, may hold off, but as has been the experience in other towns where 
pipe water has been introduced they are ultimately reconciled to it. This is 
naturally so owing to the facility of procuring water in a piped system and its 
comparative purity. These two circumstances are sufficient to overcome the 
most deep rooted prejudices. " The above anticipations have been fully realised. 
The popularity of the water-supply with all classes in Conjeeveram is now 
beyond question. 

PRESENT WATER .. WORKS. 

'Briel description.- The works as they exist at present may be briefly 
described as consisting of an infiltration gallery across the bed oi the Vegavathi, 
from which water is pumped by engines and delivered into the town by iron
pipes with their necessary appendages. There is a masonry reservoir, at one of 
the highest points in the town, which serves as a compensating tank. The 
noticeable features of the scheme are the peculiarity of its source of supply and 
the method of collection, adopted, 
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Source 0/ tSupply.-Though the Vegavathi is called a branch of 
the Piitar, there is a tradition current in the town that it is the old course of 
the Plilar itself, which was artificially diverted many centuries ago. There 
is inherent evidence in substantiation of this belief. (1) The position of the 
Vegavathi in relation to the main stream suggests the probability of the 
former stream being the old course of the Palar. Throughout its entire course 
9f 15 miles the Vegavathi runs nearly parallel to the Patar, the greatest distance 
between the two not exceeding two miles at any point. All the other branches 
of th~ Palar diverge from the main stream at a much greater angle. (2) 
In the neighbourhood of Conjeeveram, the Vegavathi is about 1,000 feet broad. 
The water which comes down the Vegavathi consists of the overflow from 
the Damal tank, which is fed by a channel from the Palar, and the 
land drainage intercepted by the Vegavathi itself. The combined volume of 
the two sources of flow in the Vegavathi does not adequately account for 
the great width of the stream. The highest flood in the Vegavathi seldom 
attains a height of over 4 feet. These facts lead to the surmise that the stream 
must have, during some previous period of its existence, carried a greater 
volume of water than it does at present. (3) It was ascertained, by excavation 
and probing during the construction of the works, that the bed of the river- con-' 
sists of pure large grained sand to a depth of 30 feet. The sand probably extends 
to a greater unascertained depth. It is only in large rivers carrying a great 
volume of water that such a depth of sand is found. This is prz"ma facie evidence 
in support of the belief that the Vegavathi is the old course of the parent stream 
and not a tributary of the Pallir. ' 

As is usual with rivers in So~thern India, there is no surface flow in the 
Vegavathi for most part of the year, but there is always a copious underflow in 
its deep sandy bed. The river bed has a fall of 9 feet per mile. and the sand 
is pure and large grained. An abundant supply of water must, therefore. be 
travelling through the pores 'of the sandy bed at a considerable velocity. 
There are more tangible proofs of the copiousness of the underground flow. 
There issue from the bed oUhe Vegavathi six spring channels, which derive their 
supply from the subsoil flow in the river. The channels irrigate in the aggregate 
about 1,000 acres of land, and abstract about .1,500 cubic feet of water per minute. 
The maximum requirement of the ~own, for which the works are designed, is 188 
cubic feet per minute. 

The above facts and observations lead to the conclusion that the Vega
vathi was an adequate source of supply and that there was no necessity to go to 
the PaJar river itself, which would have removed the head works some two miles 
further, with proportionate increase in cost. 

Supply protJided.-When the scheme was prepared, the population 
was 42,548. The pilgrim population on festival days exceeds 40,000, in view of 
which, it was considered necessary to provide for a supply in excess of the 
requirements of the permanent population. The works are designed for a 
population of 56,000 at Iq gallons per head per day. 

All the larger water-works iri this Presidency, with the exception of the 
Madras City Water-works, are designed for a supply of IS gallons per head per 
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day. The su pply was limited to this allowance owing to financial exigencies, 
but it was assumed that the works would require enlargement at the end of 
30 years to satisfy the needs of an increased population and the demands for a 
more liberal rate of supply. Some of the earlier works have now been in 
existence for 20 years, but by the restriction of house-services and the vigilance 
exercised by the Assistant Sanitary Engineers in checking waste, the consump
tion has not reached the maximum provided for in any of the schemes. Nearly 
all of these towns are devoid of any system of drainage, and the stagnation of 
waste water everywhere would neutralise the benefits of a more liberal supply at 
present. 

Location of infiltration tc1ork.-The location of the infiltration work 
in the river bed received careful consideration. The contamination of a river, 
which is dry fO,r the greater part of the year as in Southern India, is a more 
serious matter than the contamination of a river with a perennial flow. It is, 
therefore, advisable to place the offtake well above the town. On the other hand 
economy is a matter of paramount importance in designing water-works for 
Indian towns. The site which seemed to fulfil both requirements, i.e., purity of 
supply and economy, was the one opposite the Jain temple situated in the village 
of Tiruparattikundrum, well above that portion of the river which is contami
nated by the town. The water supplied to the town has the reputation of being 
ODe of the healthiest in the Presidency. 

'Description of infiltration tc1ork.-The infiltration work is simple in 
design. It was formed by cutting a trench in the bed of the river to the required 
length and depth, in which open jointed stoneware pipes were lai~ and the 
trench refilled with broken stone and sand. This method is very economical, 
but it is not suited to any river with a sandy bed liable to be disturbed by high 
floods. The highest ~qod in the Vegavathi has not exceeded 4 feet and the bed 
is practically stable at the depth at which the infiltration work lies. 

The work is practically a prism of broken stones, 560 feet long, 8 feet 
broad and 71 feet high, placed across the river. The top of the prism is level 
with the lowest ascertained summer water level in the river, which is 10 feet 
below the bed. The whole of the prism is thus in permanently saturated sand. 
In the bottom of the prism are four rows of 9-inch stoneware pipes, laid with open 
joints, and terminating in a chamber close to the margin of the river, from which 
water is carried by an IS-inch iron pipe to the suction-well on the bank of the 
river. The end of the pipe in the suction-well is controlled by a valve. 

J'uction-b1ell and Engine-house.-It will be noticed that the suction
well is placed outside the engine-house. This was done for weighty reasons. 
The site on which the engine-house stands consists of pure sand extending to 
as great a depth as in the river itself In such soil it is difficult to render the 
bottom of the well water-tight and continuous pumping sometimes developes 
leaks through the concreted bottom. the evil results of which are manifested by 
the settlement of the floor and cracks in the walls of the engine-house. In firm 
and compact soil there is no ne~essitr for detaching the suction-well, 

• 



The pumps are connected '."ith the suction-well outside by long suction
pipes the horizontal divergence of which is 50 fe,et. There has bem no trouble 
.attributed to the long suctions. 

'Pumping'Machinery.-The pumping engine consisted of two sets 
(room was provided in the engine.house for a third set) each capable of pumping 
in 24 hours the whole supply required for 56,000 people at 15 gallons per 
head per day. The engines were of the horizontal, compound, direct-acting 
Worthington, non-condensing type, and boilers of the ',ocomotive type. 

\ Resert7oir.-The reservoir' is not near the engine-house. It is practi
cally at the end of the main where the highest point available in the town is. 
The reservoir acts by receiving the surplus at times of low demand, and surrenders 
it when the demand exceedi the capacity of the engines. A service-reservoir close 
to the engine-house would have been more advantageous, but, ow~ng to the level 
of the ground near the engine-house and the nature of its soil, the cost would 

. have beE:'n great. Experience with cuI (ie-sac reservoirs has, however, lead to the 
conclusion, that a service-reservoir close to the engine-house is worth the larger 
expenditure involved. 

The reservoir is a masonry structure wholly above ground, with the 
exception of the foundation. The internal dimensions are 71 feet)( 47 feet, 
with an effective depth of 10 teet. The roof is supported by the four main walls 
and cross walls 10 feet apart, pierced with large openings to minimise space, 
and is formed of Jack arches 5 feet in span, turned between parallel rows of 
rolled steel girders. It is believed that this is the first reservoir which has been 
roofed in this manner. It is the prototype of the design subsequently adopted 
by the author in the ~ladras Water-works. 

The cost of the reservoir was Rs. 21,111 or Rs. 113 per thouss nd 
gallons stored. 

'Distribution sg.stem.-The distribution system as originally laid con
sisted of 16 miles of cast-iron pipes from 3 to 16 inches in diameter, with their 
usual fittings and accessories. Eighty per cent. of each size of pipe had turned 

, and bor~d joints and 20 per cent. plain spigot and fa.ucet joints. This has been 
the invariable practice in this Presidency. The turned and bored joints have 
given no trouble owing to leaks as they are reported to have done elsewhere, and 
they are of course much cheaper than lead joints. 

Cost and Capital.-The cost of the works as executed was as foliows :.-

Infiltration Works ... 
Pumping Station •.• 
Pumping Machinery 
Reservoir .,. 
Pipes and Fittings ... 
Laying and Jointing Pipes 
Establishment, &c. 

Total 

Rs. 
17,582 
20,408 
22,591 
21,111 

1.39,391 
27,867 
8,424 

2,57,374 
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The capital for the construction of the works was provided by Govern
ment, one-half as a free contribution and the remainder as a )oan repayable in 
30 years at 41- per cent. interest. The sinking fund is 1'7 per cent. 

Concluding Remarks.--Somf! of the details given above indicate the 
general practice and principles adopted in Madras in the design of water-works. 
Mr. J A. Jones, the late Sanitary Engineer, and after him Mr. W. Hutton, have 
attempted to make the works in this Presidency as far as possible to a standard 
pattern, and, as is well-known, standard patterns tend to economy both in first 
cost and repairs. 

The holding of a Sanitary Conference annually in India has suggested 
the possibility of standardising many of the materials used by Sanitary Engi
neers. throughout India. It is suggested toat at subsequent Conferences a day 
or two be devoted to this subject by all the Sanitary Engineers and Municipal 
Engineers assembled. There are obvious advantages in standardising certain 
materials, like pipes and fittings as they have all at present to be obtained from 
England. Pipes and fittings form the largest item in water-works. In the 
Conjeeveram Water.works, the value of pipes and fittings was 60 per cent. of 
the cost of the whole work. -

MADRAS, 

November, 1912. 

HORMUSJI NOWROJI, B.E., A.M.I.e E., 

Deputy Sanitary Engzneer 

/Q the Government of Madras. 

AUDISON PRESS, MADRA .... 
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